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Errata
The following errors should be corrected in the text:
page 62: (Levi and Stark 1982) should be (Sezan and Stark 1982).
page 73: The last paragraph of section 4.3 following (4.20) should read:
which correspond to the images shown in Fig 4.10. Since Fig 4.lOc is equivalent to 4.9a
rotated 180 degrees around the coordinate origin they both relate to the same image-form.
By similar reasoning 4.lOa and 4.lOb also have the same image-form, but this image-form
is clearly different to the image-form shown in Figs 4.9a and 4.lOc. In general, if the
true image is the convolution of N components then there are 2N image-forms (Lane et
al 1987).
page 74: Figs 4.9a and 4.9b should be interchanged.
page 82: Fig 4.17 should be rotated clockwise by 90 degrees.
page 83: Figs 4.18a and 4.18b should be rotated clockwise by 270 degrees.
page 93: (Fienup and Dainty 1986) should be (Dainty and Fienup 1987).
page 122: (Tan and Bates 1985) should be (Bates and Tan 1985).
page 140: (Oppenheim et al. 1980) should be (Oppenheim et al. 1982).

Abstract
Theoretical and practical aspects of identifying and deconvolving a convolution in more
than one-dimension are presented. In contrast to conventional techniques which require
knowledge of the blurring function, this thesis describes techniques for "blind" deconvolution. The techniques introduced differ from previous work in the field of blind deconvolution because they do not require an ensemble of similarly blurred images, i.e. they
can be effectively employed upon a single convolution.
The first method for blind deconvolution introduced relies on the analytic properties of the Fourier spectrum of a compact image. Rather than deal with continuous
images, a discrete approximation is employed. It is argued, however, that approximation
of the Fourier spectrum by a finite order polynomial model is a logical response to the
practical constraints posed by limited a.mounts of noisy data.
Since the convolution of two irn.ages is equivalent to a multiplication of their
Fourier spectra, deconvolution is consequently equivalent to factorisation of their Fourier
spectra. In one dimension it is always possible to factorise a polynomial, even when it is
of infinite order. These factors correspond to isolated points, in the complex plane into
which the Fourier spectra are analytically continued, where the spectra are zero. Since
these points are distinct there are a large number of factors and hence there is usually a
large number of ways of deconvolving a one-dimensional image.
By contrast the analytically continued Fourier spectrum of a two-dimensional
image exists in a four-dimensional space and is zero on a two-dimensional analytic surface,
here called a zero-sheet. Because of the analytic nature of the zero-sheet it is not possible,
in general, to factorise a two-dimensional spectrum or equivalently partition its zerosheet into separate analytic surfaces. The major exception is when the true image is
a convolution in which case the zero-sheet is, in fact, the union of the zero-sheets of
the components of the convolution. As a result the zero-sheet of a convolution can
be partitioned into two zero-sheets which can be used to recover, to within a complex
constant, the components of the convolution. The addition of noise is shown to link the
zero-sheets of the components of the convolution. Consequently it is no longer possible
to partition the zero-sheet without isolating and correcting these "bridges" between the
zero-sheets of the components.
The Fourier phase problem forms a special subclass of the blind deconvolution
problem, one in which the true image and the blurring function are conjugate mirror
images of each other. The data in the Fourier phase problem comprises the oversampled
magnitude of the Fourier transform of the true image. Consequently, it is necessary to
reconstruct the Fourier phase before an estimate of the true image can be formed. It is
shown that a solution exists and the accuracy of the solution can be empirically related
to the amount of noise present in the Fourier magnitude data.
It is shown that a unique solution to the Fourier phase problem in more than one

dimension exists except when the spectrum is the Fourier transform of a convolution. In
this case, the number of solutions to the Fourier phase problem is related to the number
of component images which have been convolved to produce the convolution.
The second technique for deconvolution introduced in this thesis uses these multiple solutions to the Fourier phase problem to recover information about the phase of
the spectra of the components of the convolution. The Fourier phase is, however, only
recovered inodulo 1r. The problems encountered in the modified magnitude problem, as
it is called in this thesis, are analysed and techniques for overcoming these difficulties are
described.
A final result presented herein is an extension to an existing technique for blind
deconvolution of ensembles of two-dimensional speckle images. It is shown that comparing
the zero-sheets of the speckle spectra leads to a useful new approach to speckle imaging.
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Preface
A common problem in engineering is that complete measurements of a given quantity or
object are often difficult, expensive or perhaps even impossible to make directly. Two
extreme examples of these difficulties are found in astronomy and crystallography. Direct
measurements in the former are constrained by vast distances and the intervening atmosphere, whilst in the latter they are inhibited by the minute distances involved. In both
instances only partial information is available on the true nature of the object. In radio
astronomy, for example, often only the magnitude of the incident radiation is directly
measurable. This bears no visual resemblance to the actual astronomical object, but is
related to what is known as the object's Fourier spectrum through a unique invertible
transform. Although there is a unique relationship between an object and its Fourier spectrum, discussed in detail in chapter 1, an estimate of the phase of the incident radiation
is required before it is possible to reconstruct the object of interest.
One of the main applications of the work reported in this thesis is the problem
of inferring the Fourier phase from measurements of the Fourier magnitude. The inverse
Fourier transform can then be invoked to recover the original object. The algorithms
in this thesis require the Fourier magnitude to be oversampled, which is nearly always
possible in applications where the Fourier transform is continuous, such as astronomy
and wavefront sensing. Reconstructing the Fourier phase from the oversampled Fourier
magnitude constitutes the Fourier phase problem (Bates 1982b ). In crystallography,
however, the Fourier transform exists only at discrete points in Fourier space called the
Nyquist frequencies. The crystallographic phase problem is thus only discussed in passing.
Figure 1 shows an example of an object and its Fourier transform. The Fourier
magnitude consists of parallel bands between which the Fourier magnitude falls to zero.
By comparing the Fourier magnitude with the phase it can be seen that regions where
the Fourier magnitude is zero correspond to discontinuities in the Fourier phase. In this
simple case, at least, it is clear that there is a strong relationship between the Fourier
magnitude and the Fourier phase.
The relationship between the one-dimensional Fourier intensity and Fourier phase
has been well understood for many years, having previously found application in the fields
of control, filter and antenna design (Nagrath and Gopal 1975; Oppenheim and Schafer
1975; Bates 1969; Taylor and Whinnery 1951). This work had shown that, although it is
possible to retrieve a one-dimensional Fourier phase from. a given Fourier magnitude, there
are in fact many mathematically acceptable solutions. The technique for recovering these
solutions involves expressing the Fourier magnitude as a polynomial. A one-dimensional
polynomial can be factored in a number of ways, each of which gives an alternative
phase distribution consistent with the given Fourier magnitude (in a manner described
in chapter 3).
v

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 1: An example of a positive object and its Fourier transform. (a) the positive
object quantised into 32 grey levels from 0 (black) to a normalised magnitude of 1 (white).
(b) The magnitude of the Fourier transform of (a) quantised as above. ( c) The phase of
the Fourier transform of (a) quantised from -7f (black) to 7f (white).
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In more than one dimension the Fourier phase problem appeared more obscure
to begin with because the factoring of two-dimensional polynomials is a difficult problem. Two-dimensional recursive filtering is a field where the inability to factorise multidimensional polynomials poses a significant difficulty in the practical implementation of
recursive digital filters (Huang et al 1971; Rabiner and Gold 1975, chapter 7). Bruck and
Sodin (1979) were the first to note that the absence of a fundamental theorem of algebra in
higher dimensions could be used to advantage in phase retrieval (or the phase problem)
where the lack of factors would avoid the inherent ambiguities of the one-dimensional
case. The significance of Bruck and Sodin's work was that it showed, theoretically at
least, that unique multi-dimensional phase retrieval was worth pursuing. This confirmed
the early hypothesis of Professor R.H.T. Bates and Peter J. Napier at the University of
Canterbury who in the early 1970's (Napier and Bates 1974) suggested that there may be
a unique solution to the two-dimensional phase retrieval problem. Their argurnent used
the projection theorem, commonly applied in computed tomography (Garden 1984), to
reduce the two-dimensional problem to a number of related one-dimensional problems.
Although this work showed that the problem ·was not hopeless it did not produce an
algorithm. VV. Richard Fright used a different form of projection to argue for the unique
relationship between the Fourier magnitude and the Fourier phase (Fright 1984, §3.5) in
two dimensions. The method relied on calculating the difference in phase between two
arbitrary points in the two-dimensional Fourier transform along several different paths.
As this phase difference should be independent of path, inconsistent solutions can be
eliminated.
A phase recovery algorithm employing exact phase closure was first implemented
by H.V. Deighton, M.S. Scivier and Michael A. Fiddy at Imperial College London (Deighton et al 1985), and a similar algorithm was programmed by the author. The difficulty
with these methods is that the one-dimensional projections are all individually subject
to a large ambiguity and the amount of computer time required to find the consistent
solution rises exponentially with image size. An earlier attempt at a direct algorithm
produced at the University of Canterbury, was the CPE algorithm (Bates 1982b; Fright
and Bates 1982). CPE used phase closure in a similar 1nanner to Fiddy's technique to
provide an estimate of the two-dimensional phase. The phase differences were estimated in
a crude, but for simple images, effective manner. This algorithm solved the computational
difficulties but at a price in accuracy. Further developments and extensions of CPE were
provided by Daniel Mnyama and Michael C. vVon, also of the University of Canterbury.
For intricate images CPE has found use chiefly as a starting point to iterative methods
of solution (Won et al 1985).
This thesis introduces a new direct solution of the Fourier phase problem (Lane
and Bates 1987a; Lane et al 1987). The technique, discussed in chapter 4, relies on a new
method of determining the factors of a multi-dimensional polynomial. The method can,
by analysing where the Fourier transform is zero, determine how a given multi-dimensional
polynomial can be factored.
Before leaving the subject of direct phase retrieval, other major contributors to
the theoretical relationship between the Fourier magnitude and phase should be noted.
These include Jorge L.C. Sanz at the IBM Research Laboratories, M. Hayes, J.S. Lirn and
A.V. Oppenheim at the Massachussets Institute of Technology whose work is discussed
in more detail in the body of this thesis. Their algebraic descriptions complement the
geometrical arguments and algorithms which comprise some of the original work presented
Vll

in this thesis.
Whilst the search continued for direct algorithms, iterative methods were developed for phase recovery. The initial methods were simple adaptions of existing algorithms
and prone to stagnation when far from the true solution (Oppenheim and Lim 1981). This
stagnation is a consequence of algorithmic ill-conditioning and had effectively precluded
obtaining useful results before James R. Fienup successfully modified the existing algorithms to produce a method for phase retrieval for positive images(Fienup 1982). The
causes of stagnation and Fienup's technique for improving convergence are discussed in
chapter 5.
It was thought that Fienup's approach was limited to applications where the
object was entirely real and positive (such as an intensity distribution) or of a special
shape (Fienup 1987). In chapter 5 a new strategy in applying Fienup's existing algorithms
is discussed (Lane 1987). This strategy extends the applicability of Fienup's methods to
phase recovery for complex objects.
The major emphasis of this thesis is the extension of the above-mentioned phase
retrieval work to the broader context of deconvolution. Convolution can be modelled as
a process of multiplying the Fourier transforms of the images. Deconvolution therefore
requires the factoring of general complex-valued Fourier spectra a.nd is thus a natural
generalisation of the factorisation of the Fourier magnitude required for phase retrieval.
This provides the basis of the first of the new approaches to deconvolution introduced in
this thesis and is discussed in chapter 4.
The second new approach to deconvolution is described in chapter 6. This algorithm arose from the observation that convolutions do not have a unique relationship
between their Fourier magnitude and phase. There are, however, only a finite number
of solutions, all of which can be obtained by iterative techniques. It proved possible to
combine these ambiguous solutions to provide a.n estimate of the Fourier phase of the
components of the convolutions. As the Fourier phase appeared to dominate the magnitude in determining the overall structure of the image, it had been previously thought
that magnitude retrieval from phase was a relatively simple procedure (Bruck and Sodin
1983; Oppenheim and Lim 1981; Fright 1984). Although this is to a large extent true
there are a number of significant practical difficulties associated with magnitude retrieval
which are discussed in chapter 6.
This preface concludes with a brief description of the contents of the chapters
herein. The mathematical basis of this work is to be found in chapter 1. This initial
chapter is not intended to deter the less mathematically inclined reader, but to introduce a
consistent notation which is used throughout this thesis. The chapter starts with a general
discussion of the
role of models, where it is emphasised that there are important differences
!
between physical reality, mathematical models and the representation of models on a
digital computer. As the Fourier transform is fundarn.ental to the algorithms developed
in this thesis, chapter 1 follows it from the idealised mathematical equations, through
necessary practical assumptions to a discussion of some of the difficulties encountered in
employing the Fourier transform on a digital computer.
Chapter 2 introduces the practical situations where the techniques of chapter 1
can be applied. The mathematical description of defocus and motion blur in photography
is presented. This provides an introduction to the more complicated distortion caused
by the earth's turbulent atmosphere. The phase a.nd the magnitude problem are both
introduced and discussed in the context of relevant practical situations.
Vlll

In chapter 3, entire functions are introduced. They form the mathematical basis
of the new techniques which are described in this thesis. Entire functions form a powerful
class of models which can be thought of as generalised polynomials. The Fourier transform
has been analysed in terms of entire functions by a number of researchers (Ross et al.
1978; Nakajima and Asakura 1983a; Burge et al. 1976). The discrete Fourier transform
which provides the computational basis for the models used in this thesis, is an example
of a particular class of entire function.
Chapter 4 describes the first new method of deconvolution. Two-dimensional
entire fund.ions are shown to be defined by their zero-sheets (regions where the modelling
functions are zero). The zero-sheet of a convolution is shown to be the union of the zerosheets of the convolution's components (of which there are usually two, one corresponding
to the object of interest and the other to the distortion). Deconvolution can thus be
effected by separation of these zero-sheets, each of which can be related to a component
of a convolution. The effects of noise a.re considered and simple geometrical arguments
are presented to complern.ent the algebraic results of Ha.yes and Sanz on the mathematical
properties of multi-dimensional polynomials.
Chapter 5 is concerned with the recovery of images from their Fourier magnitudes
using the iterative Fienup algorithms. These algorithms are extended shown to be capable
of reconstructing both bipolar and complex images. Complex images ha.cl previously
been thought to be recoverable from their Fourier magnitudes only when very strict
require1~ents on their support were applicable (Fienup 1987). Results a.re presented to
show that the Fienup algorithms are in fact capable of achieving phase recovery for
complex images, provided an alternative iteration strategy is employed.
Chapter 6 combines the iterative work on phase recovery with the mathematical
properties of convolutions to form an alternative algorithm for deconvolution. Previous
work (Fright 1984; Fiddy et al 1983; Van Toorn and Ferweda 1977) has described how the
Fourier phase cannot be uniquely inferred from the Fourier magnitude of a convolution.
The number of possible solutions is given by the number of components in the convolution. Thus the convolution of two images has two distinct phase distributions compatible
with the convolution's magnitude, both of which can usually be recovered by using the
Fienup algorithms. This chapter shows that the multiple phase distributions compatible
with a convolution's Fourier magnitude, can be used as the basis of an algorithm for
de convol u ti on.
The thesis concludes with recommendations for further research in chapter 7.
Papers and presentations prepared during the course of this thesis are listed below in
order of preparation.
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Glossary
The notation employed in this thesis is used to describe three K-dimensional spaces called
image-space, Fourier-space and Z-transform space. Arbitrary points in these spaces are
described by the position vectors
respectively. In two-dimensional coordinates
these position vectors may be specialised to ( x, y ), ( u, v) and ((,/I) respectively. The
quantities existing in these spaces are respectively called images, Fourier-spectra and Zspectra. Arbitrarily chosen Cartesian coordinates are set up in each space with xk, Uk
and (k being the respective kth coordinates.

x, u, (,

The following conventions are adhered to in this thesis:
1. Symbols representing vector quantities are indicated by a superscript arrow, e.g.

(£).
2. Image quantities are defined by lower case roman symbols, e.g. f(x,y).
3. Fourier transforms are written in upper case roman symbols, e.g. F( u, v ).
4. Z-transforms are indicated by script upper case letters, e.g. :F( (,/I).
5. An estimated quantity is adorned by a superscript caret, e.g.
estimate of f(x,y).
The following symbols are used:

j(K)

da()

J

f*(x,y)
8

u
n
< >

{}
E

~

a Fourier transform pair
a Z-transform pair
K-dimensional integral
K-dimensional volume element
complex conjugate of f(x,y)
convolution
union of sets
intersection of sets
ensemble average
a set of
element of
not an element of
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f (x, y)

indicates an

II

P[]
n[]
I[]

Z[]

f(x,y)
ff(x, y)

g(x,y)
h(x,y)
s(x,y)
S1(x,y)
B 1(x,y)
CPE
DFT
FFT
IFFT
psf

SAA
ZAA

Magnitude of
Phase of
Real part of
Imaginary part of
The zeros of
the true image
autocorrelation of f (x, y)
a convolution
point spread function
symmetric image
the region of image space where f(x,y) is non-zero
the rectangular box, with sides parallel to the Cartesian coordinate
system, just enclosing Sf ( x, y)
Crude Phase Estimation
Discrete Fourier Transform
Fast Fourier Transform
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
point spread function
shift-and-add
zero-and-add
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Chapter 1

PRELIMINARIES
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the terminology used and the mathematical
techniques invoked in this thesis, whilst the practical applications of these techniques are
discussed in the next chapter. The Fourier transform is fundamental to the algorithms
presented in this thesis and is thus introduced in its dual roles as a mathematical model
and computational tool. This chapter concludes with a description of the implernentation
of the Fourier transform on a digital computer.
It is well known that a unique relationship exists between an object and its expression in terms of its Fourier transform. This one-to-one invertible relationship between
an object and its Fourier transform is introduced in §1.1. A computational analogy can
be drawn between the use of the Fourier transform and the use of logarithms, both in
the simplification of numerical processing an.cl the modelling of physical phenorn.ena. Just
as logarithms are used to simplify multiplication by transforrn.ing it into addition, the
Fourier transform reduces the process of convolution, discussed in §1.2, to multiplication.
Logarithms can also be invoked when modelling the response of the hum.an ear to sound
intensity, which parallels the use of the Fourier transform in modelling the scalar wave
equation (as shown in §1.3). The remainder of chapter 1 deals with the mathematical
descriptions of the important physical situations in which the results of this thesis can be
applied. These descriptions are, in general, unavoidably idealised but nevertheless have
widespread applicability in many practical contexts. The notion of a compact im.age, §1.4,
leads logically to sampled representations of the Fourier transform of a.n object, §1.5. §1.6
deals with the approximations needed to implernent the Fourier transform. on a digital
computer.
In order to obtain wanted information from observable data it is necessary to
formulate a mathem.atical model of any real world phenomenon. It is then required to
represent this mathematical model in the form of a representation scheme (refer to Fig
1.1). Due to the widespread availability and convenience of digital computers this representation scheme is usually a finite set of numbers. The limitations of the mathematical
modelling process have been addressed in the literature by a number of authors, notably
Slepian (1983) and Requicha (1980), and it is inevitable that some of a model's faithfulness must be sacrificed in the interests of simplicity a.nd cornputability. It is also essential
that the overall process of converting a physical phenomenon into a representation scheme
must be invertible, in order that calculations made using the representation scheme can
be used to predict the behaviour of the physical process.
The usefulness of a model derives mainly from its ability to predict data that
are unobservable from measurable quantities. It can also be used to condense large
1

actual
phenomena
e.g. voltages

mathematical
representation
models
schemes
e.g. Fourier
e.g. real numbers
transforms

3,30

F(u)

Physical
entities

Abstract
entities

Figure 1.1: The relationship between models, representations and physical phenomena
(after Requicha 1980)
quantities of data in the form of a few model parameters. Often a single mathematical
model is utilised in a number of seemingly disparate areas. The Fourier transform (or
its discrete analogue the Z-transform) provides an exarn.ple of a widely applicable mathematical model, and much of the work in this t,hesis relies heavily on this mathematical
formulation. An object's Fourier transform provides an alternative description related
by a one-to-one invertible transformation between an object's description in conventional
spatial coordinates and its description in tern1s of spatial frequencies.
Although complete knowledge of data related to an object's Fourier transform
contains information equivalent to direct spatial measurement of the object, a display
of the Fourier transform bears no visual resemblance to the original object. There are
however a number of situations where the physical measurements which can be made
correspond to the Fourier transform of the image (Table 1.1). Since these measurements
relate to the visible portion of an object, the term visibility has corn.e to be used for the
Fourier transform of an object (Bates and McDonnell 1986). In this thesis both terms
are used interchangeably.
An image can also be rn.odelled with a sarn.pled form of the Fourier transform.
The sampled form of the Fourier transfonn is equivalent to the Z-transforrn. which is
discussed in chapter 3. It is, however, convenient to introduce the Z-transform notation
along with that of the Fourier transform.
In this thesis an image, its Fourier spectrum (or alternatively visibility spectrum)
and its Z-spectrum are said to exist in coordinate spaces known as iniage space, Fourier
2
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temporal spectrum
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real and positive
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field

complex

focal

plane

..

VlSl-

real and positive

fre-

Table 1.1: The occurrence of the Fourier transform (after Fright 1984)

Space
1

Image
Fourier ( visibility)

z

Dimension
2
>2

.f(x,y) .f(x)
F(u, v) F(71)
F( (, 1') F(()

.f( x)
F(u)
F(()

Table 1.2: Examples of the notation used for describing images and image transforms
space and Z-space respectively. Image space, Fourier space and Z-space are K-dimensional
spaces spanned by the cartesian position vectors
71 and{. Images are denoted by lower
case Rom.an letters with the corresponding upper case letters being used to denote their
Fourier transforms (as shown in Fig 1.2). Thus F(71) is the Fourier transform of .f(x). A
transform pair is denoted, for example, by .f( x) +--t F( 71), a notation which emphasises
the invertible relationship between an image and its transform. In the special cases where
K = 1 or 2, the notation listed in Table 1.2 is employed.

x,

Although the Fourier transform and the Z-transform are denoted by the same
upper case Roman letter, it is important to realise that whilst the former is usually a
function of real coordinates 71, the latter is a function of complex coordinates ( . It is
often convenient, however, to analytically continue 71 into a complex vector in a manner
discussed in chapter 3. Since the process of analytic continuation does not change the
form of F( 71) when 71 is real, the above notation is also used for the analytically continued
Fourier transform. It is important to realise that nearly all measurements correspond to
when 71 is real.
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Figure 1.2: The interrelationship of image, Fourier and Z space.
In general, both the image and its transforms are complex, possessing both rnagnitudes and phases. A magnitude is denoted by 11, as in IF(u)i and a phase by P[], as in
P[F(u)]. Thus
·
F( 17) = IF( 17)ie+i2rrP[F(u)]
( 1.1)
where i is the pure imaginary = J=T. Similarly the real and imaginary parts of, for
example, J( x) are denoted by R.[f ( x )] and I[f (:r )] respectively, i.e.

J(x) = R[f(x)J

1.1

+ iI[f(x)J

(1.2)

Fourier transforms

An image is related to its Fourier transfonn by

F(17)

=jun j J(x)ei21fikc dO'(x)

(1.3)

where J(K)J denotes a K-dimensiona.l integral, cfo(x) is the K-dimensional volume element and
[(

.....

.....

1l · X

'I\"""""'

= L.J

1lkXk

(1.4)

k=l

As the images dealt with in this thesis are a.11 of finite size and energy there is in general
no difficulty in computing their Fourier transforms (Bates and McDonnell 1986, §6). The
inverse Fourier transform is defined by
( 1.5)
and it is worth reiterating at this stage that (1.3) a.nd (1.5) define a. unique invertible
relationship, provided the integrals a.re convergent (Bates and McDonnell 1986, §6). A
4

Fourier transform pair is denoted in this thesis by f( x) +----------+ F( u). This notation emphasises the close relationship between the forward and reverse Fourier transforms, in fact
the choice of whether (1.3) is deemed the forward or reverse transform is purely a matter
of convention (Bracewell 1978).

1.2

Modelling of scalar wave equations using the Fourier transform

The Fourier transform occurs naturally in many situations involving wave motion, where
it can be used to relate the fields observed on parallel planes in a source free region. In
particular, an exact Fourier transforn1 exists between a source of finite size (or extent)
and observations made at a plane at a distance much greater than the size of the source.
The following discussion is by no means rigorous but summarises some of the situations
where the Fourier transform. is applicable. More corn.plete derivations can be found in
many works dealing with optics (cf. Born and Wolf 1970, Goodman 1968) or antenna
theory (Silver 1965).
Consider a finite region of homogeneous space containing sources of linear wave
motion, henceforth called the source distribution '"'C(x, y, z, t). An arbitrary point P
is chosen to lie within the source region. The space is spanned by three-dimensional
Cartesian coordinates, with planes or lines for which z is constant being termed transverse.
The source is observed on a transverse plane defined by z = z 0 , henceforth referred to as
the observation plane (Fig 1.3).
Wave motion is characterised by a scalar wave function w(x, y, z, t). When the
source is assumed to be spatially coherent (all points of the source radiate in unison) and
monochromatic (all points of the source radiate at the sani.e frequency) the scalar wave
function can be written in the form
\[! =

w(x,y,z)eiwt

(1.6)

where w is the angular frequency of the radiation. Other useful parameters are the
wavenumber k, the ~avelength >., and the wave propagation speed c which are related to
w by
(1.7)
As is conventional the harmonic time dependence is suppressed (but is understood)
throughout the following discussion of the behaviour of monochromatic wave functions.
In order to develop the relationship between the source distribution and the field
on the observation plane it is convenient to define an equivalent source plane, positioned
at z = Ze , such that Y s ( x, y, z, t) lies entirely in the region of space given by z < Ze •
The wave function on the the equivalent source plane is denoted by We(xe, Ye) whereas
the wave function in the observation plane is denoted by W0 (x 0 ,y0 ), also known as the
diffracted field.
It is possible by using Huygens' principle as expressed through Green's theorems
(Silver 1965, §4.1) to define an equivalent two-dimensional source distribution Ye(xe,Ye),
in such a way that for z > Ze the wave function emanating from the equivalent source is
identical to the wave function resulting from the original source. As all practical imaging
instruments are of finite size, only a finite region of the observation plane can be viewed.

5

source

equivalent
source
plane
observation
plane
Figure 1.3: The source, equivalent source and observation planes
This finite planar region, or field of view, is determined by the size of the instrument's
pupil, or aperture, and hence the observation plane is often called the aperture plane. The
largest transverse dimension of the aperture is denoted by D 0 • The size of the aperture
limits the largest transverse dimension of the equivalent two-dimensional source, since
rays from the arbitrary source point P intersecting the field of view can only intersect the
equivalent source plane over a finite area, which has a. largest transverse dimension denoted by De (Silver 1965, §5.11). Although De rnust be larger than the largest transverse
dimension of the actual source Ds , if the distance (z 0 - ze) is very large, then

(1.8)
The use of equivalent sources in astronomy provides a very effective and very ancient
model (Bates 1982a, §2.2). The modelling of stars as two-dirn.ensiona.l sources on a celestial sphere of vast radius dates to the origins of astronomy. Having defined the equivalent
source and observation planes it is possible to express the diffracted field, or visibility, in
terms of the equivalent source field by using the Rayleigh-Sommerfield formula. (Goodman
1968, p 44 ):
T. (
)
1
T. (
)
ikli1 cos(z, 17) l d
(1.9)
'1:-oXo,Yo=i>..

jj '1:-eXe,Ye·e

r

·

,;,

lXeYe

where
is the vector between points in the equivalent source and points within the
aperture, and cos(z, i') is the cosine of the angle between 17 and the z axis (Fig 1.3). z,. is
the z coordinate of r and is thus equal to (z 0 - ze)·
I
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By assuming that

(1.10)
it is reasonable to approximate cos(.Z, r') by unity and 1/IF1 by 1/ Zr· In many cases,
however, k can be very large and it is necessary to employ a more accurate estimate of
111 in the e(ikliJ) term_. The exact expression for J1c:1 is

(1.11)
which can be expanded using the binomial theorem. Discarding terms of higher than first
order yields
(1.12)
which when substituted in (1.9), yields the Fresnel or near-field approximation (Goodman,
§4.1):
eikzr
wo (x o, yo ) = -. e ik(x~ty~)
'\
2 Zr

ff

,T,
~e

(x e, y e ) . e

ik(x;+Y;)
2zr

•

e

i2rr{xexotYeYo)
AZr

dx• e dy e

(1.13)

Z/\Zr

When JF1 is large enough that the quadratic terms of the Fresnel transform can be discarded resulting in the Fraunhofer or far-field approximation (Goodman §4.1):
(1.14)
The Fraunhofer approximation is usually applicable (Silver 1965, §6.9) in situations where
111 >

2

~;

(1.15)

By comparing the expression for the Fraunhofer approximation with the definition (1.3)
of the Fourier transform, it can be seen that a.part from a complex scale factor a Fourier
transform relationship exists between the fields in the source and observation planes.
The Fresnel transform, by contra.st, requires the removal of the quadratic phase variation
before a Fourier transform relationship can be applied.
The above derivation has dealt with monochromatic spatially incoherent sources.
Also of interest are cases where the source is spatially incoherent, i.e. radiations from
different points of the source are statistically independent. Bodies emitt,ing thermal radiation, such as stars or incandescent lamps are exan1ples of spatially w~oherent sources
(Bates 1982a). This is because groups of atoms or molecules separated by discernible
distances do indeed radiate independently.
When points of the source are statistically independent the total response is
obtained by summing the effects of individual points on the basis of their intensity. The
visibility which is then observed is thus the Fourier transform of the intensity distribution
of the source provided the wave motion is of a finite bandwidth 6.w, which must be small
compared to the mean frequency Wm i.e.

6.w

-~1

(1.16)

(Bates and McDonnell 1986, §3 and §8). Wave n10tion in this case is known as
quasi-monochromatic and the wave function now represents the intensity of wave motion
in the band of width 6.w and centred on Wm- It is important to note that the equivalent
source is also an intensity distribution and as such is known to be positive (i.e. real and
non-negative).
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1.3

Convolutions

In the previous section the Fourier transform is shown to provide a model of scalar wave
diffraction. In this section the versatility of the Fourier transform is emphasised, by
showing the extent to which it simplifies the modelling of the process of convolution. The
formation of an image of an object is often limited by an intervening distortion (Bates
and McDonnell, §3). This distortion can be essentially random in nature, for example
the twinkling of stars caused by atmospheric turbulence, or of a fixed form such as an out
of focus camera. In the ensuing discussion the term system is loosely used to describe a
physical process where all points in the undistorted image are modified in some way. In
the following discussion, this distortion is denoted mathematically as S[ ], which in the
important case of linear, point spread invariant systems is known as a convolution.
In modelling the process of convolution it is convenient to consider the most
elementary possible object, the point source. This is an object which although visible is
too small for any detail to be resolved. Stars are often modelled by point sources. This
is because although physically very large they are, except for certain red giants in our
galaxy, so distant that they cannot be resolved even in the largest of existing telescopes.
The point source is appropriately modelled by the Dirac delta function 8(x) (Bates
and McDonnell 1986, §6) which is a function with non-zero value only for a particular
value of x. 15( x) is defined by

r

15( x) dcr( x)

1

r

8(x) dcr(x)

0

fxEA

f xrf;A

(1.17)

where A is an infinitesimally small region of x-space containing x = 0 The delta function
has a number of useful mathematical properties of which the sifting property is perhaps
the most useful
(1.18)
J(x)8(x - x') dcr(x) = J(x')

j

Any image can thus be considered to be a weighted sum of delta functions, e.g.

f(x) =

j f(x')8(x -

x') dcr(x)

(1.19)

Having defined an elemental function from which any image can be constituted it is useful
to consider the response of a system to a single delta function

h(x,x')

= S[8(x- x')J

(1.20)

This response is known as the point spread function (psf) of a system. If the system is
linear it is possible to apply superposition to obtain the system output by integrating the
response to the individual input delta functions. If g( x) is the output of the linear system
S[] to the input f(x) then

g(x)

S[f(x)J
-

s[j f(x')8(x - x') dcr(x')]

JS[f(x')8(x - x') dcr(x')]
Jf(x')h(x, x') dcr(x')
8

(1.21)

An important class of linear systems encompasses those for which x and x' are of the
same dimension and the point spread function or psf h(
is only a function of the
difference between x and x' i.e.

x, x')

h(x, x')

=

h(x - x')

(1.22)

These systems are termed point spread invariant (psi) or isoplanatic, as the shape of the
point spread function in x-space is not a function of x. The well known convolutional
integral (Bates and McDonnell 1986, §7) is obtained by substituting (1.22) into (1.21).

g(x) =

Jf(x')h(x - x') d<Y(x')

(1.23)

or

(1.24)

g(x) = f(x) 0 h(x)

where 8 is the symbol that represents convolution. The images f (x) and h( x) are termed
components of the convolution g(x). Because (1.23) is inherently more mathematically
tractable than (1.21) it is often used as an approximation when the psf varies slowly with
x whereupon (1.23) is applied over small regions known as isoplanatic patches.
The applicability of the Fourier transform to psi systems arises because these
systems have the complex exponentials ei(ilo·x) as eigenfunctions (Slepian 1985). Thus if
the input f (x) is the complex exponential ei 110 ·x then the output g( x) is given by

(1.25)
Because the output and input only differ by a complex scale factor H( 170 ), this scale factor
must be an eigenvalue of the linear psi system defined by S[ ]. The complex exponential
ei(ito·x) is the eigenvector corresponding to H( u0 ). The Fourier transform can thus be used
to obtain the eigenvalues of S[ ] from h( x) since the eigenvalue at any point
is given
by H( u-;).
When the Fourier transform is applied to (1.23) one obtains the convolution
theorem (Bates and McDonnell 1986, §7)

u-;

G( u) = F( u)H( 17)

(1.26)

This simple result is of deep significance providing a powerful tool for analysing the process
of convolution. The Fourier transform converts the problem of deconvolution in imagespace to one of factorisation in Fourier-space. Also of note in (1.26) is the symmetry
between the psf and the input image. It is worth noting that it is not possible, from
(1.26) alone, to distinguish whether F( 17) in fact corresponds to the input image or the
psf without extra information (i.e. g( x) could equally well result from inputting h( x) to
a linear psi system with a psf equal to f(x)).
An important exarnple of a convolution is the autocorrelation of an iniage f(x),
which is here defined by
(1.27)
ff(x) = f(x) 0 f*(-x)
or from the autocorrelation theorem (Bates and McDonnell 1986, §7)

ff(x) ~ IF(i1)l 2 = F(i1)F*(u---:.)
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(1.28)
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Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of an out of focus camera
The autocorrelation can thus be calculated, using (1.28), solely from. the visibility magnitude. It is therefore relevant in situations where the visibility phase cannot be nieasured
(§2.4). A familiar example of deconvolution is provided by an out of focus camera, as
illustrated in Fig 1.4. The result of the blurring is to map each point of the ideal (i.e.
undistorted) image onto a disc in the output image. This has the effect of averaging or
smearing the image as shown in Fig 1.5.

1.4

Compact Images

All real world images are effectively of finite size and amplitude. Slepian (1983) notes
that the concept of infinite size or infinite arn.plitude is more often than not a product
of mathematical abstraction rather than physical reality and is in practice physically
unverifiable. Although the following discussion is in terms of cornpactness in imagespace, the concept can be applied to an object's Fourier transform sirnply by replacing
f(x) with F(11).
As a consequence of being of finite energy, rnost of the energy of an image f (x) can
be contained in a finite region of space irnage space known as the support. The support
of .f(x) is denoted by S1(x). An image compact in irn.age space satisfies (by definition)

(1.29)

e

where
determines the ratio of the image energy outside the support to the total image
energy. An image is thus not necessarily identically zero outside its support although, as
is discussed in §1.6, it may prove convenient to assume so. In practice
is determined
by when the magnitude of an image becomes comparable with the background noise or
uncertainty level in the measurements.

e
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1.5: Demonstration of the blurring caused by an out of focus camera. Note that
the convolution is larger than the input image.
(a) the input image, f(x,y)
(b) the psf, h( x, y)
(b) the blurred output image, g(x,y) = f(x,y) O h(x,y)
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>

<

Figure 1.6: The support and image box for an image

f(x)

A compact image is also of finite amplitude i.e.

lf(x)I <

oo

Vx

(1.30)

It is often convenient to define an image-box B 1( x) which is the region just enclosing the
support of J( x) with sides parallel to arbitrarily chosen Cartesian coordinates in image
space (cf Table 1.2). The image-box of an image is thus always larger than or equal to
the support of the image (Bates 1982b ).

(1.31)
The image-box extent, or linear dimension of the image-box in terms of any specific
Cartesian coordinate, is denoted by L1(xk)· Fig 1.6 shows an example of an image
support and image-box.
A compact image can be represented to an arbitrary accuracy within its support
by a truncated Fourier trigonometric series, referred to hereafter as a finite Fourier series.
The finite Fourier series representation of f(x) is here written as p(x), which is defined
,by
J(

p(x)

=I:

(1.32)

where F(mi,,, mg) are complex constants given by

(1.33)
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(b)

(a)

Figure 1.7: Illustration of the difference between f(x, y) and p(x, y)
(a) f (x, y) (b) p( x , y)
and the accuracy of the representation within the support can be calculated using,
2

E=

j

lf(x) - p(x)l2

S1(fif)

fxda(x)\

·)\1"/

·f I
: iv'(/11C

(1.34)

It is apparent from (1.32) that p(x) has a period of L1(xk) in the Xk direction. It is
therefore only an accurate model of f(x) within the support of f(x). Outside B 1(x),
where f(x) is actually small, p(x) replicates f(x) as is illustrated in Fig 1.7.
In the absence of noise, the accuracy of the representation of a compact image
by a Fourier series is mainly a function of the number of harmonics used, as illustrated
by Fig 1.8. It should be noted that, although the error defined in (1.34) declines to zero
with increasing numbers of harmonics, the absolute error
Ea=

~:(.;) lf(x) - p(x)I

(1.35)

does not, a result of the well known Gibb's phenomenon (Kreysig 1979, p 504). The use
of trigonometric polynomials to model images which are corrupted by noise is discussed
in chapter 3. In such cases only a certain number of harmonics can be measured and as
a result E, as defined in (1.34), can actually increase when the number of harmonics used
exceeds a limit determined by the level of the noise (Napier 1971).

1.5

Sampling

In §1.1 the concept of a representation scheme is introduced, providing a method of
representing a mathematical model numerically. Sampling, the description of a continuous
13

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

Pigure 1.8: Demonstration of how an image is made up from harmonics. The number of
harmonics used is determined by Mk in (1.32).
(a) J(x,y) (b) p(x,y) when M,

= 2 (c) p(x,y) when M, = 4 (d) p(x,y) when M, = 8
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object by its amplitude at discrete points, is in general an essential step in reducing a
mathematical model to a computable representation scheme. The process of sampling is
inherent in all digital processing.
Examination of (1.32) shows that p( x) is completely specified by the set of complex
constants F(m 1 ... mK) in (1.33). Comparing (1.32) and (1.5) shows that these constants
are in fact samples of the F( il) taken on a K-dimensional grid. These samples are spaced
in the kth dimension by Ek, where
1
Ek= - - (1.36)

L1(xk)

which is known as the Whittaker, Shannon or Nyquist sampling. An example of a
practical periodic object is a crystal structure for which the Fourier transform exists only
at these samples or structure factors (Ramachandran and Srinivasan 1970). In the case
of an aperiodic compact image the Fourier transform is continuous and the sampling is
thus arbitrary. There is an important relationship between extent in image space and
sampling in Fourier space. If the sampling rate is greater than the Nyquist rate then p(x)
consists of repeated versions off ( x) surrounded by empty space, a process often referred
to as packing with zeros (see Fig 1.9b). The zero-packed f(x) denoted hereafter as f'(x)
has an extent increased in proportion to the mnount of oversampling, i.e.

ck

=JLj(xk)]-\

Ek

lL1(xkD

(1.37)

If Fourier-space is sampled at a rate lower than the Nyquist rate then p(x) again consists
of repeated versions of f (x), but they are now overlapped due to a process known as
aliasing Fig 1.9c. The period of p(x) is now less than the extent of f(x) and information
is lost as it is no longer possible to recover f (x) from p( x) uniquely by isolating a single
period of p( x).
The convolution of compact images can be seen from (1.23) to produce a convolution of greater extent than either of the two convolved images. More specifically the
extent of the convolution of two images f (x) and g( x) is no greater than the sum of the
extents of f(x) and g(x) (Bates and McDonnell 1978, §8). Thus

L109 (xk)::; L1(xk) + L 9 (xk)
(1.38)
where equality holds when f(x,y) and g(x,y) are positive images. Fig 1.5 shows the
convolution of two compact components. The increased size of a convolution, when compared to the size of its components, is readily apparent. Because of the connection between
sampling in image space and the extent in Fourier space (1.36), a higher sampling rate is
required in Fourier space in order to adequately represent the convolution's visibility. If
when calculating the convolution from (1.26) the visibilities of the images are not sampled at the Nyquist rate of the convolution, then the calculated convolution suffers from
aliasing. In other words, when using (1.26) to calculate a convolution, the components of
the convolution must be zero packed to the size of the resultant convolution, in order to
increase their sampling rate in Fourier space.

1.6

Compactness in Fourier- and image-space

Although, in the description of compact images in §1.4, it was stated that compactness
is only r.elative to a given level determined by the accuracy of measurement, it is useful
15

p(x)

P(u)
(a)

p'(x)

P'(u)
(b)

/\

/\

/\

/\

p"(x)

P"(u)
( c)

Figure 1.9: Relationship between sampling rate in Fourier space and periodicity in image
space
(a) Nyquist sampling
(b) Zero packing in image space +----? oversampling in Fourier space
( c) Aliasing in image space +----? undersampling in Fourier space
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to introduce the concept of an exactly compact image. An exactly compact image is a
mathematical abstraction defined by letting = 0 in (1.29). The Fourier transform of an
exactly compact image must be of infinite extent (Bates and :tvlcDonnell 1986, Bracewell
1978). In reality, it is as difficult to confirm whether an iinage is of infinite extent in
Fourier-space, as it is to verify whether the image is precisely zero outside a given region
of image-space.
Nearly all real world objects are of finite energy. As a result of Parseval's theorem
(Bracewell 1978, called the energy conservation theorem by Bates and McDonnell 1986),
this energy can be calculated in either image-space or Fourier-space:

e

(1.39)
A consequence of (1.39) is that all real world objects are effectively compact in both
image-space and Fourier-space. It is, however, often useful to make the assumption that an
object is exactly compact in, for example, image-space, to facilitate mathematical analysis
of physical situations. As has been noted by Slepian (1983) this is quite acceptable as
long as the results derived from the ensuing model are not sensitive to the assumption of
exact compactness.
The following is a brief summary of smne classic papers (Slepian 1983, Landau and
Pollack 1962 and 1961, Slepian and Pollack 1961, Papoulis 1984). It has been necessary,
however, to alter the notation of these references in order to maintain consistency with
the form of the Fourier transform defined by (1.3). The analysis of a one-dimensional
function compact in Fourier space begins by assuming the visibility is exactly compact
within [-W, W] i.e.
F _, { 2 0 for lu I ~ H1
(1.40)
I (u) I = 0 f 01' Iu I > TV
There is then a tradeoff to be made in image space between how compact the image is in
the interval [-X /2, X /2], i.e.

(1.41)

and how accurately it is approximated within the support

. j

±.K

{:i} j_

;

N

IJ(x) -

~ angn(x)l2dx <Ke

(1.42)

2

where 9n(x) are basis functions chosen so that the Gn(u) are also exactly compact in the
interval [- vV, vV]. Landau and Pollack ( 1962) find that if the Yn ( x) are chosen to be the
prolate spheroidal wavefunctions (pswfs) <Iin( x) then (1.42) is satisfied for N = 2W X and
J( = 12. These functions are defined by t.he integral equation (Slepia.n 1983)

An<Iin(x) = j~ <Iin(s)sin(2K1'17(:i: - s)) ds
K(x - s)

-2x

(1.43)

and form a set of functions orthogonal in the interval [-X/2,X/2]. The concentration of
<Iin(x) within [-X/2,X/2] is given by
(1.44)
17

and this falls rapidly for n > 2WX. Thus the <I?n(x) are only effectively compact for n in
the range [O, 2W X]. Using more than the first 2lV X + 1 functions improves the accuracy
to which the function is approximated within [-X /2, X /2], but also causes the function
to assume large values outside the support. As the <I?n(x) are determined solely by the
product W X (Slepian 1983), only the (2W X + 1) an can be varied to give different f(x ).
The dimension of the function space of one-dimensional functions limited to [-X/2, X/2]
in image space and [-W, W] in Fourier space is thus essentially 2lV X + 1 dimensional.
Other popular basis functions are the sampling functions
8

a
mp

(k)=sin(7r(2WX-k)
7r(2T¥X - k)

(1.45)

whereupon the approximation error is given by

l

2

+K
-f
lf(x)

- ~f
N

[

l

2
k
2 T¥ samp(k)j dx

~ I<e2

(1.46)

Although the optimal coefficients of the sampling functions are easily calculated, since
the (f(k/2T¥) are simply samples of the image, they cannot satisfy (1.46) independently
of
for any fixed value I<. In order to adequately represent some f(x) using sampling
functions it is necessary to sample at a rate higher than the Nyquist rate. As sampling
in image space determines the extent in Fourier space (Bates and McDonnell 1986),
oversampling the image no longer constrains the visibility to be compact in the interval
[- W, W]. Representing a function in terms of a number (of basis functions) which is
more than the dimension of the space they span is a well known source of ill-conditioning
(Landau and Pollack 1962). This problem is discussed further in chapter 7.

e

1. 7

The discrete Fourier transform

The process of sampling implicitly bandlimits the Fourier transform because frequencies
higher than the Nyquist frequency are aliased. When it is necessary to sample the Fourier
transform as well, the image is also forced to be compact. The previous section has
discussed how the space of images which are simultaneously compact in both Fourier and
image space is effectively of dimension 2T¥ X + 1, although more than 2W X samples are
required to adequately represent an image. In light of the resultant ill-conditioning it may
appear inappropriate that the sampling functions are still preferred to pswfs to represent
an image. In practice, however, the continuous pswfs are numerically inconvenient, whilst
the sampled image and its visibility can be efficiently related using the DFT (the discrete
pswfs are another option and are discussed in chapter 5). The one-dimensional DFT is
given here for simplicity although the K-dimensional extension is straightforward.
N-1
~

Fm= 6

fne

(i21rm»)
-N-

(1.47)

n=O

The inverse DFT is defined by
(1.48)
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1
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Figure 1.10: Demonstration of the rectangular approximation to the continuous Fourier
integral employed by the DFT. The determination of the real part of the n = 1 Fourier
coefficient is shown.
(a) The rectangular approximation to f( x ).
(b) The rectangular approximation to cos(~).
( c) Evaluation of the Fourier coefficient which is equal to the sum of the areas as shown.
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Whilst (1.4 7) can be invoked to generate the Fourier spectrum on a sampled grid, it
is often necessary to generate the continuous periodic spectrum which corresponds to a
sampled image. By allowing the index m to be continuous it is possible to interpolate
between the samples Fm. The extent W of the continuous spectrum F( u) can then be
related to the extent X, of the image and the number N, of sample points, by
N

l¥ = 2X

(1.49)

It is therefore apparent that knowledge of two out of N, VV, and X is sufficient to completely determine the relationship between the DFT and the continuous Fourier transform.
Using (1.47) and (1.48) to implement the DFT is inefficient as the computational complexity grows proportionately to N 2 • It was not until the advent of a new algorithmic
implementation of the DFT, namely the fast Fourier transform (or FFT) by Cooley and
Tukey (1965), that its use became widespread (Bates and McDonnell 1986 §12). The
algorithm has in the one-dimensional case a complexity proportional to N log,,JV, thereby
providing significant improvements in both speed and round-off noise.
It is apparent that the DFT approximates the continuous Fourier transform by
approximating the image function with a series of rectangles, as shown in Fig 1.1~. Although this may appear a fairly crude approximation to the continuous Fourier integral,
it is well known that there is always a tradeoff to be made between the rate of sampling
and the sophistication of the interpolation between samples (Kreysig 1979, p784). In
the case of the DFT, the speed of calculating the FFT more than compensates for the
simplistic approximation to the continuous integral.
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Chapter 2

APPLICATIONS
The process of convolution is described in §1.2. The reverse process, deconvolution, has
been for many years the subject of widespread interest. Although in many ways theoretically straightforward, deconvolution is in fact fraught with practical difficulties (Cornell
1987). In this thesis the following notation is used to model a practical convolution

g(x) = J(x) 8 h(x) + c(x)

(2.1)

or equivalently, as required by the convolution theorem (1.24),

G( u) = F( u)H( u)

+ c( u)

(2.2)

where f(x) is the true (or undistorted) image, h(x) the psf or blurring and c(x) accounts
for measurement noise and also model deficiencies (e.g. aliasing as covered in §1.5, or
nonlinearity as covered in §2.2). The true image can only be recovered exactly in the
unlikely event that c( x) is also known exactly. This chapter introduces a series of practical
situations which require deconvolution, as well as techniques which can be used to achieve
this end.
Wiener (1942) originated the most well known form of deconvolution, a process
which is now known as Wiener filtering. Wiener filtering requires an estimate of h( x)
(this is in contrast to the new methods of deconvolution discussed in chapters 4 and 6).
Despite having been the subject of intensive research, the practical application of Wiener
filtering is still an open area (Bates and McDonnell 1986). §2.1 describes Wiener filtering
and how it can be used to correct motion blurring in photography.
The astronomical setting is introduced in §2.2. Although most people are familiar
with the twinkling of stars, the exact nature of this distortion is less well known and
is discussed in §2.2. The majority of this section is devoted to how the atmosphere
can be modelled. Atmospheric modelling is of prime importance because the detail in
astronomical photographs is usually determined less by the properties of the instrument
used than by the quality of the seeing (or atmospheric conditions). §2.2 shows how
atmospheric blurring causes a reduction in the higher spatial frequency content and a
consequent loss of sharpness in the image.
One method for overcoming the loss of higher spatial frequencies caused by atmospheric turbulence is to limit the exposure time. If the time of exposure is sufficiently
short then the turbulent atmosphere is effectively rendered stable. If a short exposure
image is restricted to quasi-monochromatic light, as characterised by (1.16), a speckle
image results. A speckle image has a mottled appeai:ance reminiscent of a bunch of
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Figure 2.1: Speckle image of Betelgeuse, formed in 4m telescope. Light frequency = 600
nm, light bandwidth= 2nm. Figure is quantised into 32 grey levels , from 0 (black) to a
normalised maximum of 1 (white).

grapes (see Fig 2.1) . The speckled appearance results from phase distortion of higher
spatial frequencies (Roddier 1981). The visibility magnitude is, however, usually less distorted. §2.3 describes Labeyrie's speckle interferometric processing which uses sequences
of speckle images to estimate the visibility magnitude (Labeyrie 1970).
As is noted in the Preface, the visibility magnitude requires an estimate of the
visibility phase before it is possible to reconstruct an estimate of the true image. This
and other aspects of recovering the Fourier phase are discussed in §2.4, which also defines
what is here called the Fourier phase problem (Bates and Mnyama 1986).
The converse problem, that of recovering a visibility's magnitude from its phase
is addressed in §2.5 . The magnitude problem, as it is referred to in this thesis, has
been much studied theoretically but it has had little practical application. In this thesis,
however, it forms an important step in a new method of blind (i.e. not requiring prior
knowledge of the detailed form of the psf) deconvolution which is the topic of chapter 6.
The chapter concludes in §2.6 with a brief discussion of other forms of blind
deconvolution, namely shift-and-add, homomorphic filtering and maximum entropy. This
section is not intended to present a comprehensive analysis, but to provide a background
of alternatives to the methods described in this thesis.
It should be noted that nearly_all deconvolution algorithms rely on some form
of subjective input. In practical methods of deconvolution the deconvolved image is not
sensitive to the assumptions made. Thus the various methods of deconvolution are to a
large degree complementary.
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2.1

Wiener Filtering

The technique of Wiener filtering is a development of-what has been called simple inverse
filtering. If in (2.2) the contamination C( it) is identically equal to zero and if H( it) is
known, it is then possible to reconstruct f(x) using

f( __,)

+--+

x

G( it)
H (17)

= F( it)H( it) = F( __,)
H (17)

u

(2.3)

In practice, however, C( it) is not zero and simple inverse filtering leads to an estimate
f'(x) of the true image given by

! '(--:)
x

+--+

G( it) = F( __,)
H( it)
u

C( it)

+ H( it)

(2.4)

This estimate is deficient because whenever H( it) is small the effect of the noise C( it) is
amplified. Simple inverse filter estimates are usually characterised by "ringing" in the
image at frequencies corresponding to where H( it) is small (compared with the contamination). In order to avoid this distortion it is customary to employ the Wiener filter
estimate

! '( x_,)

G( _,)
+--+

u

H*( 17)
IH (it) 12 + IcJ? (it) 12

(2.5)

where lcJ?( it)l 2 is an appropriately normalised estimate of the power spectrum of the noise.
Although the Wiener filter can be shown to be least squares optimal over an ensemble of
statistically similar images (Andrews and Hunt 1977), it is not necessarily optimal for any
specific image. In addition detailed estimates of the noise statistics are seldom available
and it is thus necessary to estimate lcJ?(it)l 2 . One way of estimating lcJ?(u)l 2 is simply to
assume it to be equal to a real positive constant cJ? 0 , as would be the case if c(x) was
additive white noise (Bates and McDonnell 1986).
The frequent necessity of estimating lcJ?(u)l 2 leads to a more pragmatic assessment
of ·wiener filtering than those based on the formation of least squares optimal estimates.
Bates (1982a), Bates et al (1984), McDonnell (1975), all emphasise the role lcJ?( u)l 2 in
enhancing those spatial frequencies having a high signal to noise ratio.
Fig 2.2 shows a computer simulation of motion blur which occurs when a picture
is taken by a moving camera. Each point in the undistorted image (i.e. the image that
would have been taken had the camera not been moving) is spread onto a line segment
(an image which McDonnell (1975) calls linearly blurred), as shown in Fig 2.2b. The
magnitude of the psf visibility and the blurred image are shown in Figs 2.2c and 2.2d
respectively.
The reconstructions obtained from the simple inverse and Wiener filter estimates
are shown in Figs 2.3a and 2.3b respectively. In this instance the simple inverse filter
estimate bears very little resemblance to the true image. The Wiener filter, however, to a
large degree eliminates the ringing inherent in the simple inverse filter estimate (although
there is still some distortion apparent in Fig 2.3b ).
Another difficulty that often occurs in the astronomical context is that the image
formed is too large for the instrument, or in other words the instrument's field of view
is less than the angular field spanned by the atmospherically blurred object. Setting
to zero those parts of the image which are truncated can also significantly affect the
reconstruction (McDonnell 1975). This distortion can to a large degree be mitigated by
either windowing or edge-extension (Bates and McDonnell 1986).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.2: Illustration of motion blur. Quantised as in Fig 2.1. (a) true image f(x,y),
(b) psf h( x, y ), ( c) psf visibility H( u, v ), ( d) linearly blurred image g( x, y)
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2.3: Deblurred es timates of the true image shown in Fig 2.2a. Quantised as in
Fig 2.1. (a) Inverse filtered es timate from noi sy version of Fig 2.2b, (b) ·w iener filt ered
es timate from noi sy version of Fig 2.2b

2.2

The astronomical setting

Astronomy is p erhaps one of the more difficult of the physical sciences because it is
not usually possible to actively experiment with the objects of inter es t . These objects
can be divided into two classes, passive radiators such as the rnoon and planets, and
active radiators such as stars. In either case the sources of wave motion are almost
always spatially incoherent (cf §1.2) and sufficiently distant tha t a Fourier transform exists
b etween the object and the radiation pattern incident on the earth. This is complicated,
however, by the existence of a turbulent atmosphere between earthbound observers and
the celestial obj ects they wish to observe. The wave motion is distorted by variations
in the atmospheric refractive index caused by temperature fluctuations (Roddier 1981 ).
This dis tortion is manifest as the fan:1iliar twinkling of stars when observed with the naked
eye. A more detailed analysis of the "seeing problem" can be found in the following works
and their references: Sinton (1986), Ba tes (1982a), Dainty (1982), Roddier (1981).
Consider the idealised instrmnent shown in Fig 2.4, which is forming an im.age of
a distant stellar object. Due to the vast interstellar distances the incoming radiation is
effectively a set of plane waves. The telescope transforms the angle of the incoming plane
waves onto a position on the focal plane of the ob ject (Born and ·w olf 1970, §7.3.6). This
process effectively inverts the Fourier transform relationship b etween an object and its
far-field radiation pattern (Born and ·w olf 1970 , §8.3.3, this thesis §1.2). Since the telescope aperture (or pupil) is of limited size only a small portion of the visibility spectrum
contributes to the observed intensity at any p articular point in the image. This results
in a loss of image detail because the part. of the visibility sped.rum los t corresponds to
the higher spatial frequencies of an object. The image thus formed is termed diffraction
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Figure 2.4: Diagramatic representation of the astronomical setting
limited.
The truncation of the Fourier spectrum can be modelled by a suitable low-pass
filter A( u, v ), for example Fig 2.5a. The image spectrum is of the form
I

F(u,v) = O(u,v)A(ll,v)

(2.6)

where O(ll,v) is the spectrum of the equivalent source of the object (§1.2) and A(ll,v)
models how only a restricted portion of the object's far-field radiation pattern is observed
in an instrument of finite dimension. Hence, the observed image f (x, y) is the convolution
of the object's equivalent source (cf §1. 2) and the aperture function a( x, y).

f(x,y)

=

o(x,y) 0 a(x,y)

(2.7)

It is apparent from ( 2. 6) that a( x, y) models the response of the telescope to a unresolvable
object (Fig 2.5b) since f(x,y) can be modelled by a delta function.
One critical measure of a telescope's performance is its resolution, or its ability to
separate closely spaced objects. As A( tt, v) represents the aperture of the telescope, it can
only pass the lower visibility frequencies and the higher frequencies present in 0( u, v) are
lost. Furthermore if A( 'll, v) has a sharp cutoff in the frequency domain this can introduce
undesirable ringing in f(x, y ), because a( x, y) inevitably has large sidelobes (Fig 2.5b ).
These sidelobes can be reduced by deliberately tapering A( u, v) at higher frequencies, a
process known as apodisation (Born and Wolf 1970, p 417).
For a simple circular aperture of radius D, the spatial frequency limit is given
approximately by I}. A point source observed through a circular aperture forms a diffraction limited image known as the Airy pattern. The central lobe of this pattern is known
as the Airy disc and is approximately
in diameter. Because resolution decreases with

fJ
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Figure 2.5: The aperture function of a diffraction limited instrument, (a) A( u, v) (b)

a(x, y).
increasing wavelength it is necessary'to build instruments with larger apertures if one
wishes to obtain a similar spatial resolution at longer wavelengths.
The aperture size provides a fundamental limit on the resolution for a given instrument. In the case of visible light and large optical telescopes, however, the atmosphere
is a more serious cause of image distortion. Utilising the notation and terminology of §1.2,
the atmospheric distortion is described by h(xe, Ye, x 0 , y 0 , t), a function of position in both
the image and object planes, as well as of time. The time variation of h(xe, Ye, x 0 , y 0 , t)
is usually summarised in the form of two limiting intervals. The first, ts, is the time for
which

(2.8)
and defines the time for which the atmosphere is effectively stationary. The second
time constant, the redistribution time tn models the time taken for h(xe, Ye, x 0 , y 0 , t) and
h(xe, Ye, x 0 , y 0 , t +tr) to become uncorrelated.
A useful simplification of the point spread function is obtained by modelling
the atmosphere as an amalgamation of blobs, or seeing cells. The approximate size
of these cells is given by the parameter db. The time delay experienced by radiation
passing through a particular seeing cell alters the phase of the radiation incident on the
observation plane. Whilst at a particular time the observed phase of radiation passing
through a given seeing cell may be assumed to be constant, it is random with respect to
the phase of radiation passing through other seeing cells. Since the atmosphere is very
much closer to the telescope than the object, nearly all the light incident on any particular
point in the image plane passes through a single seeing cell (Fig 2.6). The blurring is then
isoplanatic, and can be described by h(x 0 , y 0 , t) (henceforth written as h(x, y, t)). The
validity of this approximation is to a large degree a function of the size of the isoplana.tic
patch (Sinton 1986), but is often a good model when small deviations from isopla.nitism
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Figure 2.6: Approximation of the atn1osphere by a collection of seeing cells
are accomodated as an additive noise ( C( it) in (2.2)).
In many astronomical photographs the object of interest exhibits apparent motion
due to the earth's rotation. This causes difficulty with faint astronomical objects because
a long exposure time is required in order to gather sufficient light to form an image. In
long exposure images it is necessary to compensate for the object's apparent motion by
moving the telescope appropriately. The image obtained by tracking the object is thus a
time average
s(x,y,t) = .f(x,y,t) 8 h(x,y,t) + c(x,y,t)
(2.9)
where the superscript bar denotes a time average.
The major difference between h( x, y, t and h( x, y, t) is best discussed in terms
of their Fourier transforrns. In H('ll, v, t) the spatial frequencies above ~ pass through
different seeing cells and their phases are effectively randomised. When a time average
is performed these spatial frequencies tend to cancel, causing JH( 'll, v, t)J to fall off very
rapidly once J( ti, v )I exceeds ~· Loss of these higher spatial frequencies causes a point
source to be smeared into the seeing disc, of width scl. Thus for a 5m telescope, the
resolution limit imposed by the atmosphere can typically be of the order of 50 tirnes less
than the potential (i.e. diffraction limited) resolution of the telescope.
The form of H ('ll, v, t) also presents significant difficulties to the process of deconvolution, even if it can be estimated accurately. In the discussion of the Wiener
filter (§2.1) it is noted that when the signal is small in comparison to the noise level,
the Wiener filter simply serves to attenuate these frequencies. In practical terms, when
spatial frequencies have been reduced below the level of the noise they are irrecoverable.
Table 2.1 (after Roddier 1981) gives typical values of the parameters used in
describing atmospheric distortion. The quoted values can vary, either way, by an order
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Parameter

I Symbol I

Typical value

blob size
time atmosphere
effectively stationary
redistribution time
of atmosphere
isoplanatic patch
size
seeing disk
size
Airy disk size
( 5m telescope)

db
is

100 mm
10 ms

tr

500 ms
10 arc seconds

sd

1 arc seconds

).

d,

Ad

0.025 arc seconds

).

n

Table 2.1: Typical values of atmospheric distortion for 500 nm light
of magnitude.

2.3

Speckle

In order to preserve the spatial frequencies for which I( u, v )I is greater than ~' Labeyrie
(1970) proposed that the image be exposed for a short time no longer than is. The higher
spatial frequencies are thus preserved, although their phases are disturbed. This phase
error in the higher spatial frequencies causes the light in the short term exposure image to
be distributed over the seeing disc. Unlike the smooth long term exposure image the short
tenn exposure image assumes a granular appearance. This short term exposure image is
made up of a number of speckles, each of which resemble in some way the original object
(Bates 1982a). The high frequency detail is thus preserved, albeit in a confused form, in
the short exposure iniage (or speckle pat tern). The number of speckles is a function of
the ratio of the size of the seeing disc to the Airy disc.
Speckle imaging can, in practice, be successful only if a large number of speckle
images are recorded. Ideally, different speckle patterns should be separated in time by
tr, so that they are statistically independent. In practice, this criterion is rarely met
and the time between each speckle pattern is determined by the speed of the recording
equipment. As noted by Bates (1982a) the effective number of independent images is
given approximately by the observation time divided by the redistribution time of the
atmosphere.
Once the data has been collected there remains a number of linked deconvolution
problems,
(2.10)
Sm ( x, y) = f (x, y) 8 hm ( X, y) + Cm ( X, y) for m = 1, · · · , 1'v1
which can be Fourier transformed to yield

Sm( tt, V) = F( tt, V) 8 Hm( u, V) +Cm( u, V) for

rn =

1, · · ·, M

(2.11)

where Hm ( u, v) is the m th optical transfer function ( OTF). When these are simply averaged the result is the same as for a long tenn exposure image, the higher spatial frequencies
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simply cancel. Labeyrie (1970) proposed that only the intensity of the Fourier transform
be averaged over the ensemble (or collection of speckle images). Using < > to denote the
process of averaging over the ensemble:
< ISm(u,v)l

2

> = IF(u,v)l 2 < 1Hm(u,v)l2 >

+<

Em(u,v) >

(2.12)

where < Em( u, v) > is a real term containing all the cross products which include the
contamination. The next stage is to estimate < IHm( u, v )12 >. This is done by pointing
the telescope at an unresolvable star and repeating the above process under statistically
similar seeing conditions (ideally during the observation of the object of interest):
< Is~ (u) v) 1 >
2

=

0

IF (

u) v) 12 < IH~ (1l) v) 12 >

+<

E~ (u) v) >

(2.13)

which is a useful estimate of the unknown< IH~(u,v)j 2 >,because !F0 (u,v)l 2 is effectively constant (i.e. it does not vary with 1t and v, by definition, since the star is said
to be unresolvable). Thus, on account of the stated similarity of the seeing conditions,
< !Hm( u, v )1 2 > can be taken to be directly proportional to < IS~( u, v )1 2 >. By employing Wiener filtering it is then possible to estimate IF(17)1 2 • The use of an unresolvable
reference star has the added advantage that the effects of the aperture, and to some extent
the telescope imperfections, are also corrected (Dainty 1973; Bates and Cady 1980).
The above description is an outline of a simple speckle imaging technique which
produces an estimate of the Fourier magnitude of the object. There are alternative
methods of estimating the Fourier magnitude (Bruck and Sadin 1984) and correcting
for various types of noise such as photon noise (Feldkamp and Fienup 1980). Labeyrie's
processing provides a pure example of the so called "phase problem" (see §2.4).
Although techniques have been developed for estimating the Fourier phase from
ensembles of speckle images (Bates 1982a, §8), it is important to realise that the magnitude and phase of an object are measured to the same accuracy only rarely. As a
consequence there is always a place for algorithms which can use interrelationships between magnitude and phase to improve poor rneasurements of one or the other.

2.4

The phase problem

The previous section describes a situation where it is possible to measure the magnitude
but not the phase of an image's visibility. There are in fact a number of reasons why the
visibility phase may be difficult to rn.easure accurately:
1. Accurate receivers sensitive to the phase of high frequency measurements rnay be
expensive or difficult to obtain (Morris 1985).

2. The phase of the wave motion may be distorted during propagation, as is the case
with atmospheric distortion (Bates 1982a).
3. The instrurn.ent may have inherent inaccuracies which cause a distortion in the
measured phase, e.g. misalignment of antenna panels (Morris 1985).
4. The phase may be discarded to increase storage a.ncl/ or transn1ission efficiency as
is the case with LPC coding of speech signals (Ma.khoul 1975).

5. There may be difficulties in maintaining stable phase references when measurements
are made at widely separated geographic sites, as occurs in Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (Readhead et al 1980).
In most situations, however, the phase is not totally lost and some estimate of it can
be made. Although rarer and more difficult, the pure phase problem (i.e. situations
where the phase is totally lost) provides useful insight into the interrelationship between
Fourier magnitude and phase. This thesis only considers solving the pure phase problem
because any techniques capable of solving the pure phase problem can usefully be applied
to partial phase problems.
In addition to the above restriction only phase problems where it is possible to
form the autocorrelation of the object via (1.27) are considered. This constitutes the
Fourier phase problem (Bates and Mnyama 1986), and is equivalent to requiring that
the Fourier magnitude be oversampled by a factor of two (§1.5). In situations where the
Fourier transform is continuous this is not difficult and the algorithms in this thesis have
application in a wide range of fields (Table 2.2). A notable exception is the c(ystallographic phase problem where the visibility is in itself discrete at the Nyquist frequency.
The inverse Fourier transform of the Nyquist sampled magnitude yields an aliased version
of the autocorrelation known as the Patterson (Ramachanran and Srinivasan 1970).

Application

Causes

X-ray and neutron
crystallography
electron microscopy

wavelength too short
for sensing
wavelength too short
for sensing
instrument imperfections
turbulent medium
instrument instability
turbulent medium

radio astronomical
aperture synthesis
optical astronomical
speckle interferometry
optical astronomical
speckle imaging
radio engineering
ultrasonics
acoustics
communications
speech processing

Type
pure but non Fourier
partial

partial
pure

turbulent medium

partial

accuracy depends on
wavelength
distorting medium

partial

economy of storage

pure and partial

partial

Table 2.2: Practical occurrence of the phase problem
Recovery of the crystallographic phase to a large extent relies on the knowledge
that the crystal structure is comprised of a number of atoms. If this were not so the
problem would be insoluble (Karle 1986; Hauptmann 1986). In the crystallographic phase
problem significant a priori information can be obtained by chemical procedures such as
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(a) .

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.7: Estimates of an image formed using partial information in the Fourier domain.
Figures are displayed in 32 grey levels from most negative (black) to most positive (white).
(a) true image (b) true visibility magnitude with zero phase (c) true visibility magnitude
with random phase ( d) constant visibility magnitude with true phase.

isomorphous replacement. Thus crystallographic phase retrieval, although interesting,
falls outside the realm of this thesis.
Just how important the phase is can be seen from Fig 2.7. Combining the visibility
magnitude with either zero or random phase produces an image bearing no resemblance
to the original object.

2.5

The magnitude problem

The magnitude problem (i.e. the recovery of a visibility's magnitude from its phase)
has also been the subject of intensive theoretical investigation (Anderson and Anderson
1986; Bruck and Sadin l983; Hayes 1982; Oppenheim and Lim 1981; Kermisch 1970).
There has also been some practical investigation of its application to synthetic aperture
radar (Munson and Sanz 1986) and speckle techniques (Bruck and Sodin 1984). The
magnitude problem has been thought to be easier than the phase problem for a number
of reasons. Firstly it is possible in theory to solve the magnitude problem by using
linear systems of equations. This procedure has been demonstrated by Bruck and Sodin
(1983). Secondly the visibility of most common objects is lowpass in nature. Replacing
the Fourier rn.agnitude with a uniform magnitude is thus equivalent to high-pass filtering
the object, a process known to enhance the edges in the object. As the edges play
an extremely important function in how the human visual system (Marr et al. 1979)
interprets an image, the image is in general still easily recognisable, as shown in Figs
2.7d. The quality of the reconstruction is improved further if an approximate estimate of
the Fourier magnitude is made (Oppenheim and Lim 1981).
When displaying phase-only reconstructions it is important to realise that the
DC level is lost and it is therefore necessary to add an offset to make the image positive
before it is displayed. Taking the rnagnitude of a bipolar (i.e. positive and negative)
image results in an output image which is discontinuous at the zero-crossings of the input
image, as illustrated in Fig 2.8. Comparison of Figs 2.7d and 2.9 shows the dramatic
difference in the appearance betweeen the magnitude of a bipolar image (Fig 2.9) and the
image obtained by adding a positive offset (Fig 2.7d). Whilst many authors are aware of
this problem (e.g. Hayes 1982, Oppenheim and Lim 1981), it is possible that this may
have been overlooked by other authors (e.g. the images presented by Haque and Meyer
1986 appear to suffer this form of distortion).
The magnitude problem. finds application in a number of areas, e.g. phase only
holograms or kinoforms (Lesem et al 1969). Reconstructions obtained by assuming that
the unknown magnitude is constant have often proved perfectly adequate (Hayes 1982,
Oppenheim and Lim 1981, Hayes et al 1980). A more difficult problem, and one which
finds application in this thesis, is where the phase is only known modulo 7f. This arises, for
example, when the true image f (x) is convolved with a syrnmetric point spread function
s(x) to form a convolution g(x). Since the visibility of a symmetric image is real (Bates
and McDonnell 1986; Bracewell 1978) it follows that

P[F( it)] = P[ G( 11)] or P[ G( it)]

± 7f

(2.14)

Because the phases are computed, as opposed to analytically determined, P[F( 11)] can be
computed modulo 7f directly from the phase of G( 11).
Unlike the straightforward magnitude problem, reconstruction from the phase
modulo 7f presents significant difficulties. Fig 2.10 shows an estimate formed by combining
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x

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8: Difference between a bipolar one-dimensional image, and its magnitude. Note
whenever the true image crosses zero there is a discontinuity in the slope of the magnitude
function, (a) true bipolar image (b) magnitude of bipolar image.

Figure 2.9: Magnitude of the image shown in Fig 2.7d. Quantised as in Fig 2.1.
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Figure 2.10: Estimate of the true image shown in Fig 2.7a formed by combining a constant
magnitude with the true phase modulo 7r
a uniform magnitude with the phase modulo 7r. §6.2 discusses the solution of this problem
and introduces a technique for deriving the modulo 1r phase from a general convolution.

2.6

Methods for blind deconvolution

It is probably fair to state that, in the opinion of most image processing experts, it is
necessary to possess an accurate estimate of the psf in order to carry out deconvolution
successfully. Furthermore, it is currently assumed that it is necessary to have an ensemble
of differently (but statistically similarly) blurred images of an object before an image can
be generated by "blind deconvolution" (i.e. image recovery in the absence of a priori
information about the psf).
By contrast the methods presented later in this thesis (chapters 4 and 6) can, in
theory and to some extent in practice, effect deconvolution from a single convolution. The
purpose of this section is to introduce the techniques based on deconvolving ensembles of
similarly blurred images, in order to provide a comparison with the algorithrn.s presented
later in this thesis.
The primary assumption made when deconvolving from an ensenible of similarly
blurred images is that whilst one component of the convolution is constant, the other is in
some sense random. The processing then tries to combine these individual convolutions
so as to "average out" the effects of the randomly varying component, for example the
atmospheric distortion in speckle irn.aging (§2.2).
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2.6.l

Shift-and-add (SAA)

As well as the Fourier techniques for speckle imaging discussed in §2.3, it is possible to
effect blind deconvolution by a process known as shift-and-add (Bates and Cady 1980).
This algorithm relies on shifting the brightest point of each speckle image to the centre
of image space before performing the ensemble average. As is noted in §2.2, a speckle
image has the appearance of the true image randomly shifted and superimposed many
times. Thus if the true image has a single dominant bright spot, as is often the case in
astronomy, the shift-and-add image consists of the true image on a background fog. The
technique has a pleasing simplicity and can be extended for cases where the image has
several brightest points (Davey et al 1986; Sinton et al 1986).

2.6.2

Homomorphic deconvolution

An alternative method is based on homomorphic deconvolution, a technique pioneered by
Oppenheim et al (1968). The technique again relies on having a large ensemble of similarly
blurred images, although these ma.y be obtained by partitioning a non-stationary image
(Stockham et al 1975). This technique takes the logarithm of the Fourier transform to
reduce the convolution (1.24) to the sum of two functions
ln[(G(fi')]

= ln[(F(it)] + ln[(H(11)]

(2.15)

It is then possible to either subtract H( it) or remove it by conventional filtering. The
estimate is not however totally blind as it requires some estimate of the properties of
either H( it) or F( it). In the case of deconvolving distortions present in old recordings
of the legendary singer Caruso, Stockham et al (1975) estimated the magnitude of the
power spectrum of the wanted signal by invoking the power spectrum obtained from a
modern singer singing the same work. This enabled an estimate of !H(u)j, which proved
sufficient to compensate for the magnitude distortion in the original recording.
As noted by Stockham et al (1975) there are significant difficulties in esfonating
the true phase when using homomorphic deconvolution techniques. Whilst this is unimportant for the processing of monophonic audio signals, because the ear is insensitive
to absolute phase (vVang and Lim 1982), §2.5 shows that is crucial for reconstructing
two-dimensional images. Stockham et al (1975) only applied homomorphic processing to
images distorted by motion blur and defocus.

2.6.3

Maximum entropy method

The final technique mentioned in this chapter, the ma.xirnum entropy method, is not so
much a n1ethod of blind deconvolution (although it finds application in phase retrieval)
as a model for the most likely form of an irn.age. Entropy is often useful in regularising
a problem where there is insufficient information to guarantee a solution. The concept
of entropy has found widespread application in nearly all branches of physical sciences
(Frieden 1985, Shannon 1948, Ables 1974, Jaynes 1982, Woodward 1964) and implies a
statistical model of image formation.
The exact form of the entropy function is a matter of debate between

Eo =

j ln[f(x)] cfo(x)
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(2.16)

and

Ei

=

j f(x) ln(f(x)] dCT(x)

(2.17)

depending on the basic process assumed (Durg 1D78a, Gull and Daniell 1978). The
philosophy of MEM is encapsulated in Ables' (1974) "Principle of Data Reduction",
"The result of any transformation imposed on the experimental data shall
incorporate and be consistent with all relevant data and be maximally noncomittal with regard to unavailable data."
By imposing as few constraints as possible on the image, MEM hopes to find the image
most likely to have produced the observed measurements.
Although of undoubted utility two points of caution need to be made. Firstly
the entropy functional may be extremely complicated, as is undoubtably the case when
entropy is used as a constraint in phase retrieval (Narayan 1987). A non-linear functional
having multiple maxima can make the process of finding the irn.age having the maximum.
entropy extremely difficult.
Secondly, the rneasures of entropy all have the property that
(2.18)
As noted by Nityananda and Narayan (1982) the above property tends to favour sharply
peaked positive images on broad fiat backgrounds. Using (2.18) it is possible to construct functionals, e.g. J /J{i)dCT(x), which although having no information theoretic
background when used as constraints, result in images of comparable quality to those
obtained from using (2.16) and (2.17) (Heffernan and Bates 1982).
Whether entropic constraints are always appropriate, especially when dealing
with images of highly deterministic (especially man-made) structures is of course open
to debate. In the author's opinion MEM is a valid approach capable of producing some
good results and is an excellent means of regularising ill-conditioned problems. As with
all models, the behaviour of MEM can on occasion be inappropriate, for example in
the modelling of ARMA spectral processes (van den Bos 1971 ). The description of the
reconstruction as the most likely image form is also sometimes suspect. Both Burg (1978b)
and Frieden (1985) note that in spectral analysis ME estimates are related to, but are
not in general equal to, the maximum likelihood estimates.
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Chapter 3

ONE DIMENSIONAL
MODELLING
Entire functions of a complex variable have found widespread application in the modelling
of physical phenomena. In modelling both convolution and phase retrieval many authors
(cf Taylor and Whinnery 1951; Bates 1969; Hoenders 1975; Burge et al 1976; Nakajima
and Asakura 1983a; Sanz and Huang 1985; Stefanescu 1985) have made use of an entire
function model. This is because the Fourier transform of an exactly compact image (§1.4)
can be precisely modelled by an entire function.
Although there is a vast and complicated literature concerning the behaviour of
entire functions (Boas 1954; Levin 1964; Markusevich 1965; Requicha 1980), much of this
is too specialised to find application in the algorithms described in this thesis. Perhaps
the simplest description of entire functions is in terms of an infinite Taylor series which is
everywhere convergent. As a consequence an entire function has derivatives of all orders
and is commonly described as "infinitely smooth". So, if 3( w) is such an entire function
of the variable w,
(3.1)

In many situations it is possible to approximate 3( w) with the first N terms of the above
series. This results in a polynomial of order N - 1, where the order is the highest power
of w present.
§3.1 examines the behaviour of finite order polynomials and forms a basis for
discussing the more general properties of entire functions. Two forms of polynomial are
introduced, namely trigonometric and algebraic, both of which find application in the
modelling of the visibility of a sampled image.
It is possible, as noted by Requicha (1980) to accurately model the visibility of an
exactly compact image (§1.6), using entire functions of exponential type (or EFETs ), and
this is the approach that has been taken by most authors. §3.2 shows how EFETs can be
used to relate the solutions to the one-dimensional phase-problem. The most important
outcome of this means of analysis is the prediction of the existence of ambiguous solutions
to the one-dimensional phase problem. It is also possible to relate these solutions by a
well defined procedure, colloquially referred to as zero-flipping. §3.2 concludes with an
example of this process.
Although §3.2 introduces a means of relating all possible solutions to the onedimensional Fourier phase problem, there remains, however, the difficulty of obtaining
an initial estimate of a phase distribution without the evaluation of infinite products or
senes. §3.3 describes how the Hilbert transform is used to obtain a particular estimate of
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the Fourier phase from the Fourier magnitude. This approach has been investigated by
a number of authors, most recently by Nakajima and Asakura (1983a).
The difficulties with the Hilbert transform approach led Napier and Bates (1974)
to approximate the visibility by a finite number of its low frequency zeros, corresponding
to employing a finite order model of the image. Although it is difficult to prove the theoretical validity of this approach, it is well known that finite order models are perfectly
adequate in practice over appropriately restricted intervals in Fourier space. Computational simulation has also left little doubt as to the effectiveness of finite order models.
§3.4 discusses the validity of this approximation and compares it with the continuous
examples presented in §3.2.
Some interesting properties of the Fourier phase are dealt with in §3.5. These
concern the inability to uniquely define the phase of the analytically continued Fourier
transform without introducing either a Riemann surface or discontinuities in the Fourier
phase. Whilst in one-dimension the visibility phase may in some instances be continuous
this is not so in two-dimensions as is discussed in chapter 4.
§3.6 investigates using image positivity as a constraint and shows how the positivity constraint can be rewritten in the form of inequalities, i.e. the phase of samples of
the Fourier transform is not determined exactly, but is restricted to a subrange of possible phases. The methods discussed are derived mainly from work originally intended for
recovering crystal structures.
The final sect~ion of this chapter, §3.7, deals with some of the more subtle differences between polynomials and other kinds of entire functions. Although relevant to
phase retrieval these differences are more important when dealing with deconvolution. In
fact §3. 7 sets the scene for the two-dimensional deconvolutional technique introduced in
chapter 4.

3.1

Polynomials

Polynomials are simple effective models of numerous physical phenomena. Signal processing and control theory are examples of fields which make widespread application of
the theory of polynomials. An example of a polynomial model is the DFT introduced
in §1.7. In order to see the DFT as a polynomial it is convenient to rewrite the forward
DFT (1.47) as,
N-1

F(u)

=L

fneinuf!

(3.2)

n==O

where n is called the fundamental frequency (Requicha 1980) and includes all the scaling
necessary to relate the number of san1ples to the assumed extent in Fourier space (cf §1. 7).
The f~i a.re known as the coefficients of the polynomial. The integer N is particularly
important, as the quantity ( N - 1) is known a.s the order of the polynomial. It is the
polynomial order which determines the dimension of the space spanned by the polynomial
(Nowinski 1981 ).
Trigonometric polynomials are periodic functions, i.e.
2 11
(3.3)
F(1i) = F (1·l + ; ) n = 0,±1,±2 ...
where the period of F( u) is ~. The dot is placed over the Fourier basis variable 'll to
emphasise that the continuous Fourier variable is being approximated over a finite interval
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Figure 3.1: The conformal mapping between (a) the complex (-plane and (b) the complex
u-plane (n = 27r).
by a periodic function. A trigonometric polynornial can thus be associated with the more
familiar algebraic polynomial of the san1e order
N-1

L

:F(() =

fnC

(3.4)

n=O

by the transformation

(3.5)
From the definition of the DFT in (1.47), the coefficients
samples of a continuous image f( x ), which is defined by

fn

correspond to the

N-1

f(x) =

L

fn8(x - nt:)

(3.6)

n=O

where E is the pixel spacing. (3.4) is also known as the Z-transform of an image and
can be obtained directly by san1pling a continuous image (provided the sampling criteria
discussed in §1.5 are met).
Significantly, although a polynomial tends to be thought of as being a function of
a real basis variable, it can be transformed to a function of a complex variable simply by
allowing the basis '(q?·iable to be complex. This makes the process of analytic continuation,
(Kreysig 1979, p 6¥9-), particularly simple.
The reasons for wanting to analytically continue the Fourier transform may not
at first be obvious since the process introduces no new information. One advantage of
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using analytic continuation is that the transformation given in (3.5) can now be viewed as
a conformal mapping between the complex 'll- and complex (-planes, as illustrated in Fig
3.1. (3.5) maps a strip of width 2; in the complex tl-plane to the entire complex (-plane.
As a consequence of the periodic nature of the trigonometric polynomial the consequerl't
algebraic polynomial :F( () mimics throughout the cornplex (-plane the behaviour of the
periodic F( u) in a strip of width 2; in the complext(-plane. It is convenient to isolate
one period of F(il), which by CQnvention is defined as the strip from u = -fi- to u = ficalled the primary strip, since it':within this strip that F( it) approximates the continuous
Fourier transform F(u). Thus many properties of the DFT can be directly related to
those of the Z-transform.
Another advantage of using the Z-transform (or analytically continued DFT) is
apparent when equation :F( () as defined by (3.5 ), is equated to zero, i.e.
N-1

:F(() =

2: fnC = o

(3. 7)

n=O

Solutions to (3. 7) a.re known as the zeros of F( (). If ( is restricted to be real, then whilst
the maximum number of real zeros is N - 1, a particular p.olynomial can have fewer or
even no real zeros. When (3.7) is analytically continued into the complex (-plane the
number of solutions is always exactly equal to N - 1, although some of the solutions may
be repeated. This is the well known fundamental theorem of algebra (Kreysig 1979, p
653). More importantly, a polynorn.ial can be represented in terms of its zeros and the
scale factor fa, i.e.

:F(

o = 1 n=t
IT

N-1 (

a

()

(3.8)

1- T

':,i

Where { (i, ( 2 , • • • (N-d is the set of zeros. These can be plotted in either the complex
(-plane or complex u-plane in what is called the zero-map of F( () or F( u) respectively
(Sinton et al 1986).
Typically, the zeros of :F( () lie close to the unit circle, as for example in Fig 3.2a.
The distribution of zeros obeys certain symmetries if the coefficients of :F( () are either
real or symmetric. In the former case the zeros are symmetrically distributed about the
real axis, so that if :F( () is zero at (; then it is also zero at (t. Not~ that this does not
necessarily imply that zeros on the real axis are multiple. Fig 3.2b illustrates the zeros
for a polynomial with real coefficients. When the polynomial is symmetric the zeros are
reflected in the unit circle in the complex (-plane. Thus if :F( (i) is zero, :F( Zr) is also
zero as indicated in Fig 3.2c.
Using the relationship (3.5) it is possible to convert the zero-maps of :F(() to the
complex it-plane. Instead of having a. finite number of zeros in the entire complex il-plane
the zero map repeats, a. result of the periodic nature of F( t l ). Fig 3.3 shows the zer9 maps
in the complex it-plane, corresponding to the (-plane zero maps shown in Fig 3.2: The
zeros of the continuous F( u) are aperiodic however, a point discussed in detail in §3.4.
0

3.2

Modelling the visibility using entire functions

When given an arbitrary visibility magnitude it may appear that it is possible to associate
any phase with it to reconstruct a feasible object. In practice, however, there is usually
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some other form of constraint that can be applied, derived from information about the
physical nature of the image. The two principal constraints invoked in practice are positivity and a support constraint. The former, positivity, is discussed in §3.6 and applies
when the source distribution is known to be both real and non-negative. The latter is of
,
""''"'i'"'-Gt
.
,
,
importance because an exactl)ISupport constraint (§1.6) guarantees a relationslnp between
the phase and magnitude of the visibility since the image must vanish outside the region
of the support. This can be related to the familiar concept of causality, which demands
that no system may respond before an input is applied (Nussenzveig 1972).
Before continuing to discuss entire functions, it is necessary to introduce some
more terminology. A "bandlimited" function has traditionally meant a function whose
Fourier transform is, in the terminology of this thesis, of exactly compact support (Papoulis 1984). The theory is thus applicable to images which are of finite support, provided
the roles of image and Fourier space are reversed.
Another useful concept is the "image-form". The "image-form" differs in image
space from the true image by at most a translation and/or an arbitrary phase shift and/or
a 180 degree rotation about the coordinate origin. The term "image-form" arises because
the appearance (or form) of an image is unaltered by these transformations (Fright and
Bates 1982; Bates and McDonnell 1986, §20). Thus if 1 and 2 are arbitrary constant
position vectors and w 1 and w 2 are arbitrary real constants then (f ( x - x1)eiwi) and
(f(-x - x2)eiw2 ) are said to possess the same image form.
Nearly all of the analysis of the one-dimensional phase problem has been directed
towards recovering the image-form by expressing the one-dimensional Fourier transform
in terms of its Hadamard product. One of the earliest examples of this approach is due
to Taylor and vVhinnery (1951 ). The approach ta.ken here follows that of Walther (1963),
which still provides one of the simplest expositions of the underlying theory.
Consider a function J( x) which is compact in the interval (a, b). Hence F( u) is
by definition an EFET (Requicha 1980) and has an analytic continuation which can be
calculated from
F(u) =
f(x)ei211:xudx
(3.9)

x

x

1b

One can write the Hadamard representation of F( tl) as

F( U)

= e(f3o+f3i u) IT (1 - ~)
i

(3.10)

1li

where for simplicity of notation it is assumed that u=O is not a zero of F( u ). Inspection
of (3.10) shows that F*(u*) is also an EFET. It is convenient to define

A(u)

e(2R[f30]+2R[(3i]u)

fi (1 _~) . (1 _~)
.
ut

e ( ,:'i +

i

ut)

(3.11)

1li

F(u)F*( u*)

(3.12)

JF(u)J 2 when u is real

(3.13)

where a(x) is the autocorrelation of J(x). It is worth emphasising (3.13) which states
that A( tl) is equal, when u is real, to the square of the magnitude of the Fourier transform
of F( u ). Since the square of the magnitude of a Fourier transform is real the zeros of
A( u) must either be in conjugate pairs or on the real axis. As a consequence of A( u)
being positive when u is real it is also necessary for any zeros on the real axis to be of
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even multiplicity. If there existed a single zero on the real axis this would imply that the
Fourier magnitude was, for son-ie real values of u, negative (Jury 1974). This is, from the
definition of the Fourier magnitude, impossible.
It is also worthwhile to consider a( x ), the autocorrelation, defined by (1.28), of
an arbitrary image f(x). Because a(x) is the Fourier transform of a real function it is
by definition symmetric (Papoulis 1984, p 61 ). Not every symmetric function s( x) is
an autocorrelation however, because it is possible for its Fourier transform S(u) to have
isolated zeros located on the real tL-axis. For example, the rectangular pulse

f(x) =

0

lxl < t
lxl = t
lxl > t

(3.14)

can not be an autocorrelation, because its Fourier transform

F( tl)

= sin ( 7rtl)

(3.15)

7rtl

has isolated zeros on the real axis of the complex tl-plane at the points
tl

= kK

k

= ±1,±2 ...

(3.16)

If, however, an image J( x) and its autocorrelation a( x) are real, then by definition F( u) must also be symmetric about the axis defined by 'R[u] = 0, which is the
imaginary axis in the complex u-plane. Thus the visibility zeros of a real image and its
autocorrelation are symmetrically distributed around the real axis.
Denoting by F( tl) a possible solution of the phase problem one can see that F( tl)
differs from the true visibility F(u), as defined in (3.10), by either the imaginary parts
of (3 0 , (3 1 or an arbitrary number of zeros can be replaced by their complex conjugates.
Thus
(3.17)
where ]VJ indicates the number of zeros which have been replaced by their complex conjugates. The term
11{.+'.
Uj
(3.18)
u
( ·/, . 1 - u'!<.c

u.)
I

is also known as a Blanske factor (Walther 1963). If the function J(x) is known to be real,
it is necessary to replace by their conjugates, pairs of zeros reflected in the imaginary axis
(i.e tli and -ti,'~ are such a pair of zeros), in order to ensure that the alternative solution
f(x) is also real where f(x) +----+ F(u).
It should be noted that the factors /o and ,:Y1 in (3.17) can not prevent f( x) from
being compact. The term ei-Yo simply scales the function .f (x) by a complex constant of
unit magnitude, whilst ei·'Yi causes f( x) to be translated in image space. Neither of these
operations alters the iniage-form. Similarly replacing every zero by its cornplex conjugate
does not alter the image form, because this is equivalent to reflecting the image in the
coordinate origin.
The image-form is however altered if only some of the zeros with non-zero imaginary parts (hereafter called complex zeros) are conjugated. This way of generating
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alternative solutions to the phase problem is colloquially known as "zero flipping". If
there is an infinite number of complex zeros there is an infinite nurn.ber of image-fonns
compatible with a. given Fourier magnitude. In practice, however, the constraints of noisy
and/or limited data ensure that only a finite number of image-forms can be recovered.
Hofstetter (1964) gives several examples of zero-flipping in the absence of noise. Fig 3.4
shows the true image defined by

J(x) = {

oe-0.9x

lxl::::; 1
lxl > 1

(3.19)

The visibility has an infinite number of zeros located at

k

.0.9

u = .:_ - 1 2
27f

k
~

= ±1,±2 ...

(3.20)

as shown in Fig 3.5. Flipping all these zeros results in the mirror irn.age, as shown in Fig
3.4b. Fig 3.4c shows image formed by flipping just the zeros given by k = 1 in (3.20),
whilst Fig 3.4d shows the effect of flipping zeros for which k is odd in (3.19).

3.3

Relating the Fourier magnitude and phase

The approach described in the previous section has been taken frequently when discussing the ambiguity of the one-dimensional phase problem (cf. Taylor and Whinnery
1951; Walther 1963; Hofstetter 1964; Bates 1969; Burge et al. 1976). Once given an acceptable phase distribution it is then theoretically possible to generate, via zero-flipping,
all the possible ambiguities. There remains however the problem of finding an initial feasible solution. Many authors have considered the Hilbert transform. relationship (Bates
1969, Nakajima and Asakura 1983a, Ross et al 1978) as a mea~1s of relating phase and
magnitude. If a > 0 in (3.9), then the real and imaginary parts of F( u) are related by
the Hilbert transforrn.ations:
1

R[F(u)] =-Principle
7f

1
I[F( u )] = - -Principle

/+oo I[F( u')] du'
. -oo
u

;+-oo

00

1l

1

(3.21)

-

R[F( 1l')]

(3.22)
du'
u' - u
Because in a practical situation the choice of spatial axes is arbitrary (unlike the choice
of the temporal axis), an appropriate choice of origin in image space ensures that J(x)
is zero for x < 0. As noted by Burge et al. (1976) this ensures that F( u) is analytic in
the upper half of the complex u-plane. Hence in practice (3.21) and (3.22) can nearly
always be used to relate the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform of a spatial
function of compact support. Unfortunately the data obtained in practice correspond
to the Fourier magnitude and it is not possible to derive the phase directly from (3.21)
and (3.22). In order to do so it is necessary to apply the Hilbert transform to a function
of F( u) whose real and imaginary parts are independently functions of the magnitude
and phase of F( u ). Burge et al (1976) have pointed out that the only ma.thematically
tractable function that fulfils this requirement is the logarithm:
7f

ln[F( u )] = ln[IF( u )I]+ iP( 1l)
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(3.23)

f (x)

f {x)

I
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the effects of zero flipping on a continuous compact image (after
Hofstetter ( 1964)) (a) the true image as defined in ( 3 .19), (b) Image formed by flipping
all the visibility zeros in Fig 3.5 ( c) image formed by flipping the zeros for which k = 1
in (3.20) ( d) image formed by flipping the zeros for which k is odd in (3.20)
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There are a number of difficulties with applying the Hilbert transform to data representing
ln(JF(u)J). Firstly, when F(u) -t 0 as u -too (a result of F(u) being of finite energy),
the integrals in (3.21) and (3.22) may not converge. Secondly, although F( u) is analytic
throughout the complex u-plane, ln(F(u)) is infinite whenever JF(u)J = 0. Burge et
al (1976) discuss two alternative ways of overcoming this difficulty. Firstly, it may be
possible to add a const.ant A to F( u) so that ln( F( u) +A) is integrable. In order for this
technique to be applicable it is necessary to modify the true image to include a coherent
reference (Ross et al 1978), which effectively adds a delta function to the image. If the
reference is of sufficiently large magnitude then the visibility can not possess any zeros
on the real Fourier axes. In many situations, for example astronomy, it is not possible to
modify the image easily.
The second, more feasible, alternative, suggested by Burge et al (1976), does not
require that the true image be modified, although it does again require that the lower
limit of the support a is greater than zero in (3.9). As a consequence of making a > 0, the
upper half plane of F( u) is analytic (and contains no zeros). When a = 0 the relationship
between the magnitude and phase is particularly simple:

;+co
P[F( u')]
-co u'(u'
- u)du' + ln[F(O)]
u
j+co ln[F(
u')]
-Principle
(
-co u' u' - ) du'+ P[F(O)]

u
ln[JF(u)JJ =;Principle

P[F( u)] =

(3.24)

(3.25)

tl

7r

Since the choice of spatial axes is often entirely arbitrary, it is in practice always possible
to relate the magnitude and phase of F( u) by (3.24) and (3.25).
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There are a number of problems associated with the second of'the above approaches. Clearly ln(IF( tl )I) is a rapidly varying function within the vicinity of IF( tl )I = 0.
It is this rapid variation of the integrand which requires one to take its principal value.
Bates (1969) has noted that in general it is only possible to accurately compute (3.25)
when the allowed variation in IF(u)I is small. Burge et al. (1976) have suggested smoothing the magnitude function before calculating the integral, a process used by Nakajima
and Asakura (1982). There are two objections to this approach. Firstly, since detail
in the image is reflected in the structure of the Fourier magnitude, any filtering process
causes a loss of information in the image. More significantly, for reasons given in chapter
4, filtering of the magnitude can result in there being no image-form compatible with the
filtered data.
The susceptibility of the computational evaluation of (3.25) to noise is also of
interest. Nakajima (1986) notes that simple minded evaluation of the integral can cause
significant errors. It thus appears highly likely that the addition of noise to IF(u)I would
significantly alter the estimate of the phase when calculated by (3.25).
Another more subtle objection to using (3.25) to calculate a possible phase distribution stems from the necessity of evaluating the Hilbert integral numerically. In
numerical integration it is necessary to approximate a continuous function with a finite
number of samples. The inevitably of using a discrete approximation is noted in Napier
and Bates (1974) who invoke a model discrete in irn.age space, namely the DFT. This approach has a number of advantages. Firstly, f(x) is likely to be smoother than ln(F(u)),
and consequently requires less samples for an adequate representation. Secondly, there
is only a finite amount of data in practice, implying that a finite order model is more
appropriate. Thirdly, when the data are corrupted by noise, estimating too many model
parameters merely models fluctuations that are most likely to be mere random variations
in the measurements. The greater robustness of simple models in the presence of noise is
widely recognised in the control theory literature (Astrom 1974, Akaike 1978).
Finally, as is noted in §1.6, images of finite energy are effectively compact in both
image and Fourier space. Because images compact in both domains can be represented
by a finite number of parameters (the coefficients of suitable basis functions) it can be
argued that the assumption of a finite order model is, in fact, more appropriate than
assuming an exactly compact object in image space.

3.4

Phase retrieval using discrete models

As is noted in §3.1, the DFT is a finite order trigonorn.etric series. Since the series remains
the same whether it is represented in terms of the coefficients of a power series or the zeros
of a Hadamard product, it is not unreasonable to expect the zeros of the DFT to match
those of the continuous Fourier transform in the regions where the DFT is an accurate
model of the continuous Fourier transform. Clearly the DFT cannot, he expected to he
an accurate model of the continuous zeros of the Fourier transform outside the primary
strip, but it is worth keeping in mind that if aliasing has occurred (as it must, in practice,
to some degree), there may also be significant errors in the location of zeros close to the
edges of the primary strip (§3.1, Scivier and Fiddy 1985b ).
Another problem that may arise is that the zeros situated at a large distance from
the real u-axis may be difficult to locate precisely. If one considers the Fourier transform
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of a one-dimensional image analytically continued into the complex (-plane, i.e.

1b J(

X )ei27r(R[u]+iT[u])x dx

(3.26)

the Fourier transform along the line given by I[tt] = constant is
(3.27)
The exponential e-ZirT[u]:c causes the values of f (x) at the boundaries of the support to
contribute more heavily to the calculated transform. Many images are of small amplitude
at the edge of the support. By contrast any noise is often more uniformly distributed in
image space. Consequently the estimate of the analytically continued Fourier transform is
frequently less accurate further from the real u-a.xis (Sinton 1986). It should be noted that
in a few cases analytic continuation can be performed by exponentially filtering the image
directly. When the true image is amenable to direct filtering of this type, exponential
filtering can be used as the si1nple basis of a means of phase retrieval (vValker 198la;b ).
Thus, not surprisingly, zeros in the complex plane far removed from the real ttaxis may be difficult to locate precisely. Fortunately, by applying the above reasoning in
reverse, they do not significantly alter the behaviour of F( u) when u is real. As a. result,
they do not cause high levels of distortion in the image if they are located inaccurately,
provided they are located.
Fig 3.6a shows the sampled approximation to the continuous function defined by
(3.19). In this case there is a. close correspondence between the zeros of the continuous
image, given by (3.20), and those of the DFT approximation, even at quite low sarnpling
rates (Fig 3.7). Increasing the sampling rate increases the width of the primary strip in
Fourier space. Whilst it results in more zeros being located at higher spatial frequencies,
it does not significantly alter the positions of the zeros found at lower sampling rates.
Assuming the image is sampled as in Fig 3.6a, it is apparent that zero flipping
can be applied to the discrete approximation in exactly the same manner as described
for the continuous case. Since there are only a. finite number of zeros there is, however,
only a finite nurn.ber of image-fonns. For a pixella.ted image comprising N samples, and
assuming that all N - 1 zeros are co1nplex, there are 2N-z possible cmnplex image-forms
(since flipping all zeros does not alter the image-form). In the case of real i1na.ges where the
zeros are paired around the imaginary axis there are only 2~- 1 possible real image-forms.
If one now flips the pair of zeros closest to the imaginary axis (in Fig 3. 7), the
image displayed in Fig 3.6b is obtained. Comparison with Fig 3.4c shows a good correspondence between the general shapes of the continuous and the discrete images. Sin1ila.rly
flipping only every other zero in the finite n10del also produces a good approximation,
Fig 3.6c, to that calculated from the continuous model, Fig 3.4d. It is apparent that the
discrete models (Figs 3.6b and 3.6c) a.re inaccurate approximations whenever the continuous images have sharp discontinuities (cf Figs 3.4 and 3.6). The ringing is a natural
consequence of modelling a. discontinuous function with smooth functions (the complex
exponentials). This point is discussed in both §1.5 and Kreysig (1979).
To illustrate the effects of truncation and sampling on a. smoother image consider
the following Fourier transform pair:
(3.28)
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f ( x)

f ( x)

I
-1.0

lI
1

+ 1.0

x

-1.0

x

+1.0

(b)

(a)

f (x)

-1.0

x

+ 1.0

( c)
Figure 3.6: Illustration of the effects of zero flipping on a discrete approximation to a
continuous image (after Hofstetter (1964)) (a) the sampled approximation of the image in
Fig 3.4a (N =21) (b) Sa.n1pled irn.age formed by flipping the zeros in Fig 3. 7 closest to the
imaginary axis, note the good correspondence with Fig 3.4c ( c) image formed by flipping
every other zero in Fig 3.7. Again note the good correspondence with the continuous
image, Fig 3.4d.
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Figure 3.7: Visibility zeros for the discrete image shown in Fig 3.6a. Note only R[u] 2: 0
is shown since F( u) = F( -u).
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where K is a positive constant. It should be noted that the continuous e-11"u is never zero
in the complex u-plane. Once an image is represented by a finite number of samples,
however, it is always possible to compute a finite number of zeros in either the complex
(-plane or their equivalents in the primary strip of the complex u-plane. Restricting th,~
number of samples to, for example N, limits the assumed extent of the image to N c = X,
where c is defined in (3.6). Hence the continuous image modelled is actually of the form

lxl sX
lxl >X

(3.29)

where X thus the extent of the (assumed) support in image space. Whereas the Fourier
transform of a gaussian is never zero, the visibility of a truncated gaussian does in fact
have zeros. This can be seen by separating the truncated exponential into the sum of two
functions, as shown in Fig 3.8. The first function is a compact continuous function which
is hereafter referred to as the principal. The second function is a rectangular pulse which
is in general of much lower energy than the principal.
The Fourier transform of the sum of two functions is given by the sum of their
Fourier transforms (Bracewell 1978). Hence at low frequencies the behaviour is dominated by the principal because the total energy of the principal is much larger than that
of the pulse, unless X is very small. The behaviour at higher frequencies is more complicated, but can be found from the asymptotic properties of the Fourier transform, which
state that if a function is discontinuous in its nth derivative its Fourier transform declines
proportionately to u1n (Papoulis 1984, p 95). At higher frequencies the Fourier transform
of the principal therefore declines proportionately to ~2 (Papoulis 1984, p 95), because its
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/~

+

Figure 3.8: Separation of a symmetrically truncated gaussian into a continuous function
(referred to in the text as the principal) and a rectangular pulse
first derivative is discontinuous at the edges of the support. By contrast, the rectangular
pulse is discontinuous at the edges of the support and thus its visibility declines proportionately to ~. Thus at high frequencies the rectangular pulse is dominant in determining
the form of the Fourier transform of the truncated exponential.
Figs 3.9-3.11 shows the effects, on the locations of the zeros of F(u), of changing
the sampling rate for different values of "' in (3.29). Because the extent of a visibility
in Fourier space is inversely proportional to the image sampling rate in image space,
increasing the sampling_ should reduce the aliasing as well as enabling higher frequencies
in Fourier space to be discerned. Because the low frequency zeros remain steadfast when
the sampling is increased above a certain level, these zeros in fact correspond to the zeros
of the correspondingly truncated continuous gaussian (Ross et al 1978).

3.5

Properties of the one-dimensional phase

In the discussion of homomorphic filtering, presented in §2.6.2, it is noted that this
technique relies on forming a continuous single-valued phase function, the so called "unwrapped" phase (Oppenheim and Schafer 1975). In general, however, it is not possible
to unambiguously determine the phase of the Fourier transform because it is impossible
to distinguish ei 2 nu and ei 2nu+ 2h where k is an integer. Whilst this is often overcome by
arbitrarily assigning the phase at the centre of Fourier space to zero, it remains impossible
to determine a single valued continuous function for the Fourier phase due to ambiguities
in the phase function around isolated point zeros.
The ambiguity in the phase of the analytically continued Fourier phase can be
demonstrated by considering a closed path enclosing an isolated point zero. It is possible
to expand F( 'll) in the vicinity of the zero as

F(u + 6.u)

= K61t

(3.30)

where K is a complex constant. If one now considers a closed path around the point zero
defined by
(3.31)
then if the phase function P[F(u)) is assumed to be continuous it is apparent that the
phase at the starting point increases by 2n for every circuit defined in (3.31). Thus when
a path in Fourier space ~rosses (or encloses) an isolated point zero, it is impossible to
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Figure 3.9: Fourier space zero distributions for thcdiscrete image defined in (3.28) when
~ = 0.33 and X = 1.0. (a) N = 11, (b) N = 21, (c) N = 31.
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define a single-valued continuous phase function (Oppenheim and Schafer 1975, Tribolet
1977). In one-dimension it can happen that along an open path between two different
points in Fourier space there are no isolated zeros, hence it is often possible to "unwrap"
the Fourier phase along a line in Fourier space, for example, the rea.l 1l-a.xis.
The theoretical solution to the dilemma. of defining a. continuous phase function
over the complex u-plane is to represent the phase function as an infinite Riemann surface
(Kreysig 1979), with branch cuts terminating at the zeros. A practical alternative, and
the technique employed in this thesis, is to define P[F( u )] to exist only within the interval
[-7r, 7r] i.e. modulo 27r. The existence of discontinuities in the phase function does not
affect the phase difference between arbitrary points in Fourier space, provided that this
phase difference is also defined appropriately (a point discussed further in §6.2).

3.6

Using Image Positivity as a Constraint

§§3.3 and 3.4 establish that the relationship between a visibility's magnitude and phase
is strongly constrained when the image is compact. If the image is also known to be
positive, further constraints can be imposed on the relationship.
It is of interest to determine how the positivity constraint imposed in image space
can be related to an equivalent set of constraints on the visibility. This problem has been
dealt with extensively in crystallography where it is at the heart of the "Direct Methods"
pioneered in the 1950's by Karle (1986) and Hauptman (1986). As noted in §2.4, in
crystallography the visibility is a. discrete function with its sampling rate detern1ined by
the periodic structure of the crystal. This section adopts the notation of Karle (1986)
where an arbitrary sample in (K-dimensional) Fourier space is denoted by Fk1 with the
sample at the centre of Fourier space being denoted by F 0 .
A necessary and sufficient condition for a periodic image, p( x), to be positive is
that
Fo

F-k1

Fk1

Fo

Fk2
FN

F_N

Fkrk1

F-k2
Fk1 -k2
Fo

Fk1-N
Fk2-N

FN-k1

FN-k2

Fo

~o

(3.32)

where Fkn are located at the Nyquist samples in Fourier space (Karle 1986). It is important to realise that, since the visibility of a real image is conjugate symmetric, the above
determinant is always real. It is possible to derive a number of inequalities from (3.32),
for example the third order inequality,
Fo
Fk 1
Fk2

Fo

F-k2
Fk1-k2

Fk2-k1

Fo

F-k1

~o

(3.33)

which can be rewritten as

(3.34)
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Possible phases for

'k2

Figure 3.12: Demonstration of how P[Fk2 ] is constrained to lie within a certain range by
(3.36) and the knowledge of JFk2 J.
When Fo, Fk 1 and Fk 2 are all large in (3.34) the right hand side, denoted hereafter as r,
becomes small. As a consequence
(3.35)
a formula which can be used to relate the phases of the Nyquist samples of the Fourier
transform.
Alternatively one can rewrite (3.35) in the form
(3.36)
Fig 3.12 shows how (3.36) and the knowledge of JFk1 Jconstrains the phase of Fk 2 • In order
to develop a working algorithm, it is useful to think of (3.36) in terms of a probability
density function (Karle 1986).
There are other ni_ethods of using image positivity as a constraint on the Fourier
phase, for example Cocke (1985) used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality whilst Cadzow and
Sun (1986) have noted that it is possible to use the following variation of Parseval's
theorem.

fo

2
or

f(x )Jw(x )J 2 dx =

I:

F(m - k)Hl(m)vV*(k) ~ O

(3.37)

ni,n=-oo

Positivity can also be used to reduce the number of possible solutions found by zero
flipping, because many of these images may contain negative parts and can be rejected
as possible solutions (Napier 1971, Napier and Bates 1974).
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3.7

Deconvolution using zero based representations

One of the major advantages of a representation in terms of zeros is that it serves as a
starting point for a means of deconvolution. Consider Q( () the Z-transform of the image
g(x), which is the convolution of two images f(x) and h(x). By the convolution theorem
Q( () = :F(()H( (). If one now considers a point(' in the complex (-plane, it is not possible
to infer from Q( (') precise information about the values of either :F( (') or H( (') except
when G((') = 0. This is because when G((') = 0, then either :F((') or H((') = 0. Since it
is possible to reconstruct either :F( () or H( () from their respective zeros the problem of
deconvolving G( () is reduced to one of partitioning the zeros of G( () into those resulting
from :F( () and H( () respectively.
Polynomials have finite numbers of zeros and thus there is only a finite, albeit
possibly very large, number of ways of partitioning the zeros of G( (). Specifically, for
a sampled image of length 2N + 1 samples, there are 2N zeros and consequently 22N
possible functions for J( x) and h( x) (which may be reduced if zeros are repeated). When
dealing with EFETs factorisation is less well defined. An example of the problems that
can arise in factoring entire functions is discussed by Sanz and Huang (1985) and Lawton
and Morrison (1987). Consider the Z-transform of the image,J(x) which is assumed
to be representable by two samples, each of unit rnagnitude (i.~. the pixellated image
represented by { 1, 1}).
(3.38)
G(() = 1 + (
Since G( () has only one zero it is obviously impossible to partition it between :F( () and
H((). Hence G(() is irreducible, i.e. it can not be factored into polynomials of lower
order. If one now considers the trigonometric polynomial associated with the image g( x)
as an entire function
G(1l) = 1 + eju
(3.39)
clearly this has an infinite number of zeros occurring at tl = 2mr + 7f (n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ).
Since there are an infinite number of zeros it can be factored in an infinite number of
ways into other entire functions, for example
(3.40)
The zeros of (1 + jei1i) occur at 4rm + 7f (n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ) and those of (1 - jei¥) at
4rrn - 7f (n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ) The union of the zeros of these two factors are the zeros of
(1 + eiu) and thus G(1l) is flreducible.
It is instructive to consider this difference in a practical context. The function
(1 + je4l) corresponds to a pixellated image {1, j} sampled at twice the rate of the
original convolution. If one assumes that the original sequence was sampled adequately
with respect to the Nyquist criterion, the factors have an extent in Fourier space which
is larger than that of the convolution and thus violate the assumption that the initial
sampling of the convolution was adequate. Limiting the model to polynomials, rather
than using more general entire functions, helps prevent these$ spurious solutions to a
deconvolution problem.
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Chapter 4

TWO-DIMENSIONAL
MODELLING
The previous chapter discusses how the zeros of a one dimensional polynomial can be used
to relate the phase and the magnitude of the visibility of an image of compact support.
In two dimensions the relationship between Fourier magnitude and phase would at first
sight-appear more complicated. In this chapter, however, it is shown that there is almost
always a unique relationship between the multi-dimensional Fourier magnitude and phase
(in contrast with the ambiguous relationship in one-dimension described in §3.2). The
question of uniqueness is perhaps the most important theme of this chapter.
This chapter .considers only two-dimensional images, although the procedures
used can easily be generalised to higher dimensional images. The techniques employed
involve reducing a single two-dimensional Fourier transform pair to a set of related onedimensional Fourier transform pairs, by a process known as projection. There exists a
one-dimensional Fourier transform between a projection in inrnge space and a line in the
two-dirn.ensional Fourier transform plane. This one-dimensional transform can be treated
by the techniques presented in chapter 3.
§4.1 discusses "angular projections" which Napier and Bates (1974) propose as a
means of of simplifying the two-dimensional Fourier transform. The form of projection
they suggest is however incomplete, because it is not possible to reconstruct a unique
two-dimensional Fourier transform from the set of one-dimensional Fourier transforms
obtained by angular projections. §4.1 concludes with a generalisation of the angular
projection procedure which can be used to completely characterise the two-dimensional
Fourier transform.
For reasons given in §3.4 a discrete model of the Fourier transform is again employed. By using the Z-transform it is then possible to employ a simpler form of projection
than the angular projection given in §4.1, and it is this projection which is employed for
the remainder of the chapter. §4.2 discusses projections and their intimate relation to the
concept of phase closure in Fourier space. As a conclusion to §4.2, a method of phase retrieval, based on phase closure is described. Although using phase closure to effect phase
retrieval was initially proposed by Bates (1982), it was first implemented by Deighton et
al (1985). Although the method is, in its present form, computationally impractical it
provides an excellent introduction to the differences between one- and two-dimensional
Fourier transforms.
§4.3 addresses the question of whether there is a unique relationship between the
magnitude and phase of the visibility of a compact image. The approach taken follows that
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of Bruck and Sodin (1979) and Hayes (1982) where the Fourier spectrum is approximated
by a two-dimensional polynomial rather than by an exact entire function model. When
using a polynomial model it is particularly simple to show why there is often only one
image-form compatible with a given Fourier magnitude.
As with the one-dimensional phase problem (chapter 3) a large number of researchers have chosen to employ EFET's to model the visibility of an exactly compact
object in more than one dimension (Kiedron 1981; Lawton 1981; Manolitsakis 1982; Sanz
and Huang 1983b; Stefanescu 1985; Sanz 1985b; Lawton and Morrison 1987). The theoretical analyses of these authors provides a good understanding of the properties of the
two-dimensional phase problem and is discussed in §4.4.

In practice, however, one is faced with a limited amount of corrupted data. In the
author's opinion this fact alone precludes the use of models which require, by definition,
an infinite number of parameters. §4.5 thus returns to the polynomial model of the Fourier
spectrum introduced in §4.2. An important concept introduced in this section is that of
the zero-sheet (Lane et al. 1987; Lane and Bates 1987a), which generalises the uniqueness
arguments of Napier and Bates discussed in §4.1.
The zero-sheet is the complete two-dimensional extension of the zero-map of a onedimension visibility. It is shown that the point zeros of the one-dimensional projections of
a two-dimensional Z-transform usually form part of a single continuous, analytic surface
which is called in this thesis a zero-sheet. The zero-sheet of an analytically continued
N-dimensional Fourier transform can be modelled by a surface of 2(N - 1) dimensions,
existing in a 2N dimensional space. Thus the zero-sheet of a two-dimensional image is
characterised by a two-dimensional surface existing in a four-dimensional space. Only
when this zero-sheet is the union of several distinct zero-sheets is it possible to express
the corresponding image as a convolution of smaller compact images. Display of these
zero-sheets presents considerable problems (associated with their visualisation) which are
described in §4.6. §4.6 also introduces the algorithmic basis used for mapping the zerosheets.
Although the zero-sheets were initially formulated by a generalisation of the technique of Napier and Bates (1974), it is possible to view them as a special case of the zero
manifolds of EFETs. The theory presented in §4.4 provides confirmation of the practical results obtained by mapping the zero-sheets of two-dimensional polynorn.ials. §4.7
discusses this and how zero-sheets can be used to effect both phase retrieval and blind
deconvolution of quite large images.
Recovering an image from its zero-sheet is the subject of §4.8. Although it is
in theory always possible to recover an image from. its zero-sheet in practice there are a
number of difficulties. §4.8 introduces two main techniques for recovering an image from
its zero-sheet. The first relies on the application of phase closure to relate the Fourier
transform derived along orthogonal lines in Fourier space. The second, clue to Curtis et
al (1985), formulates the image recovery problem in terms of a system of linear equations.
§4.8 describes both techniques.
The final section of this chapter, §4.9, addresses the important problem of how
noise affects zero-sheets. It is shown that noise effectively causes the multiple zero-sheets
of a convolution to become linked. This provides a geometric complement to the algebraic
arguments of other authors (Hayes 1982; Sanz et al. 1983).
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4.1

Reduction of two-dimensional Fourier transforms
to one-dimensional Fourier transforms

One of the first practical attempts to reduce the two-dimensional Fourier phase problem
to a set of related one-dimensional problems was the use of the projection theorem (Napier
and Bates 1974). The projection theorem, which forms the basis of computed tomography
(Garden 1984), relates a set of line integrals calculated in image space to the Fourier
transform along a line in Fourier space.

y

v
ex

q

u

x

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.1: The coordinate syatems used for describing angular projections and their
Fourier transforms. (a) image space (b) Fourier space.
The theorem arises quite naturally from considering co-ordinates in image anCl
Fourier space rotated by an angle <p (Fig 4.1). If one now considers the Fourier transform
relationship in the rotated coordinates:

Fcp(a,(3) =

j j fcp(q,r)ei 2rr(01q+f3r)drdq

(4.1)

where the coordinates q and r are defined such that

f 'P (q, r) = f (x cos <p + y sin <p, y cos <p

- x sin <p)

( 4.2)

where the subscript <pis used to indicate that the (q,r) and (a,(3) axes are rotated by
an angle <p to the ( x, y) and (u, v) coordinates respectively. In computed tomography an
angular projection is defined by

(4.3)
which corresponds to a set of line integrals indicated in Fig 4. 2. If {3 is set to zero in ( 4.1)
the two-dimensional Fourier transform reduces to

j f 'P( q' r )drei2rrOlq dq
j scp(q)ei2rr01qdq
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(4.4)

(4.5)

Figure 4.2: The formation of an angular projection by a series of parallel line integrals
There thus exists a one-dimensional relationship between the angular projection
in image space and the Fourier transform along a line passing through the coordinate origin in Fourier space. The one-dimensional polynomial representation of this transformation enables the Fourier phase and magnitude to be related by the techniques discussed
in chapter 3. If there was no relation between the infinite number of one-dimensional
projections which are formed by varying t.p, then relating the two-dimensional Fourier
magnitude and phase would be a hopeless task, as each individual projection would be
individually subject to the ambiguities present in the one-dimensional case.
Fortunately, because F( u, v) is an entire function, the zeros of the angular projection's visibility Fcp(a, 0) must vary continuously with t.p (Napier and Bates 1974). It is
then possible to relate the point zeros of Fcp( a, 0) to those of Fcp+b.cp( a, 0), where 6.t.p is a
small quantity. Further application of continuity dictates that the point zeros of Fcp( a, 0)
must follow continuous paths in the analytically continued a-plane. Points along these
paths are identified by the parameter t.p (as shown in Fig 4.3). Thus when the starting
zero-map is selected by the zero flipping process (§§3.2-3.4) the zero paths formed by
varying t.p can be used to determine the zero-maps corresponding to other values of t.p.
It is apparent from this reasoning that the Fourier phase problem is at least no more
ambiguous in two-dimensions than in one.
The ambiguity can be further reduced if the image is known to be positive (Napier
and Bates 1974), since this means that all one-dimensional projections must also be
positive. Because positivity is enforced over a set of linked one-dimensional projections,
rather than a single one~dimensional image, positivity can be expected to be a more
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Figure 4.3: Migration of a point zero of Fcp( a, 0) as <p is increased incrementally
powerful constraint in two-dimensions (Napier and Bates 1974).
Since the zero maps of Fcp(a, 0) can be related directly to P[Fcp(a, O)], it is possible
to generate a two-dimensional phase distribution for F( u, v ). This phase distribution is
continuous, although allowance must be made for isolated zeros in the ( u, v )-plane (a
point discussed in §3.5). The point (0, 0) is common to all the visibilities of all the onedimensional projections and thus can be used to align the phases of the visibilities of the
one-dimensional projections at all values of <p.
When the procedure outlined in the previous paragraph is used to generate a twodimensional phase distribution, in general only one choice of starting zero map (and of
course its mirror image in the real axis) yield a compact image-form. One possible reason
for this behaviour is that, because the projections formed at <p=O and <p = 7f are equal,
the zero maps of the projection's visibilities should be the same. By again appealing to
the entire nature of F(u,v) the paths followed by the individual zeros of Fcp(a,O) must
then form closed paths (hereafter called zero-contours) when <p is varied from 0 to 7f, Fig
4.4a. There are two possible ways to form these closed paths: either a zero follows a path
leading to its original position or it forms a path terminating at another of the initial zero
positions. When the point zeros of the initial projection are linked by zero contours it is
apparent that they must be treated as an inseparable collection if F( u, v) is entire. If the
zeros of a zero-map are linked by zero-contours they must be treated as a group.
Fig 4.4.' shows a hypothetical zero-map for an image. SupfrimRo~ on this figure
· <p from 0 to ....
· t i%>
· zeros
are some 1·dea1.ise d zero contours £orme d b y varymg
7f.~',\Js*ince
ie pomt
of this initial zero-map are linked into a single inseparable collection by the zero contours,
it is apparent that they cannot be "flipped" independently. As a consequence there are
no other possible image-forms that can be created by the process of zero-flipping.
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l[a]

l[a]

R[a]

0
(b)

(a)

Figure 4.4: Closed zero-contours formed by varying cp from 0 to 7r. *'s are used to indicate
the zeros of F0 ( a, 0). (a) all zeros of F0 ( a, 0) linked by a single zero-contour (b) partial
linkage of the zeros of F0 ( a, 0) by multiple zero-contours
Initial numerical experiments, performed by the author, showed that this zero
linkage did in fact occur, but although the zeros often did form inseparable collections
there was usually more than one. Even when a zero collection is "flipped" together the
resulting image-form is not necessarily compact. It is therefore apparent that the set of
angular visibilities formed by varying cp from 0 to 7r does not completely characterise the
two-dimensional visibility from which they were derived.
In §3.1 the one-dimensional Fourier transform is analytically continued into the
complex plane. The analytically continued Fourier transform exists in a space spanned
by two real dimensions and enables a visibility to be represented by its possibly complex
zeros. Using just the real zeros of the one-dimensional visibility does not provide a
complete representation of the one-dimensional Fourier transform.
Applying similar reasoning to the two-dimensional Fourier transform results in
an analytically continued transform existing in a four-dimensional space. It is apparent
the set of angular projections defined by (4.3) exist in a space which is a function of only
three variables R[a], I[a] and cp. The zeros of the set of angular projections thus can not
provide a complete representation of the analytically continued two-dimensional Fourier
transform, a function which resides in a four-dimensional space.
The difference between one-dimensional and two-dimensional Fourier transforms
is also apparent when considering the phase difference between two arbitrary points A and
B. In a two-dimensional Fourier transform it is possible to calculate the phase difference
between two arbitrary points A and B by applying continuity along an infinite number of
paths Fig 4.5a. By contrast in a two-dimensional Fourier transform built up from a set
of angular projections there is only one way of calculating the phase differenc;,e between
points A and B, Fig 4.5b. Since the visibilities of all angular projections pass through
the origin of Fourier space it is not possible to form closed circuits.
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A

A
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B
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u

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Possible paths for calculating the phase difference between two points A and
B in Fourier space. In the general two-dimensional Fourier transform shown in (a), there
are an infinite number of possible paths. By contrast when the Fourier transform is built
up from angular projections (b ), there is only one possible path.

v
B

______;;::;,,.. u

Figure 4.6: Phase closure using generalised angular projections. Note the phase difference
(modulo 27r) between any two points in Fourier space must be the same.
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It is, however, possible to use a generalised form of projection

( 4.6)
a form hereafter referred to as the general angular projection. Since

(4.7)
there exists a one-dimensional Fourier transform relationship between the general angular
projection and a line displaced from the origin in Fourier space in the manner shown in
Fig 4.6. Since the visibilities of general angular projections do not pass through a single
point in Fourier space it is possible to form closed paths in Fourier space. If F( u, v) is
entire the phase difference between points A and B must agree, modulo 2rr, independently
of the path by which it is calculated. Thus
( 4.8)
The 2rr ambiguity arises because of the possibilty of a singularity in the ( u, v )-plane a
point which is discussed in detail in §3.5.

4.2

Projections and phase closure

The previous section notes that the calculated difference between arbitrary points in
Fourier space must be independent of the path taken. This requires the phase difference
around a closed path to always equal 0 (modulo 2rr), a requirement known as "phase
closure" (Fright 1984). For reasons given in §3.4 it is convenient to employ a discrete
model of an image. The image is thus represented by an M x M array of pixels (some of
which may be zero), e.g.
M-l

f(x,y)

R:!

L

fm,n8(x-ma)8(y-na)

( 4.9)

m,n==O
where a is the pixel spacing in both the x and y directions. Using ~ to indicate a
Z-transforrn. pair where the sampling conditions described in §1.5 are met,
M-1

f(x,y) ~ F((,1) =

L

fm,n(m1n

(4.10)

m,n=O
It should be noted that the order of a two-dimensional polynomial is given by the highest
sum of the indices of both basis variables present. Hence the order of the Z-transform in
( 4.10) is equal to (2M - 2).
The convolution theorem also applies in Z-space where it is written in twodimensions as

(4.11)
(4.12)
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The process of convolution in image space is thus equivalent to polynomial multiplication
in Z-space. In order to relate this two dimensional polynomial to the periodic approximation of the continuous Fourier transform it is necessary to employ the transformations
(§3.1 ),
( = e(i27ru0)'
( 4.13)
where n, the fundamental frequency in Fourier space (Requicha 1980), can be found
directly from a and Musing (1.47) and (1.49).
·
From examination of ( 4.10) it is a simple matter to reduce F( (, "() to a onedimensional Z-transform, all that is required is to fix the (complex) value of either (
or /· If for example, ( is fixed at a constant value denoted by ( 0 , then the resulting
one-dimensional projection is given by

F,.(-r) =

1:: (~: fm,n(~)

'Y"

( 4.14)

\ ...../ '

which is a one-dimensional polynomial in I·
In order to reconstruct a two-dimensional image using the inverse Fourier transform it is necessary to have the values of F( u, v) when u and v are both real. From ( 4.13)
u and v are only real when (and I are both of unit magnitude. Hence in order to find the
Fourier transform along a line parallel to the v-axis given by u = u 0 , it is first necessary
to fix ( at ei 27ruo. The value of F( u 0 , v) is then given by the Z-spectrum on the unit circle
in the complex /-plane.
In practice the values of the Fourier transform obtained along lines defined by
u = u 0 are only known to within a complex constant of unit magnitude (due to the
limitations of zero-flipping discussed in §§3.2 and 3.4). As a consequence it is not possible
to deduce phase variation perpendicular to the v-axis using solely (-projections. This
phase variation can be obtained, however, by interchanging the roles of"( and ( in th~
preceding discussion. This gives the phase variation along lines parallel to the u-axis
which is, by definition, orthogonal to the v-axis.
It is thus possible to apply phase closure along closed rectangular paths (referred
to as circuits). These closed circuits comprise one-dimensional projections formed by
fixing both ( and I at complex constants of unit magnitude. If one now considers the
circuit and notation defined in Fig 4. 7 it is apparent that
(4.15)
Bates (1982b) suggests that it should be possible to generate all possible values of the
above phase differences by one-dimensional zero-flipping (§3.4). The algorithm then selects those phase values which do in fact satisfy ( 4.15). Repeating the process for other
closed circuits enables the phase distribution for all of Fourier space to be calculated. Unfortunately, for a general complex image the number of phases that has to be tested grows
exponentially with the size of the image. For a general complex M x M image there are
22 M- 3 possible phases for each of 6.8(0 + t.. B'Y0 and 6.8(1 +6.8"11 • Clearly the number of comparisons that are required increases dramatically with the image size. Napier and Bates
rejected the algorithm as being beyond the computational power available at the time.
Deighton et al (1985) produced an algorithm which recovered a 16 x 16 real image but
did not describe their algorithm. During the course of investigating this method of phase
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Figure 4.7: Phase closure in Fourier space using projections in Z-space. Note the magnitudes of ( 0 ,(1 ,.-y0 and 11 are all equal to 1.
retrieval, the author developed an optimised algorithm which is capable of recovering a
16 x 16 real image, within 15 minutes on a VAX 11-750 minicomputer.
The above algorithm relies on generating and storing all possible values of f::J)(o +
i~J)-Yo, by using zero flipping on the one-dimensional projections. In practice to distinguish
between an image and its reflection in the coordinate origin one complex zero in the ( 0
projection is fixed. This has the additional advantage of reducing the number of possible
values for the phase difference in Fourier space. An indication of which zeros are flipped
to produce the phase difference is also stored. A similar list, except that all zeros are
flipped, is made of L).()(1 + L).()-y1 •
Searching for identical values in the two lists, by comparing each element from one
with all the values in the other list would clearly be a hopeless task. In order to find the
matching pair in an acceptable time the two lists are sorted in order of increasing phase
and merged into one list. The sorting was achieved efficiently using Quicksort (Horowitz
and Sahni 1978), a commercial implementation of which is available on the VAX 11-750
computer which was used. Since the list is in ascending order of possible phases it is now
only necessary to compare adjacent values in the list of phase differences. If there is only
one pair of phase differences that correspond to different paths in Fourier space then it
possible to determine the phase along all projections which comprise the circuit by using
the associated information about which zeros have been flipped to generate the phase
variation along a projection.
The mapping of Fourier space is then completed by imposing phase closure on
different rectangular circuits in Fourier space. Provided two sides of these circuits are
along the original projections there is a vastly reduced number of possible phase differences, because zero flipping need be only applied to the new projections. Because the
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time taken to perform phase closure varies exponentially with the number of zeros to be
flipped, it takes far less time to perform phase closure around new circuits.
In practice there may remain a small number of possible phase differences after
calculation of phase closure on the initial rectangular circuit. This final ambiguity can
also be resolved by applying phase closure around a different circuit in Fourier space.
Provided the new circuit is bounded by some of the original projections used in the
original circuit, the number of possible phase differences for the new circuit is again much
reduced and the remaining ambiguity can be resolved in much less time than is required
to compute phase closure on the original circuit.
The algorithm is unfortunately unworkable in its present form when noise is added
to the Fourier modulus. This noise causes a shift in positions of the zeros of the visibility.
Hence the exact zeros of the true image are no longer an exact subset of the zeros of the
autocorrelation. As a result it is no longer possible to calculate the phase differences in
( 4.15) exactly. Hence it is not possible to rely upon exact phase closure in the presence of
noise. There is a strong possibility of improving the algorithm, along the line indicated
in chapter 7.

4.3

Uniqueness of two-dimensional phase retrieval

The previous section shows that phase closure can be used as the algorithmic basis for
phase recovery. It does not, however, rigorously show that there is a unique relationship
between the magnitude and phase of the Fourier transform. The question of uniqueness is
addressed in pioneering work by Bruck and Sodin (1979) and Hayes (1982), who indicate
that there should in fact be a unique relationship between the magnitude and phase of
the visbility of a compact discrete object.
It is well known that if the coefficients gm,n of a two-dimensional polynomial are
chosen arbitrarily then it is impossible to factorise the given polynomial into the product
of lower order polynomials (Huang et al. 1971). This is often referred to as the lack of a
fundamental theorem of algebra in more than one-dimension (Coolidge 1959). Only when
g( x, y) is a convolution is it possible to write 9( (,I) as the product of two polynoniials,
as in ( 4.11 ).
Bruck and Sodin (1979) were the first to realise that the absence of a fundamental
theorem of algebra in more than one-dimension had significance for the Fourier phase
problem. As an autocorrelation is a particular form of convolution (1.25) then it must be
reducible (i.e. factorisable). For example the Z-spectrum of jf( x, y) can be written

:FF((,1)

=

F((,1 )F* (:*' ~*)
1

(4.16)

where F*(/., ~·)is the Z-transform of J*(-x, -y) (Oppenheim and Schafer 1975). Hence
the Z-spectrum of an autocorrelation has at least two factors, one corresponding to the
true image and the other to the image conjugated and rotated in the coordinate origin.
Hayes and McClellan (1982) formalised this argument by rigorously proving that
the reducible polynomials formed a set of measure zero in the set of multidimensional
polynomials of a given order. The approach taken was to assign the coefficients of the
multidimensional polynomial to a vector (cf Nowinski 1981 ). It can be shown that the
din1ension of the space spanned by reducible polynomials of a given order is less t.lrnn the
dimension of the space spanned by irreducible polynomials of the same order.
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Figure 4.8: Simple pixellated image. Note that the Z-spectrum is only factorisable when

8 = 0.
It is also possible to apply the absence of a fundamental theorem of algebra in more
than one-dimension to blind deconvolution (Lane and Bates 1987a), with phase retrieval
considered as a special case. When an image g( x, y) can be expressed as the convolution
of two other images (or components) then the Z-spectrum must be factorisable. The
reverse process, that of deconvolution, is thus equivalent to factorising the Z-spectrum.
Referring to the definition of the two-dimensional Z-tra.nsform in ( 4.10), it is apparent that
factorisation of the Z-spectrum is equivalent to factorising the two-dimensional polynomial
used to represent Q((,1) (Lane and Bates 1987a).
Since polynomials form a ring of factorisation (Sanz and Huang 1985), the polynomial factors of Q ( (,I) can be always used to reconstruct discrete compact images. These
iinages are sampled at the same value of a (refer ( 4.10)) as the original convolution.
Assuming the sampling of the convolution is adequate, if it is not possible to factorise
Q((,1) then it is not possible to form discrete compact objects which can be convolved
together to produce the observed g(x, y).
The above approach is simplified when viewed from a "degrees of freedom" approach, a method ta.ken by Sanz and Huang (1985). Consider the convolution of an N
x N pixel image f(x,y) with an ]\if x li!f pixel image h(x,y). From (4.12) the resultant
convolution is thus ( N + li!f -1) x ( N + l'vl -1) pixels. It is possible to associate a nonlinear
equation of the pixels of f(x,y) and h(x,y) with each pixel of the convolution. When N
and M a.re both greater than 1 the total number of unknowns (i.e. the num.ber of pixels
in f (x, y) and h( x, y)) is always less than the number of equations (i.e. the number of
pixels in the convolution).
When dealing with an a.r bi tra.ry ( N + li!f - 1) x ( N + li!f - 1) pixel image there
is in general no solution to this overdetermined set of equations. As a consequence it is
not possible to find two non-trivial component images which can be convolved together
.to equal this arbitrary choice of image.
The dimensionality approach can be taken further to show that the property
of irreducibility is stable (Hayes 1982). Hence when the coefficients of an irreducible
polynomial are perturbed the resultant polynomial is again almost always irreducible.
By contrast, perturbing the coefficients of a reducible polynomial almost always results
in an irreducible polynomial (Sanz 1985a). As an example of this consider the pixellated
image shown in Fig 4.8. Simple algebra shows that this image is only factorisable when
8 is equal to zero. The effects of perturbation of the polynomial coefficients on the
reducibility of a polynomial is an important issue because all practical measurements are
contaminated by noise. Thus even when the sampled data model a convolution, the twodimensional polynomial representation is in general irreducible. Deconvolution (or phase
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retrieval) thus involves finding the reducible polynomial "closest" to (i.e the one which
best approximates) the irreducible polynomial.
The application of arguments concerning reducibility to the phase problem is a
somewhat cloudy issue. Although statistically unlikely, a reducible polynomial models
the processes of both convolution and autocorrelation. Hence it is quite feasible for the
true visibility to be reducible if in fact it is formed by a convolutional process.
The effect on the phase problem of the true image being a convolution is shown
in Figs 4.9 and 4.10. Fig 4.9a shows the true image g(x, y) which is the convolution of
the individual images f(x,y) and h(x,y) shown in Figs 4.9b and 4.9c respectively. It is
readily apparent that

~·~

IG(u,v)I

IF( u, v )llH( u, v )I
IF* (1l, v) 11 H ( u, v) I
IF( u, v )I IH*( u, v )I
IF*( u, v )I IH*( u, v )I

( 4.17)
( 4.18)
(4.19)
( 4.20)

which correspond to the images shown in Fig 4.10. Since Fig 4. lOa is equivalent to 4. lOb
rotated 180 degrees around the coordinate origin they both relate to the same image-form.
By similar reasoning 4. lOc and 4. lOd also have the same image-form, but this image-form
is clearly different to the image-form shown in Figs 4. lOa and 4. lOb. In general, if the
true image is the convolution of N corn.ponents then there are 2N image-forms (Lane et
al 1987).

4.4

Using entire functions of exponential type

Multidimensional EFETs exhibit a number of the properties of multi-dimensional polynomials although there are some significant differences. One major complication is that
a general EFET can only be described by an infinite number of parameters. Hence it is
not possible to show that there are more irreducible than reducible EFETs. In fact it can
be argued that the reverse is in fact true (Manolitsakis 1982).
If an EFET is assumed irreducible then it is possible to show that there is a
unique relationship between its magnitude and phase (Sanz et al. 1983). The conditions
for irreducibility of an EFET are however different from those of a polynomial as is
discussed in §3. 7. It is possible, however, to analyse the points where the EFET is zero,

F( u, v)

=

0

( 4.21)

The use of F( u, v) is appropriate as EFETs are exact rn.odels of the visibility of a continuous compact object (unlike polynomials which merely approximate it over a finite period).
As noted by Manolitsakis (1982) the set of points where F( u, v) is zero, hereafter denoted
by 1', forms a continuous analytic set. In other words the set of points 1' forms a connected Riemann surface, provided F( u, v) is not constant (Lawton and Morrison 1987).
If F( u, v) is irreducible then it is not possible to form analytic subsets 1' 1 a~1d Y 2 such
that
( 4.22)
(Manolitsakis 1982; Sanz and Huang 1983b, Lawton and Morrison 1987). These analytic
subsets each correspond to factors of the EFET and hence to components of a convolution
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 4.9: The convolution of two real simple objects. (a) g(x,y) = f(x,y) 8 h(x,y) (b)
f(x,y) (c) h(x,y).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.10: Alternative image-forms whose visibility is the same as that of Fig 4.9a

(a) J(-x,-y)8h(x,y) +---+F*(u,v)H(u,v)
(b) f(x,y) 8 h(-x,-y) +------+ F(u,v)H*(u,v)
(c) J(-x,-y) 8 h(-x,-y) +------+ F*(u,v)H*(u,v).
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in image space. It should be noted that these differ from the factors of a polynomial in
one crucial aspect. There is no guarantee that the factors are themselves EFETs since
the set of entire functions does not form a ring of factorisation. Thus, unlike polynomials,
they may not correspond to physically reasonable solutions. Furthermore it is not always
possible to generate other possible image-forms using the simple process of zero-flipping
(Stefanescu 1985).
The question of irreducibility of two-dimensional entire functions is to a large
degree still unanswered, although it is known that two-dimensional trigonometric polynomials are irreducible when considered to be entire functions (Sanz and Huang 1983b ).
This is in contrast to the equivalent situation in one-dimension discussed in §3.7.
There also exist some results on the irreducibility of functions generated by rotating symmetric functions around their point of symmetry (Lawton 1981). These functions are essentially one-dimensional and can be solved using a modification of the onedimensional theory.

4.5

Zero-sheets of two-dimensional polynomials

It is also possible to analyse the analytic sets where a multidimensional polynomial F( ( ,/)
is zero, a set of points denoted in this thesis by Z[F((,1)]. The recovery of a twodimensional polynomial from its zero-sheet is theoretically possible (Curtis and Oppenheim 1987, Curtis et al. 1985) but presents certain practical difficulties (Sanz 1985b)
which are discussed further in §4.8. For the present, however, it is assumed that it is
possible to generate F( (, /) from Z (F( (, /)).
The compactness of f( x, y) ensures that F( (,I) is analytic for all finite values of
the complex variables (and/· In order to describe Z[F((,1)] it is convenient to rewrite
(4.10) as
M

F((,1) = A(()ei'P(() TIC1-1e(())

( 4.23)

f=l

where A(() is positive, 'I};(() is real, and the /e( () are the point zeros corresponding to a
given value of (. If ( is forced to be of unit magnitude then the point zeros {/e( ()} can
be used to recover the the Fourier transform along a strip parallel to the (real) v-axis, in
the manner described in §4.2.
If the value of (is now varied it is apparent that there is a shift in the positions
of the point zeros { /e( ()}. Since F((, /) is analytic the point zeros {/e( ()} must migrate
continuously with (. F( (,I) would cease to be analytic if any zero was to follow a·
discontinuous path. Since the complex parameter ( has two real degrees of freedom,
it is apparent that as ( is varied across a two-dimensional surface of finite area, each
individual point zero /e( () must also describe a two-dimensional surface. Hence the
analytically continued Fourier transform of a two-dimensional image exists in a fourdimensional space, and is zero on a two-dimensional dimensional surface located within
the space. Thus Z(F((,1)] forrns a continuous analytic surface called a zero-sheet (Lane
et al. 1987) or in the terminology of Manolitsakis (1982) an analytic set (see also Sanz
and Huang 1983b ).
It is possible to describe Z[F((,1)] by a rnulti-va.lued complex function of the
form (Titchmarsh 1932)
( 4.24)
fl(()= I
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Figure 4.11:
1-contours.

The relationship between (a) a (-contour and (b) the corresponding

In order to represent the behaviour of n( () as a single-valued function it is necessary to introduce branch cuts and branch points in the complex (-plane (Titchmarsh
1932). This is equivalent to replacing the complex (-plane with a Rie1nann surface.
\iVhilst the above argument establishes the existence of a two-dimensional zero-sheet, it
gives no idea of what a zero-sheet looks like. In order to examine this it is necessary to
consider the behaviour of the zeros as (is varied continuously around a closed continuous
path (henceforth called a contour) in the cornplex (-plane. Due to the analytic nature of
:F( (,I) any contour in the (-plane must give rise to continuous contours in the /-plane,
although if the (-contour crosses a branch-cut of n( () it may have to be traversed several
times to fully define a particular 1-contour.
Consider now one of the point zeros associated with {1c((s)}, the starting point
of the (-contour. If the (-contour does not intersect a branch cut of ( 4.24) then this point
zero completely describes a 1-contour. If, however, the (-contour crosses a branch cut
of (4.24) the path taken by a single point zero is not closed but must terminate upon
another of the point zeros { /c( ( 8 ) } . Only when the (-contour is traversed repeatedly does
the path of the point zero return to its initial value.
Alternatively it is possible to follow the paths formed by all the {1e((s)} for a
single traverse of the given (-contour, Fig 4.11. In this case all these paths form at most
(Jvf -1) 1-contours, when the (-contour does not cross a branch cut of n(().
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4.6

Display of zero sheets

The display of two-dimensional surfaces in a four-dimensional space is a by no means easy
task. In the following displays, the (-contour is defined for convenience by
( 4.25)
where pis fixed and 77 is varied between 0 and 27f. Varying p from 0 to CXJ forms a set of
(-contours that fills the entire (-plane. In order to emphasise the four-dimensional nature
of F( (,I) it is convenient to rewrite I as

I=

IL+ iv

( 4.26)

The ((,I )-space, where ( and I are complex, is thus spanned by (p, 77, fl, v) where p,17,fl
and v are all real. The 1-contours formed for a particular value of p can be viewed as
"slices" of the two-dimensional zero-sheet and can be stacked to form a two-dimensional
surface in three-dimensional (p, fl, v )-space. This space is projected from the full (p, 77, fl, v )space by the expedient of drawing the 1-contours with 17 as a para.meter as in Fig 4.12.

JJ

JJ

µ

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.12: Apparent self intersection of 1-contours due their parametric description as
functions of 77 (a) single 1-contour (b) multiple 1-contours
Before displaying the 1-contours of an actual image it is important to understand
some of the idiosyncracies introduced by this method of display. Fig 4.12a depicts an
idealised 1-contour which is self-intersecting in (p, fl, v )-space. Because the curve is drawn
as a parameteric function of 77 this does not correspond to an intersection in (p, 77, fl, v )space. Similarly the two separate 1-contours which appear to intersect in Fig 4.12b do
not in general intersect in the unprojected (p, 17, J,l, v)-space.
It is also of interest, to consider the behaviour of the 1-contours as p tends to very
large or small values. For exa.rn.ple a.s p -+ 0 there is an increasing cl01ninance of the terms
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p

Figure 4.13: Idealised zero-sheet shown in (p, µ, 1,1 )-space
for which rn = 0 in (4.10). In the limit the two-dimensional polynomial, given by (4.10),
effectively reduces to the one-dimensional polynon1ia.l
111-1

F( I) =

J(

L

fo,n/nt

( 4.27)

11l=O
\1'

where K is a constant. The corresponding 1-contours thus tend to a set of discrete points
determined by the pixels on one edge of B 1( x, y). As p ---+ oo the 1-contours are fixed by
the the pixels on the opposite edge of Bf ( x, y).
Fig 4.13 shows a hypothetical zero-sheet in (p, µ, v )-space corresponding to a 4
x 4 image. Although considerably simpler than the zero-sheet which would typically be
obtained from an actual 4 x 4 image it illustrates sorne of the problems encountered in
mapping a zero-sheet. The point zeros {1e( ()} corresponding to a particular value of (
lie on the zero-sheet.
It is possible to obtain the 1-contours for any value of p by finding the intersection
of the zero-sheet with the plane p = C, where C is a real positive constant, as shown in
Fig 4.14. Because it is not possible to choose p so that there is only one 1-contour, it
is apparent that no single value of p is sufficient to show that the zero-sheet consists of
single surface. In order to find trajectories along the zero-sheet between arbitrary points
on its surface it is necessary to introduce the concept of (p-paths, which are similar to
(-contours but 17 is fixed and p is varied instead of vice versa. The term path instead
of contour is employed because a path although continuous need not be closed. Fig 4.15
illustrates schematically how appropriate use of (-contours and (p-paths can be used to
connect the { /e( (s)}.
The preceding discussion has described the rn.apping of zero-sheets in theory.
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0
0

0

0

Figure 4.14: Intersection of a planes define by p = Pn with the zero-sheet shown in Fig
4.13

$ - plo..ne

A

B ·'

c

(a)

'

(b)

Figure 4.15: Schematic of the use of zero-paths and zero-contours to connect {'Ye(()} (a)
(-contours and (p-paths (b) Equivalent 1-contours and ')'p-paths.
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Figure 4.16: Actual 1-contours corresponding to the (-contour formed by p = 1.0. The
images are arrays of pseudo-random complex numbers (a) 2 x 2 pixel image (b) 4 x 4
pixel image ( c) 8 x 8 pixel image (cl) 16 x 16 pixel image.
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Figure 4.17: Zero-sheet computed from the convolution of the pixellated images given in
Tables 4.1 and 4.2

In practice, as always, the situation is more complicated. Firstly, visualising the fourdimensional space by a projection into three-dimensional space becomes less practical as
the intricacy of the 1-contours increases. Fig 4.16 shows examples of actual 1-contours
for images formed of random complex numbers.

4. 7

Deconvolution of two dimensional polynomials

The previous section discusses why the Z-tra.nsform of a two dimensional pixellated object is zero on a continuous two-dimensional surface in a four-dimensional space.
In Z-space a convolution can also be represented by a product (Oppenheim and Schafer
1975)
( 4.28)
Consequently Q((,1) is equal to zero when either :F((,1) or 7-l((,1) is equal to zero. Thus
Z[Q((,1)] must be the union of Z[:F((,1)] and Z['H((,1)]

Z[Q( (,I)] = Z[:F( (,I)] U Z[H( (,I)]

( 4.29)

Since it is possible to recover an image from its zero-sheet, a topic dealt with in §4.8, partitioning the zero-sheet Z[Q( (,I)] into Z[:F( (,I)] and Z[H( (,I)] is equivalent to blindly
deconvolving g(x,y). The zero-sheet of the the convolution of the images given in Tables
4.1 and 4.2 is shown in Fig 4.17. The zero-sheet shown in Fig 4.17 can be separated into
two distinct analytic surfaces, as shown in Figs 4.18a and 4.18b. The images recovered .
from the zero-sheets of Figs 4.18a and b are, to within a complex scale factor, the irn.ages
whose pixel values are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18: Zero-sheets corresponding to the pixellated images given in Table 4.1 (a),
and Table 4.2 (b)

y

x
0

1

0

1

1.31 + i2.18
3.19 + i2.56

1.48 + i0.43
-0.64 + i2.05

Table 4.1: Complex amplitudes and x, y coordinates of pixels defining a particular 2 x 2
pixel image.

y

x

0
1

0
-0.64 - i2.05
1.48 - i0.43

1

3.19 - i2.56
1.31 - i2.18

Table 4.2: Complex amplitudes and x, y coordinates of pixels defining another 2 x 2 pixel
image.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 4.19: 63 x 63 pixel complex convolution of the two images shown in Figs 4.20 and
4.21 (a) magnitude and (b) phase

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.20: Complex 32 x 32 pixel image
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.21: Corn.plex 32 x 32 pixel irnage (a) magnitude and (b) phase.
One major advantage of zero-sheet based deconvolution is that it does not require
the image to be positive, or even real. In the absence of a priori information, however, it
is impossible to determine which of the two components is in fact the image and which
is the psf. Fortunately, this ambiguity can usually be resolved by a further examination
of the physical process involved. In general, the number of zero-sheets in a convolution
is equal to the number of components in the convolution.
Using the principle of zero-sheet separation it is possible, in the absence of noise,
to deconvolve quite large convolutions. Fig 4.19 shows a 63 x 63 pixel complex convolution
(i.e. each pixel has both magnitude and phase). This was successfully deconvolved to
the two complex 32 x 32 pixel objects shown in Figs 4.20 and 4.21. The technique is
limited both by the sophistication of the zero-sheet mapping algorithm and the size of
polynomial which can be factored. In order to map the zero sheet of an M x JV[ image
it is necessary to find reliably the zeros of many Jv[th order polynomials. Consequently,
mapping a zero-sheet requires a very robust algorithm, since any inaccuracies in zero
location preclude successful deconvolution.
The algorithm starts by using the standard algorithm CPO LY (Jenkins and Traub
19'n._) to find the initial point zeros at the start of a zero contour or path (cf §4.5). Rather
than employ a general purpose zero finding routine for subsequent calculations of zero
positions, a specialised routine was written in order to take advantage of the analytic
nature of the zero-sheet. This is possible because there is little differen ce between the
point zeros {1e((o)} and {1e((o + 6.()} when 6.( is small. A more sophisticated approach
relies on predicting the zero positions at the the n ex t increment in ( by using the last
two sets of zero positions,

i'( (e)
where

1e

= 2/£( ( - 6.() - "Ye( ( - 26.() for € = 0, ... , J\,1 - 1

denotes an estimate of the true zero positions. Each
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1£

( 4.30)

is then r efined by using

,,-...,,
'-..

')' 1 ( (-2ll(}·

12(()
!'1 ((-ll() .

+ 9'1 (()

Figure 4.22: Application of continuity of the first derivative to separate inten;ccting
zero-sheets.
a Newton-Raphson search.
(4.31)
until fen

-t

f'e·

Using zero positions predicted from previous zero positions also helps avoid confusion between zero contours which are very close in Z-space, because it helps enforce continuity of the first derivative of Z[F((,!')]. An example where the continuity of the first
derivative must be used to determine the correct zero contours is when two zero-contours
intersect as shown in Fig 4.22. Since the zero-sheet is analytic both the zero-sheet and
its first derivative must be continuous and it is then possible to unambiguously separate
the two intersecting zero-sheets.
Some care must also be taken in designing the zero location procedure for a fixed
value of ( even when predicted zero positions are available. Using Fc0 (!'), as defined in
(4.14), it is convenient to introduce 1\11.[Fc0 (1')] which is defined to be the largest value
of IFc0 (1')I when 111 = r'. The maximum modulus theorem (\i\Tilkinson 1963) states that
1\1r[Fc0 (!')] is a monotonically increasing function of r. This rate of increase is dramatic
for r > 1. A problem which arises when locating zeros of large modulus is that small
errors in the predicted values can result when numbers appearing in ( 4.31) are larger
than those representable on a typical digital computer (commonly referred to as numeric
overflow). Furthermore, the predicted zero positions of zeros of large modulus are also
less likely to be accurate, further increasing the chances of overflow in ( 4.31 ).
In order to overcome the problems of numeric overflow two measures were employed. The first was to detect numeric overflow when it occurred. After an overflow was
encountered the zero location procedure was terminated and restarted after the polynomial coefficients had all been divided by a large constant to reduce the value of Fc0 (!' ).
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The second measure was to employ polynomial deflation. Once a zero of Fc 0 (I) was
successfully located the quotient
( 4.32)
was formed and the quotient (or deflated polynomial) used to locate subsequent zeros.
Thus as more zeros are found the "deflated" polynomial becomes of lower order and
consequently less prone to numeric overflow. The process of deflation is numerically well
conditi011ed provided the zeros a.re found in order of increasing modulus (Wilkinson 1963).
Although it is possible to map the entire zero-sheet using the above technique, in
general it is only necessary to determine the zero-sheet at a number of specific points in
Fourier space. Exactly which, and how many points need to be determined is a function
of the technique being employed to recover the image-form. This is discussed further in
the next section.

4.8

Image recovery from zero-sheets

The problem of recovering a function from the points where it is zero has been the subject
of much ongoing interest in recent yea.rs (Sa.nz 1985b, Curtis and Oppenheim 1987, Curtis
et al. 1985, Zakhor and Izraelevitz 1986, Rotem and Zeevi 1986). In one dimension it is
relatively easy to recover a compact image from a set of zeros (§3.1 ). In two dirnensions,
however, the problem is complicated by the fact that there are an infinite number of
points on the zero-sheet.
There are two major approaches to recovering an image from a. zero-sheet. Firstly,
it is possible to use one-dimensional projections in order to determine the Fourier transform along lines in Fourier space. When these lines a.re ma.de to correspond to a sampling
grid spaced at the Nyquist frequency it is then possible to retrieve the image using the
inverse discrete Fourier transform. Secondly, there is a linear equations approach, as
introduced by Curtis et al (1985). It should be noted in passing that a third technique,
based on an iterative loop, also exists (Curtis et al. 1985, Sayegh et al 1987). This technique usually requires a good estirn.ate of the starting image in order to be successful and
so is not discussed further here.

4.8.1

Use of one-dimensional projections

In order to employ one-dimensional projections to recover an image from its zero-sheet it
is necessary to find {1e( (j)} where (j a.re the points given by
(j

=

i21nn

e Ar

.f OT

m.

= 0, 1, ... , Jill - 1

( 4.33)

Note from ( 4.13) that the (j correspond to the values of u at which F( u, v) is evaluated
using the DFT (§1.7).
'p.
By substituting (j and /e( (j) in ( 4.23) and evaluating at I = e iz;/n for k =
0, 1,, .. , M - 1 it is possible to reconstruct all the values of F( u, v) needed to evaluate
the image, to within a complex sea.le factor, by the inverse DFT. Before this is possible,
however, it is necessary to evaluate 'lj;( (j) and A( (j) so that they can be inserted into
( 4.23). This is done by finding where the zero-sheet intersects the point I = 1.0, thereby
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generating the point zeros { (t} for C = 1, 2, ... , JY[ which characterise :F( (, 1 ). Since it is
only possible to recover an image from its zero-sheet to within a complex constant, it is
possible to define
M

F((, 1) =

Il(C- Ct)

(4.34)

f=l

7/;((0 ) is then chosen such that (4.23) and (4.34) give the same value for F(l, 1). The
remainder of the 7/;((j) are found by comparing the values provided by (4.23) and (4.34).

4.8.2

Linear equations approach

The linear equations approach has recently been the subject of a review by Curtis and
Oppenheim (1987). Although this deals primarily with image recovery from the zero
crossings of an image, the technique was applied to image recovery from the equivalent of
a. zero contour by lzraelevitz and Lim (1987). The technique relies on f~rmula.ting a. set
of linear equations with the pixels of the image as unknowns. To illustrate this process,
consider N point zeros ( (j, ,..'(j ), for j = 1,2, ... ,N, zeros lying on a. zero-sheet. For ea.ch zero
M-1

:F((j,,..·f.i) =

L

fm,n(j1j

=

0 for j

=

1, ... ,N

( 4.35)

m,n=O
Reformulating (4.35) as a. linear equation with the fm,n as unknowns yields,
M-1

L

((j1j)/m,n = 0 for j = 1, ... , N

( 4.36)

m,n=l
In order to a.void the trivial solution f m,n = 0 V m, n it is necessary to force one of the
pixels of f to be nonzero, e.g.by setting fo,o = 1. The solution of this system of linear
equations results in, to within a scale factor, the image corresponding to the zero-sheet.
One of the major difficulties with using linear equations is determining how many
samples of the zero-sheet are necessary to uniquely determine the image-form. The approach taken by Curtis et al.. (1985) relies upon determining the maximum number of
points two polynomials can have in common without sharing a common factor.
As an example consider the zero sheets of two arbitrary two-dimensional polynomials defined by
M-1

K((,1) =

L

km,n(m/n = 0

( 4.37)

lm,n(m/n = 0

( 4.38)

m,n=O
and

M-1

L((,/) =

L

m,n=O

If Z[K((, 1)] and Z[L( (, / )] can have at most J points in common, then J samples of the
zero-sheet should be sufficient to recover the image-form of either k(x, y) or l(x, y).
§4.5 shows that Z[K( (,I)] and Z[L( (,I)] are two-dimensional surfaces existing
in a four-dimensional space. In general, two .NI-dimensional surfaces existing in an Ndimensional space intersect in a space of (21Vl -N) (Walker 1950, p40). Hence Z[K((,1)]
and Z[L( (,I)] would be expected to intersect in a zero-dimensional space, i.e. at discrete
points.
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In order to determine the points of intersection of Z[K( (, 1 )] and Z[L( (, 1 )] it is
convenient to rewrite ( 4.38) and ( 4.39) as

M-1
K( (, 1) =

L

km("f )('1

( 4.39)

lm('Y)('1

( 4.40)

m,n=O

and

M-1
L((,1) =

L

rn,n==O

where each km('Y) and lm(1) is a polynon1ial of order (11![ - 1) in(. The resultant polynomial is defined to be the determinant (Zakhor and Izraelevitz 1986)

ko( 1) kl (1)
0
ko( 1) k1('Y)

0
kM-1(1')
kM-2(/) kM-1(1')

0
0
0

0

0

lo('Y)

li ('Y)

0

lo('Y)

ko( 1)

kM-1(1)
ZM-1(1)
ZM-2(1')

li ('Y)

0

ZM-1(1')

0
0

(4.41)

0
0

0

[M-1 ('Y)

lo( 1)

which is seen to be a polynomial in 1· Since the zeros of the resultant polynomial give the
points of intersection of Z[K((,1)] and Z[L((,1)], the number of points of intersection
is given by the order of the resultant polynomial (vValker 1950). Th us Z [J( ( (, 1)] and
Z[L((,1)] can be expected to intersect at 2(Jvl -1) 2 points.
.
Implicit in the above derivation is knowledge of the order of Z[K( (, 1 )] and
Z[L( (, 1 )] . Since the number of points of intersection is a function of the assumed order
M, increasing the assumed order increases the number of samples required to effect recovery of the image-form. As noted by Sanz (1985b) it is not possible, in general, to uniquely
recover an image from samples of its zero-sheet, siilce some images are convolutions of
component images. This is readily apparent from ( 4.29) because Z[F( (, 1 )] is a subset
of a Z[Q((,1)]. Thus when the true image is a convolution it is important to ensure that
there are sufficient sample points on the zero-sheet to permit each individual component
visibility to be separately recovered.
In practice however, provided there are more sainples of the zero-sheet than there
are pixels in the image (Curtis and Oppenheim 1987) an image-form can be recovered.
The sensitivity of the recovery procedure to error can be reduced by increasing the number
of samples taken of the zero-sheet. It should be noted that in order to ensure the optimal
image recovery, some form of regularisation such as a weighted least squares technique
(Taylor 1982) should be employed because, as is noted in §6.4, not all portions of a noisy
zero-sheet are known to an equal degree of accuracy.

4.9

Effects of noise on zero-sheets

§4.3 notes that a noisy convolution can no longer be deconvolved into smaller images.
It is of interest to consider this in the context of zero-sheets. Since the zero-sheet of an
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irreducible image must be continuous, the addition of noise must cause Z[F( (,I)] and
Z[H( (,I)] to become linked as part of a single zero-sheet.
In general the displacement of a zero-sheet is proportional to the amount of noise
added. Consequently in order for an infinitesimal amount of noise to cause the linkage
of two zero-sheets, they must intersect in a subspace of the the space spanned by the
zero-sheet. In fact, as indicated in §4.8.2, the zero-sheets of two-dimensional visibilities
intersect at discrete points.
Fig 4.23 illustrates how of the zero-sheet of the uncontaminated convolution shown
in Fig 4.17 becomes increasingly distorted with the addition of noise. The level of contamination e is defined by
(2 -

j

jc(x,y)l2

(x,y)

-;;

jg(x,y)l2,

( 4.42)

(x,y)

where g(x,y) and c(x,y) are defined in (2.1).
At e = 10- 4 a single "bridge" or linkage between the zero-sheets is apparent and
is marked with a triangle in Fig 4.23a. The distortion of the zero-sheet becomes more
pronounced in Figs 4.23b and c until in Fig 4.23d the zero-sheets comprising the original
convolution are unrecognisable. It should be noted that Fig 4.23d corresponds to a very
high contamination level, in that the pixels of the original and noisy convolutions differ
by as much as 30%.
Fig 4.24 shows, for a 5 x 5 pixel image convolution, the 1-contours corresponding
to the (-contour defined by p = 1 (§4.6). An intersection of Z[F((,1)] and Z(H((,1)]
occurs within the small square drawn in Fig 4.24a and is enlarged for clarity in Fig
4.24b. The addition of noise transforms this point of intersection into a pair of close but
separated sharp bends (Fig 4.24c). The zero-sheets are now no longer distinct but have
been "bridged" to form a single analytic surface. Increasing the level of noise causes these
bridges to become less distinct, as illustrated in Fig 4.24d.
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Figure 4.23: The effects of n01se on the zero-sheet shown
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(c)

Figure 4.24: Zero-contours of a 5 x 5 pixel convolution corresponding to p = 1.0. (a) The
complex zero-contours (b) enlargement of the zero-contours within the small square in
Fig 4.24a ( c) Same part of the zero-contours when noise is added ( d) Same part of the
zero-contours with the noise 100 times greater.
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.Chapter 5

ITERATIVE PROCESSING
Phase retrieval has recently been the subject of a number of excellent reviews (Mnyama
1987; Bates and Mnyama 1986; Fienup and Dainty 1986). As these works, and the
references therein, already provide comprehensive surveys of available phase retrieval
techniques, this chapter concentrates on evaluating the most practical alternative to analytic solution of the phase problem, namely the iterative algorithms proposed by Fienup
(Fienup 1987; Fright 1984; Fienup 1982).
The inajor difficulty in solving the Fourier phase problem is that the available information is distributed between Fourier and image space. Thus although an estimate of
the image may have the correct support in image space and may meet other image space
constraints such as positivity, there is no guarantee that it has the correct Fourier magnitude. If the estimate is Fourier transformed and made to comply with the constraints
in Fourier space it will, in general, no longer be of the correct support when transforrn.ed
back into image space. The difficulties in simultaneously meeting constraints in both
Fourier and image space are further compounded by the global nature of the Fourier
transform (cf §1.1 ), which means that the value of F( 'll, v) at any point in Fourier space
is a function of the value of f (x, y) at all points in image space and vice versa. It is
thus necessary to iterate between image and Fourier space to find a "feasible" solution
(Trussell and Civanlar 1984) which simultaneously meets the constraints in the separate
domains.
Iterative image recovery, rather than attempting to find an exact solution, views
the restoration problem as one of constrained optimisation. An estimate of the true image
is constrained in image (Fourier) space. The constrained estimate is Fourier transformed
and a numerical measure of the deviation from the known constraints in Fourier (image)
space is then formed. Iterative phase retrieval aims to minimise this numerical deviation,
or error metric, in Fourier (image) space, whilst satisfying the imposed constraints in
image (Fourier) space.
§5.1 introduces the basic iterative loop, one which has been employed in the
Fourier phase problem (Fienup 1982), electron microscopy (Missell 1978), the magnitude
problem (Ha.yes 1982) and bandlimited extrapolation (Papoulis 1984). The basic operation of the iterative loop is described. As with all forms of iterative processing there
a.re two important points. Firstly there must be some way of measuring the error in the
current estimate, i.e. how far it deviates from the true image. Secondly the loop must be
configured so that this error decreases, or the estimate converges to the true solution.
The convergence of the basic iterative process has been the subject of much analysis, which can be divided into analysis based on projection onto convex sets (Youla 1978;
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Tom et al. 1981; Youla and Webb 1982; Levi and Stark 1982; Hayes 1982) and analysis
which views the iterative loop as a steepest descent search (Fienup 1982). Unfortunately
both these analyses can only be applied when the constraints are applied in a relatively
simple manner.
The accuracy of the constraints has, in general, a significant effect on the rate of
convergence of the iterative algorithms. The most common example is estimation of the
size of the object which is discussed in §5.2. There are two ways that the "strength" of the
constraints affects convergence. Firstly the speed of convergence is usually increased when
more constraints are applied. Conversely convergence as measured by deviation from the
known constraints may appear, initially at least, to be faster when less constraints are
applied. This is because any error based on summing the a.mount by which constraints
are violated in image (Fourier) space must be reduced when less constraints are applied.
The discussion of §5.3 concentrates on the phase problem, with discussion of
the magnitude problem deferred until chapter 6. Perhaps the most significant advance in
phase retrieval in recent years has been Fienup's adaption of the basic iterative processing
loop. The hybrid input-output algorithm as it is known relies on a non-linear application
of the image space constraints in a manner described in §5.3. Originally the Fienup
algorithms were only applied to positive images, but this has recently been extended
firstly to images with specialised supports (Fienup 1987) and then to general complex
images (Lane 1987). Although it is traditional to combine hybrid input-output with error
reduction (Fienup and 'Wackerman 1986), it is demonstrated here, however, that this
usually slows convergence to the true image.
Hybrid input-output, as the name suggests, is a combination of two different
techniques. When combining the techniques a feedback parameter (3 is used in order to
"urge" pixels violating the image space constraints to more acceptable values. As with all
forms of feedback the exact level of (3 affects the performance of the algorithm. Selecting
too small a value of (3 causes slow convergence, whilst too large a value of (3 results in
instability of the feedback progress. The variation of convergence with (3 is illustrated in
§5.4.
§5.5 is concerned with the effect of support size on the convergence of the Fienup
iterations. The test images chosen consist of a sum of gaussians of varying amplitudes.
These in1ages are especially difficult to reconstruct because they a.re by definition of
infinite extent in image space. Enforcing a finite support in image space thus necessarily
involves an approximation. Three types of image are investigated, positive, bipolar and
complex. The reconstructions with which §5.5 is illustrated include the first successful
reconstructions of this class of bipolar and complex images.
The next section, §5.6, briefly discusses the effects of noise on image reconstruction. This subject is currently under comphrehensive investigation by McCallum at the
University of Canterbury. The main purpose of this section is to show that the iterative
recovery algorithms are robust in the presence of noise, i.e. the quality of reconstruction
is roughly predictable by the quantity of noise added to the Fourier magnitude.
The final section deals with stagnation, or the failure of the iterative process to
converge within a reasonable number of iterations. There are a number of ways the iterative process can stall at an estimate significantly different from the true image. The basic
problem is that although there is only one image-form, there are still several interim solutions. For example although f (x, y) and f* ( -x, -y) correspond to the same image-form
it is possible for the iterative loop to stagnate between these two possible manifestations
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of the image-form. Fortunately stagnant solutions are usually readily recognisable. §5. 7
discusses the identification of these stagnant solutions and proposes a new technique for
accelerating convergence.

5.1

The basic iterative loop

An intuitively appealing method of finding a solution which satisfies constraints in both
Fourier and irnage space is the iterative processing loop shown in Fig 5.1.

ki(x,y)

Kj(u,v)
FFT

rl~_

ki+1(x,y)

lf}

-{_L}~

~---i

IFFT

k j(x,y)

t~

(F)

K'j(u,v)

Figure 5.1: The basic iterative processing loop. Incomplete information available about
an image J( x, y) and its visibility F( u, v) is denoted by {f} and { F} respectively.
In order to maintain notational consistency with previous work both the image
and its visibility are referred to as functions of continuous variables, (x,y) and (u,v) respectively. It should always be remembered, however, that when this loop is implemented
in practice both the image an.cl its visibility are sarn.plecl. An estimate of the true image
is denoted by k( x, y ).
The iterative processing loops can commence in either Fourier or image space. In
practice it is convenient to start in image space because it is then possible to view the
image in image space after each complete iteration. In the remainder of this section the
true image is assumed to be both of compact size and positive. Although it is essential
to have at least one constraint in image space, the loop can proceed by enforcing any
number of constraints in image space.
The initial estimate of the true image, ko( x, y ), is thus chosen (in a manner
discussed further in §5.1) to be both of the correct size and positive. The visibility of this
initial estimate does not, however, agree with the known information in Fourier space.
The next stage forces Ki(u, v) to agree with the known data in Fourier space. For the
phase problem this involves modifying JC(u,v) such that (where P[] again stands for
phase of)

KI(u,v) = \F(u,v)\P[I(('U,v)]
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(5.1)

whilst for the magnitude problem this entails

K:(u,v)

=

IKi(u,v)IP[F(u,v)]

(5.2)

The next stage involves returning to image space by the inverse Fourier transform. This
new estimate, ki( x, y) does not in general agree with the support constraint in image
space, i.e. it has non-zero pixels outside the support or negative pixels. ki( x, y) is then
forced to comply with the image space constraints to produce the starting image for the
next iteration, ki+l ( x, y ). The differences between the majority of iterative algorithms
are in the application of the image space constraints.
It is also possible to view the imposition of constraints in Fourier space vectorially.
Fig 5.2 shows, for the phase problem, the estimate of magnitude and phase of a point in
Fourier space at the various stages of the iterative loop. In general Ki( u', v') does not
have the correct Fourier magnitude. The locus of possible values of IC( u', v') meeting the
Fourier magnitude constraint is a circle centred on the origin. Replacing the erroneous
Fourier magnitude with the known value of IF( u', v')I effectively chooses from the locus
of possible values defined by IF( u', v') I the point closest to IC( u', v'). This new estimate
K[( u', v') now meets the Fourier constraints but violates the image space constraints.
Application of the image space constraints again alters IKi+i( u', v')I, necessitating further
application of the Fourier constraints, but more importantly P[Ki+1('u', v')] is (usually)
closer to P[F(u', v')].

/

IC(u',v')

Kf (u', v')

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: Effect of application of constraints on a point in Fourier space. The locus defined by the true magnitude IF(u',v')I is t,he circle in (a), (b) and (c). (a)
The initial estimate at the start 6[ the loop, Ki(u',v'). Note that the Fourier magnitude is incorrect. (b) After the application of the Fourier magnitude constraint.
P[Kf(u',v')] = P[Ki(u',v')]. (c) After the application of the iniage space constraints.
Application of the image space constraint usually results in an updated estimate of
P[F( u', v')] since P[IC+ 1 ( u, v )] i- P[Ki( u', v')] Note that the Fourier magnitude of
IC+1 (u', v') is again incorrect.
For convenience the symbol 3 is used to denote the set of points in image space
where the current estimate k( x, y) violates the known constraints in image space. Thus
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when dealing with a positive image of compact support 3 includes all points outside the
support and those points within the support where where k(x, y) is negative. The oldest
and simplest method of making kHx, y) agree with the image space constraints is to set
all pixels violau.'~the constraints in images space to zero:

k;+1(x,y) = k:(x,y) = {

k' ( x y)
i

o'

x

ti- 3

E

3

(5.3)

It is worth noting that this operation is non-expansive, i.e. k;+ 1 ( x, y) cannot be further
from the true solution than k:(x,y) (Youla and ·webb 1982). The advantage of nonexpansive operations is that the convergence of the iterative loop can be analysed in a
simple manner and some useful results obtained (Tom et al 1981). Unfortunately, the
application of constraints in this rnaimer can lead to very slow convergence of the iterative
loop.
The above discussion has mentioned convergence of an iterative loop. Ideally
this convergence would be measured by the difference between the true image and the
estimate. When one is presented with actual (as opposed to simulated) data, however,
the true image is unavailable. In simulations, comparing the reconstruction with the true
image provides a useful benchmark for assessing the other error measures discussed below.
The true error or Er is thus defined as

J
Er =

lf(x,y) - k;+1(x,y)l 2 dxdy

_,__(x~,y~)~~~~~~~~~~~-

{

(5.4)

IJ(x, y)l2dxdy

J(x,y)

For the Fourier phase problem Er can be correlated reasonably well with a human observers' perceptions of image quality. Hence reconstructions with a specific value of Er
are usually visually siinilar. It is also possible to define a level of Er at which it is no
longer possible to distinguish the reconstruction from the true image on the display device
used. In the magnitude problem, however, it is necessary to somehow scale the estimate
appropriately, because without knowledge of the Fourier magnitude it is impossible to
estimate the correct image intensity.
When the true image is unknown (as is always the case with real world data)
there are a number of error measures which can be calculated. The image space error is
thus the amount by which ki( x, y) violates the constraints in image space:

f

E 1=

_ J(x, v) -

J(x,y)E~

I

f

J(x,y)

2

le;+ 1 ( x, v) 1

(5.5)

IJ(x,y)l2dxdv

Clearly this error would be zero if ki( x, y) were equal to f( x, y ). Furthermore, if this were
the case, the irnage would remain unchanged by another iteration, as would be expected
of the true image. Alternatively it is possible to calculate how much Ki( u, v) violates the
Fourier constraints. For example in the phase problem the measure

EF

=

f

(IF(u,v)l- IIC(u,v)l) 2

J(u,v)

~~~~~~~~~~~~

r

IF( u, v )12dxdy

J(u,v)
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(5.6)

can be calculated.
In all processing loops it is necessary to make some form of initial estimate of the
image. There have been a number of techniques proposed for making starting estimates
(Won et al. 1985, Fienup and Wackerman 1986). There are some particularly poor
starting estimates which should be mentioned. A symmetric starting estimate results
in an entirely real Fourier transform, which if the support constraint is also symmetric,
constrains the estimate to be a syrnmetric function. Similarly, totally as:1ymmetric choices
of in,itial estimate should also be avoided.
Since the convergence of the iterative loop is a strong function of the initial
estimate it is essential to run comparative simulations with either the same starting
image or better still a number of different starting images. A random number sequence
has the advantage that several different starting points can easily be tried, in keeping
with the philosophy that the final reconstruction should ideally be insensitive to changes
in any assumptions necessary to iteratively process the actual data.

5.2

Estimation of the support in image space

In the Fourier phase problem the only known constraint is the Fourier magnitude which
is sampled at twice the Nyquist frequency of the true image (§1.3), thus enabling an
estimate of ff ( x, y ), the autocorrelation of the true image, to be formed. In order to
apply a support constraint in image space it is necessary to deduce the image support
from the support of its autocorrelation. It should be remembered that it is not possible to
determine the true image exactly, but only its image form (§3.2). Because the image-form
is invariant under translation it is only possible to estimate the size, and not the position
of the image support.
\\Then estimating S1(x, y) from Sjj(x, y) it is only possible to rigorously obtain
an upper bound on the size of a positive image (Fienup et al. 1982). It is more difficult to
obtain the support of a complex or bipolar image. Reference to (1.2'1) helps to make this
clear. If f(x,y) is positive then the integrand in (1.2'-P) is also entirely positive. Hence
ff (x, y) is only zero when the integrand is identically zero for all points in image space.
The dimensions of a con vex region bounding S 11( x, y) are at most twice the dimensions
of a convex region bounding S1(x, y) (Bates and McDonnell 1986). Using the notation of
§1.4 it is seen that
(5.7)
By contrast a complex or bipolar image can be imagined to oscillate such that the integrand of (1.21) cancels outside a region of space smaller than twice the dimension of the
image support (Bates and McDonnell 1986, §7). In rn_y experience, however, it appears
that the techniques used to estimate the support of a positive image a.re also usually
successful when applied to the autocorrelation of a bipolar or complex inia.ge. The consequences of incorrectly estimating the size of an image-form's support in the iterative
loop of §5.1 are illustrated in §§5.3 and 5.6.
There are a number of ways of estimating the support of a positive image-form
from the support of its autocorrelation (Fienup et al 1982). Ideally this constraint should
be as "tight" as possible, i.e. it should be larger than but as close to the true support
as possible. The simplest estimate of the support is to use an image box B 1( x, y) that is
half the dimensions of B ff( x, y) as shown in Fig 5.3a. In general any parallelogram which
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Bff(x,y)
.....
sf(x,y}

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.3: Simple estimation of the image support from the support of the autocorrelation. The estimated support is denoted by S1(x,y). (a) Using half the dimensions of
Bff(x,y) (b) Using half the dimensions of an arbitrary enclosing parallelogram.
encloses the autocorrelation can be used to form an estimate of the image support, by
halving its dimensions. In some cases an appropriate choice of enclosing parallegram can
lead to a "tighter" (more accurate) estimate of the image support than that obtained from
using half the dimensions of B Jf( x, y ). An example of this form of support estimation is
shown in Fig 5.3.
A more sophisticated approach can be applied when the autocorrelation support",
Sff(x,y), is convex (Fienup et al 1982), i.e.

The process involves determining the intersection of the autocorrelation support S Jf( x, y)
and appropriately translated versions of Sff(x,y). The intersection of two supports is
defined as those points which are within both supports (for a more rigorous definition
refer to Fienup et al. 1982).
The first step in estimating S1(x, y) is to choose a position vector (xi, Y1) such
that (x1, y1) E Sff(x, y). The intersection of Sff(x, y) and Sff(x +xi, y + Y1) provides
an upper bound, denoted by I 2(x,y), on the size of S1(x,y). Thus when S1(x,y) is
appropriately translated,

This estimate of the image support can be further in~proved by, firstly, choosing a second
position vector ( x 2, y2) such that ( x 2, y2) E ( Sff( x, y) n SJf( x 1, y2)) and secondly forming
the triple intersection, denoted by I 3(x,y), of Sff(x,y), Sff(x + x1,y + Y1) and Sff(x +
x2, y + Y2). Consequently

J3(x, y) = (SJf(x, y)nSJf(x+x1, y+y1)nSJf(x+x2, y+y2)) :J S1(x+x3, y+y3) (5.10)
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Figure 5.4: Estimation of the image support from the support of the autocorrelation using
autocorrelation tri-intersection for convex sets.
A graphical interpretation of this is shown in Fig 5.4.
It is important to realise that all of these techniques for estimating S 1( x, y) from
Sff( x, y) usually overestimate the size of the image-form's support. In special cases, for
example when the image consists of discrete points, it is possible to exactly determine
the image-form support from the support of its autocorrelation (Fright 1984, Fienup et
al 1982), but these cases are the exception rather than the rule.
In practice, determination of the support is made more difficult by the presence
of noise. As described in §1.4 it is usual to define the edges of the support to be where
the image is of smaller amplitude than the background noise. In general, this causes
the autocorrelation support to be underestimated, which to some degree counteracts the
overestimation mentioned in the previous paragraph. There is, however, inevitably some
uncertainty in the estimate of the image support when using real world data.
In general, rather than employ a single support constraint, it is usual to try
several different sizes of support. Too small a support usually results in there being no
image-form compatible with the Fourier space constraints. On the other hand, small
overestimates of the support usually result simply in slow convergence. By trying the
iterative process with supports of different sizes it is possible to ensure the insensitivity
of the reconstruction to assumptions made about the exact size of the support.

5.3

Iterative recovery of Fourier phase

Formation of an iterative loop using the Fourier constraint (5.1) and the image space
constraint (5.3) results in what is called in this thesis the error reduction algorithm
(Fienup 1982). This algorithm is identical to that analysed by a number of authors (Hayes
1982; Oppenheim and Lim 1981). Perhaps the most desirable aspect of this algorithm is
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of stagnation due to symmetric estimate of the true image coupled
with symmetric image space constraints. Shown is the estimate of the Fourier phase at
apoint'(u',v'). Note that P[Ki(u',v')] = P[Ki+i(u',v')]. (a) Ki(u',v') (b) Ki(u',v') (c)
Ki+1 (

u', v').

that it is easy to analyse. The most serious drawback is that its convergence is usually
too slow to be employed in practice.
The analysis of the error reduction algorithm (Fienup 1982) shows it is equivalent
to a steepest descent search on E1 (which in the case of the error reduction algorithm
can be related through Parseval's theorem, §1.6, to EF ). Furthermore, it can be shown
that the error reduction algorithm always results in a reduction in E1. Use of a steepest
descent search does not, however, guarantee convergence to a global minimum. As an
example consider the problem of recovering a non-symmetric positive image-form from
its Fourier magnitude. As noted previously, if both the initial estimate k0 ( x, y) and
the support constraint S 1( x, y) are symmetric, neither application of the image nor the
Fourier constraints can cause the estimate to become asymmetric. Thus full convergence
can never occur in such a case.
Iterative algorithms can fail in two ways. The first is divergence, when the reconstruction actually becomes further from the true image as more iterations are employed.
The second, and more common failure, is the onset of stagnation. Stagnation occurs
when the reconstruction loop makes very little progress towards the true image despite
large numbers of iterations. In son1.e cases, progress is eventually made, but there are
situations where the true image can not be obtained even with an indefinite number of
iterations.
The stagnation that occurs when ki(x,y) and S1(x,y) are symmetric and the
true image is symmetric is shown in Fig 5.5. Since the Fourier transform of a conjugate
symlll,~tric image is always real, application of a symmetric support constraint merely
caus~~' an alteration in the magnitude of the Fourier transform, Fig 5.5a. When the
Fourier magnitude constraint is applied this merely reverses the change made by the
image space constraint, Fig 5.5b. A complete passage through the iterative loop causes
no progress to the true phase as illustrated in Fig 5.5c (cf Sanz et al. 1984).
This problem of stagnation (or locking) has been also noted in related phase
retrieval problems. The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm (Gerchberg 1986, Gardenier and
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Bates 1987) is employed to recover complex images when both the Fourier and image
magnitudes are known. The Gerchberg-Saxton technique is essentially the same as the
error reduction algorithm, except for application of the image space constraints. Instead
of enforcing a support constraint, the image magnitude is set to the known magnitude
in image space. The added information of the image space magnitude usually results in
vastly superior convergence when compared with the normal error reduction algorithm.
Even though it can be shown that the errors in both Fourier and image space must
decline, stagnation still occurs in this algorithm. Thus even when the image magnitude
is known, it is advisable to invoke more sophisticated algorithms (a topic currently under
investigation by Gardenier at the University of Canterbury).
It is very important to note that a monotonically decreasing error curve does not
guarantee convergence even if a unique minimum does exist. For instance the sequence
defined by
1
0.5 + n n = 0, 1, 2...
(5.11)
2
also has a monotonically decreasing nature but never falls below 0.5.
The above difficulty can be averted in the Fourier phase problem by ensuring
k0 ( x, y) is neither totally symmetric, nor totally asymmetric. Even when this is done,
however, the convergence of steepest descent algorithms is often very slow (Fletcher 1983).
1'.he stagnation of a steepest descent usually occurs when the minimisation problem is illconditioned, which seerns almost certainly to be the case in most phase retrieval examples
reported in the literature (it is certainly true for the great majority of examples I have
tried).
When describing the stagnation of a steepest descent minimisation technique it
is useful to introduce the concept of the step made in an iteration. During one iteration
the change in the reconstruction (or step taken) is given by

(5.12)
Fig 5.6 illustrates how a steepest descent search can become stagnated when E1 is far
removed from the global minimum (and consequently the reconstruction is also considerably different from the true image). Although the step taken is quite large, little overall
progress is made towards the true solution, because the direction of the minimum and
the direction of steepest descent are approximately orthogonal.
There are a number of ways of overcoming the problems inherent in using a
steepest descent minimisation technique. The first is to describe the problem in such a
manner that it is no longer ill-conditioned, This has led Newsam and Barakat (1986) to
propose an algorithm based on representing the image by continuous prolate spheroidal
wave functions. To the best of my knowledge this technique has not produced any concrete
examples of two-dimensional phase recovery, possibly due to difficulties associated with
calculating continuous prolate spheroidal wavefunctions. An alternative suggestio9'based
on using discrete prolate spheroidal wave functions is presented in chapter .7.
The traditional method of dealing with ill-conditioned minimisation problems
has been to adopt a more sophisticated minimisation technique. Second order or quasiNewton methods (Fletcher 1983) have proven effective when dealing with ill-conditioned
minimisation problems. The virtue of these algorithms is that they model the error
surface with a second order function and so can take curvature information into account.
The major drawback of second order methods is the severe computational burden that is
I
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Figure 5.6: Schematic illustration of how stagnation can occur in a steepest descent
search. Note that the direction of steepest descent does not point to the global minimum
which is marked with an asterisk.
inevitably associated with them, mainly because they require matrix calculations. The
number of elements in these matrices is equal to the square of the number of pixels in the
image, which leads to unacceptably large arn.ounts of computation (Fienup 1982).
A simple possibility is to employ a line search, rather than just taking a fixed
step in the direction of steepest descent. By defining
k~'(x,y) = k~(x,y)

+ A(k~(x,y) -

k~_ 1 (x,y))

(5.13)

it is possible to optimise the value of A to give the greatest reduction in the image space
error (in traditional error reduction the value of A is fixed at 1.0). The starting estimate
for the next iteration is then constructed by applying the image space constraints to
ki~ 1 ( x, y) rather than ki+i ( x, y). A is optimised because it is possible, as shown in Fig
5. 6, that taking a fixed step may overshoot (or undershoot) the minimum functional
value along the path of steepest descent. Thus although the error reduction guarantees a
reduction in EJ, it is possible that a larger reduction could be obtained if a smaller (larger)
value of A was used. Further acceleration of convergence can be achieved by employing
a conjugate gradient search (Sasaki and Yamagami 1986, Fletcher 1983, Fienup 1982).
Conjugate gradient techniques search not only in the direction of steepest descent but
also in a number of orthogonal directions (thus overcoming the problem illustrated in Fig
5.6)
The problem with the above techniques is, although they are capable of finding a
minimum quickly, there is no guarantee that this is the global minimum. All variations of
descent search algorithms, which include quasi-Newton and conjugate gradients, are ineffective in the presence of multiple local rn.inima. This is because, when the reconstruction
corresponds to a local minimum in Er, there is no guarantee that the reconstruction is
in fact close to the true image. In the Fourier phase problem it appears that interaction
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Figure 5. 7: Block diagram showing the input-output view of applying the Fourier magnitude constraint in the phase problem.
between the image and Fourier space constraints can introduce local minima, a point
illustrated in Figs 5.5.
The most practical modification of the error-reduction algorithm is Fienup's hybrid input-output algorithm. The reasoning behind this algorithm is somewhat heuristic,
but it has proved very effective in computational examples and in practice (Lane 1987,
Fright 1984, Fienup 1982, Feldkamp and Fienup 1980). The derivation of the hybrid
input-output algorithm involves viewing the application of the magnitude constraint as
a non-linear process, Fig 5.7. It is informative to begin discussion of the hybrid inputoutput algorithm with an examination of the pure input-output algorithm (Fienup 1982).
The basis of the latter algorithm is that a small change in th~ input, ki(x, y), usually
results in a similar change in the output
x, y). This reasoning suggests the following
method of applying the image constraints

k: (

k
"i+i

(

x,y

)

=

{

ki ( x) y)
(x) y) ~ 3
ki(x,y) - f3ki(x,y) (x,y) E 3

(5.14)

where (3 is feedback parameter. The input-output algorithm, essentially tries to synthesise
an input which after being passed through the nonlinear process meets the imag6'space
constraints. The input ki( x, y) may not meet the constraints in either image or Fourier
space, since it is merely a function that when passed through the non-linear process of
Fig 5.7 produces an output, ki(x,y), which does meet these constraints. Consequently,
only E1 can be used to measure algorithm convergence, because Ep can still be large as
complete convergence only requires that P[J(( u, v )] = P[F( tt, v )]. It is worth noting that
a common mistake in implementing input-output algorithms is to implement the image
space constraints in a manner akin to (5.13), rather than (5.14).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Positive 64 x 64 pixel images quantised to 32 grey levels, ranging from 0
(black) to a normalised value of 1 (white ). (a) trne image (b) pseudo random starting
estimate.
The most effective method combines the input-output and error-reduction methods and chooses a new estimate of ki+I ( x , y) by

k

~.

•+

1(x

'

"<( x' y)
( x' y) r/. 3
- { ki(x,y)-f3lci(x,y) (x,y)E .3

y) -

(5.15)

which defines the hybrid input-output method (Fienup 1978). Again, for the reasons
given in the previous paragraph, convergence of this algorithm can only be measured
using E1.
Although the hybrid input-output algorithm appears the best current method of
phase retrieval, analysis of its convergence is by no means simple. Unlike error-reduction
there is no simple analogue with steepest descent rn.inimisation, and consequently no
guarantee that E1 decreases at each iteration. The algorithm does have the advantage
that stagnation is impossible. For example, when recovering a positive image, if any pixel
in the output image remains negative, the feedback eventually increases the level of the
corresponding pixel in the input image until the output image pixel becomes positive.
This may, however, cause the overall EI to rise by causing other pixels in the image to
be more in error.
As an example of the difference b etwee11 error-reduction and hybrid input-output
consider the positive 64 x 64 pixel image show11 in Fig 5.8a. The data are the Fourier
magnitude (oversampled by a factor of two) a.ncl the a. priori knowledge that the image
is positive. The image size can be estimated from the data (cf §5.2) so that a support
constraint can be set up in image space. The starting estimate used for both methods is
the pseudo random image shown in Fig 5.8b. The contrast in performance between hybrid
input-output and error reduction is dramatically illustrated in Figs 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11.
Fig 5.9a shows the decline in E 1 (henceforth called the error curve) for the hybrid input
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Figure 5.9: Plots of Er for increasing iteration for reconstructions of the image shown in
Fig 5.8. (a) Hybrid input-output, /3 = 0.5. (b) Error reduction.
output algorithm with /3 = 0.3, whilst Fig 5.9b shows the error curve for error reduction.
Reconstructions for increasing nurn.bers of iterations are shown in Figs 5. lOa-d and 5.1 la.d. The superiority of the hybrid input-output over the error reduction algorithm is readily
apparent.
For the error reduction algorithm, the error curve is monotonically decreasing
with a sharp initial descent followed by stagnation. This behaviour has been noted by
a number of authors (Ha.yes 1982, Fienup 1982, Fiddy et al 1983) and means that error
reduction is essentially useless except for contrived examples. It is important to realise
that error reduction is a two stage algorithm. Application of the image constraints causes
a change in the image given by
(5.16)
Now consider a point ( u', v') in image space. In order for P[Ki+ 1 ( 'l.l, v )] to be different from
P[Kf( u, v )] it is essential for P[Qi+i( u, v )] not to equal (or differ by 7r from) P[Ki+i( u, v )].

If this is not so, application of the Fourier magnitude constraint reverses the effect of the
image space constraints in a manner akin to that illustrated by Fig 5.5a. Fig 5.12 shows
P [Qi(1l,v)l

K/ll, v)

(5.17)

for the reconstruction of Fig 5.8a, at the iteration corresponding to the image in Fig
5.1 ld. Fig 5.12 shows that at stagnation there a.re large areas in Fourier space where the
phase of the changes ma.de by application of the irn.age space constraints and those ma.de
by application of the Fourier s. '\°}ace constraints are the same, or differ by 7r. Hence enforcement of the Fourier and image space constraints produces nearly equal and opposite
changes during a single iteration and little progress is made towards the true image. This
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.10: Reconstructions of Fig 5.8, usmg hybrid input-output, quantised as m Fig
5.8. (a) 25 iterations. (b) 50 iterations. (c) 100 iterations. (cl) 250 iterations .
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.11: Reconstructions of Fig 5.8, using error reduction, quantised as in Fig 5.8.
(a) 25 iterations. (b) 50 iterations. (c) 100 iterations. (d) 250 iterations.
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Figure 5.12: The phase of the ratio of Q;( u, v)/ I{;( u, v) for the image shown in Fig 5.1 ld.
Quantised to 32 grey levels, ranging from -Jr (black) to 7r (white), zero represented by the
middle shade of grey.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.13: Magnitude of complex images quantised as in Fig 5.8. (a) true image. (b)
reconstruction after 1500 iterations using a mixed approach of hybrid input-output and
error reduction.
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effectively produces a local minimmn or stationary point. Thus, although there remains
a large E1 and the reconstruction is far from the true iniage, there is little difference
between ki(x,y) and ki+1(x,y).
Also worthy of note is the difference in the visual quality of reconstructions generated by the hybrid input-output and error reduction algorithms for a given value of E1
(Lane 1987, Fienup 1982). It is clear that for a given E 1 , the reconstruction by hybrid
input-output is much closer to the true image than the error reduction reconstruction
(for example, refer to Figs 5.lOc and 5.llc). In fact, when using hybrid input-output,
a sharp drop in E1 can always be obtained by inserting some error-reduction iterations,
but usually with no visual improvement of the irnage or substantive decline in Ey. In the
interests of keeping E1 as low as possible it is comm.on to employ a rnixed approach of
hybrid input-output and error reduction.
The decline in the error introduced by error reduction is somewhat illusory, however, since error reduction soon stagnates and it is necessary to return to hybrid inputoutput if further substantive progress is to be rnade. Unfortunately, the application of
hybrid input-output nearly always results in an increase of E1 to about the level before
the application of error reduction (Lane 1987), irn.plying that little has been achieved by
the reversion to error reduction. As an example of this consider the image magnitude
shown in Fig 5.13a which is of circular support. Two separate complex images were generated by combining firstly a constant and then a pseudo random phase (varying between
-1f and 1f) with the image magnitude shown in Fig 5.13a. The two images generated
thus provide two extreme phase distributions in image space. The latter image (whose
phase varies pseudo-randomly from pixel to pixel) can be expected to be an especially
critical test of Fourier phase retrieval because of the large a.mount of information coded
in the Fourier phase (Munson and Sanz 1986). It is also worth noting that images having
smooth boundaries are, in general, more difficult to reconstruct than those having sharp
corners (Lane 1987, Fienup 1987).
The mixed approach used to recover these two images consisted of employing
cycles consisting of 10 error reduction followed by 40 cycles of hybrid input-output with a
beta of 0.5. This mixed approach is contrasted with pure hybrid input-output with a beta
of 0.5 in Figs 5.14 and 5.15. In both cases the same starting image was used and the only
constraint employed was the support of the irn.age. The convergence of the mixed approach
is characterised by a sharp reduction in E1 whenever error reduction is applied, but
with little overall progress between cycles. Thus, although both approaches successfully
recovered the image form for the constant phase image within 1000 iterations, the mixed
approach was significantly slower (Fig 5.14). The image with random phase required,
as expected, significantly more iterations before the hybrid only approach successfully
recovered the image form. Fig 5.15b shows the reconstruction using the mixed approach
for the random phase image after 1500 iterations. It is apparent that significantly more
cycles of the mixed approach are required before the image-form is recognisable.
In my opinion, it is apparent that the nature of hybrid input-output search is more
global than that of error reduction. The error reduction algorithm appears to find a local
optimum but is unable to make large changes to the reconstruction after the application of
a relatively small number of iterations. Consequently, although more sophisticated minimisation techniques such as conjuga.te gradient and quasi-Newton methods may provide
faster convergence, they are also likely to suffer from convergence to a local (as opposed
to global) minimum. It is therefore important to comvare E 1 error curves with a degree
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Figure 5.14: Er for constant phase image, magnitude as in Fig 5.13a. (a) hybrid input-output only ((3 = 0.5) (b) mixed hybrid input-output ((3 = 0.5) and error reduction.
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Figure 5.16: 32 x 32 pixel positive image quantised as for Fig 5.8.
of caution, because approaches employing error reduction may exhibit apparently better
convergence, without necessarily getting closer to the true image.

5 .4

Effect of

f3

on convergence

The rate of convergence of any of the iterative algorithms depends on a large number
of factors. Categorising the behaviour of the iterative loop for all constraints, feedback
parameters and initial starting estimates is a very difficult task. This section exa1nines
the effects on convergence of /3, and to a lesser extent the initial starting estimate, on
convergence.
The test image employed is the positive 32 x 32 pixel image shown in Fig 5.16.
The image is characterised by sharp detail which is very distinctive to a hum.an observer.
The level of ET at which the reconstruction is deemed similar to the true image is thus
much lower than the ET required for the diffuse images reconstructed in §5.5.
The
image was reconstructed using hybrid input-output for three different values of (3 . Fig
5.17 shows the error curves for the different values of f3. Five different starting images
were used and the maximum and minimum values of both E1 and ET are plotted.
The fastest convergence occurred for f3 = 0.5 ·w ith the slowest for /3 = 0.1. The
lower values of /3 di<l however provide a steadier decline in the error curves. A visually
acceptable reconstruction was obtained when ET reached approximately 0.03 (or log(ET)
= -1.5) or E1 r eached 0.001. There is, generally, a good correlation between the b es t
E1 and the best ET runs. For the runs with f3 = 0.3 and 0.5 the best reconstructions
were all visually indistinguishable from the true image. ·w ith the f3 = 0.3 and f3 = 0.5
runs, 4 out of 5 images closely resembled the true image whilst the fifth suffered from
contamination by the mirror image, a form of stagnation discussed in detail in §5. 7. The
/3 = 0.1 runs all appeared to require ni.ore iterations b efore convergence to a visually
acceptable reconstruction occurs.
In the preceding examples the number of iterations has been curtailed for a num112
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Figure 5.17: Error curves (Er and ET) for hybrid input-output using different values of
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ber of reasons. Some starting estimates result in stagnation which can only be overcome
by large a.mounts of iteration. In practice, it is usually rnore appropriate, and is computationally less expensive, to choose a different initial starting point rather than persist
with large numbers of iterations.
As an example, recovery of a 64 x 64 pixel image requires two 128 x 128 FFT's
per iteration. Thus a typical positive 64 x 64 pixel image requiring approximately 200
iterations would require a.bout 1 hour on a VAX-11 750 minicomputer. When the algorithm exl~ibits especially severe stagnation as many as 2000 iterations may be required
before the image-form is recovered. In the absence of special purpose hardware (such as
described by Fienup 1982) it would be enormously wasteful to use sufficient iterations to
ensure that convergence is achieved from all starting distributions used.
It is also important to know the reasons for stagnation when dealing with noisy
data. Because, in the presence of noise, there is no longer an exact solution to the
Fourier phase problem, there is consequently a residual E1. It is important to be able
to distinguish between when the algorithm has reached the limits imposed by noise and
when it has simply stagnated. The problems of stagnation a.re dealt with in detail in §5.7.

5.5

Effect of choice of support on convergence

In order to analyse the effects of different estimates of the support size on the performance
of the Fienup iterations, images consisting of a number of gaussians were generated. These
images are particularly difficult to reconstruct since they do not possess definite extents.
Consequently, choice of a support of finite size means, even in the absence of noise, that
the reconstruction is only approximate. The first quantifiable results (for "gaussian"
images) involved the recovery only of images which were known to be positive (Tan and
Bates 1985).
Three images were generated by assigning different phases to ga.ussians of fixed
amplitude. The positive image was thus formed by making the phase of each gaussian
zero (Fig 5.18a). For the bipolar image some ga.ussia.ns were made negative (Fig 5.18b),
whilst for the complex image the phases of the constituent gaussians were chosen pseudorandomly between -7r and 7r, as shown in Figs 5.18c and d. Figs 5.18e,f and g show
respectively the autocorrelation of Fig 5.18a, its Fourier magnitude and its Fourier phase.
The fastest reconstructions were obtained for the positive image-form. Fig 5.19
shows the best, and Fig 5.20 the worst, reconstructions from 5 different initial starting
phases, whilst the error curves for the different supports are shown in Fig 5.21. In
general the best reconstructions correlate well with the best E1 curves. Thus the best
reconstruction, determined by a visual comparison with the true image, is usually the one
with the lowest value of E1.
The reconstructions from the 24 x 24 pixel support a.re clearly unsatisfactory
because the image-form is too large to fit inside the estimated support. Hence even the
true image generates a significant value of E1. The best reconstructions resulted from
using the 32 x 32 support, although most reconstructions using 28 x 28 and 36 x 36 pixel
supports were acceptable. In ge1:ieral, one of the reconstructions was significantly worse
than the other four and was ider[ifia.ble by its high E1.
Of more interest are the reconstructions of the bipolar image, since successful
reconstruction of bipolar gaussian images has not previously been reported (cf. Tan and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.18: Positive, bipolar and complex images (a) Positive image quantised as for Fig
5.8. (b) -Bipolar image quantised to 32 grey levels yarying from most negative (black) to
most positive (white). Zero is represented by the dominant shade of (middle) grey. (c)
Complex image magnitude quantised as for Fig 5.8. ( d) Complex image phase quantised
as for Fig 5.12.
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(f)

(e)

(g)

Figure 5.18: (continued) (e) Autocorrelation of Fig 5.18a quantised as for Fig 5.8. (f)
Fourier modulus of Fig 5.18a quantised as for Fig 5.8 . (g) Fourier phase of Fig 5.18a
quantised as for Fig 5.12.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(cl)

Figure 5.19: Best reconstructions ( 5 different starting images) of the positive image shown
in Fig 5.18a, quantised as in Fig 5.8a. (a) 24 x 24 pixel support (b) 28 x 28 pixel support
(c) 32 x 32 pixel support (cl) 36 x 36 pixel support.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.20: vVorst reconstructions (5 different starting images) of the positive image
shown in Fig 5.18a, quantised as in Fig 5.8a. (a) 24 x 24 pixel support (b) 28 x 28 pixel
support ( c) 32 x 32 pixel support ( d) 36 x 36 pixel support
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Figure 5.21: Error curves (E1 and Er) for the reconsttuctions of image shown in Fig
5.18a. The solid line shows the worst, and the clashed line the best, reconstructions. (a)
24 x 24 pixel support (b) 28 x 28 pixel support ( c) 32 x 32 pixel support ( d) 36 x 36 pixel
support
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.22: Different possible solutions for bipolar image reconstruction. (a) f( x, y) (b)
f(-x,-y) (c) -f(x,y) (d) -f(-x,-y).
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Figure 5.23: Error curves for reconstructions of bipolar image shown in Fig 5.18b. (a) 24
x 24 pixel support (b) 28 x 28 pixel support ( c) 32 x 32 pixel support ( d) 36 x 36 pixel
support.
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Bates 1985). Since the image is no longer constrained to be positive, the image-forrn can
also resernble -f(x,y) (which still possesses the san1e image-forrn). There are thus four
possible manifestations of the image-form, as shown in Fig 5.22.
It should be noted that the error curves for a bipolar irn.age (Fig 5.23) exhibit a
sharper initial decline in Er compared with the positive images, because negative pixels
do not contribute to the Er of the bipolar image. After several iterations the acceleration
in convergence resulting from the added constraint of positivity causes the Er of the
positive image to fall below the Er of the bipolar images.
In the bipolar reconstructions for a 24 x 24 pixel there is some resemblance to the
true object in the best reconstruction (Fig 5.24a). The reconstructions are of generally
poor quality since the estimated support is smaller than the true support.
All reconstructions with 28 x 28 and 32 x 32 supports (Figs 5.24b,c and 5.25b,c)
resemble one of the expected image-forms, with the best reconstructions being distinguishable from the true image, on a 256 grey level display, only by some background
residual error. The 36 x 36 reconstructions, although having some similar features to the
true image, are not satisfactory despite seemingly low values of Er (Fig 5.23d). It appears
that, in the absence of a positivity constraint, there is insufficient information available
to reconstruct an acceptable image-forn1 when the support constraint is too loose. This
is reflected in the high levels of Ey.
It should be noted that significantly more iterations have had to be employed
as compared with the positive reconstructions presented earlier. It appears that the
reason why Tan ancl Bates (1985) could not successfully reconstruct bipolar image forms
is because they employed insufficient iterations of the less efficient approach of mixing
error reduction and hybrid input-output.
Still more iterations a.re required to recover the complex image. The best and
worst reconstructions for the supports tried are shown in Figs 5.26 and 5.27 respectively.
Interestingly, the reconstructions using the 28 x 28 pixel support are better in
this case than those using the 32 x 32 pixel support. It appears that, in the absence of
constraining the image to be positive or real, a tighter support constraint is an advantage,
even though it necessarily results in more truncation of the image-form. The error curves
for the complex reconstructions are shown in Fig 5.28.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.24: Best reconstructions ( 5 different starting images) of the bipolar image shown
in Fig 5.18b, quantised from most negative (black) to most positive (white). (a) 24 x 24
pixel suppo1 t (b) 28 x 28 pixel support ( c) 32 x 32 pixel support ( d) 36 x 36 pixel support .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.25: Worst reconstructions (5 different starting images) of the bipolar image
shown in Fig 5.18b, quantised as in Fig 5.24. (a) 24 x 24 pixel support (b) 28 x 28 pixel
support ( c) 32 x 32 pixel support ( d) 36 x 36 pixel support
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(cl)

Figure 5.26: Best reconstructions (5 different starting guesses) of the complex image
shown in Fig 5.18c and cl (magnitude only quantised as in Fig 5.8). (a) 24 x 24 pixel
support (b) 28 x 28 pixel support ( c) 32 x 32 pixel support (cl) 36 x 36 pixel support
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(cl)

Figure 5.27: Worst reconstructions (5 different starting guesses) of the complex image
shown in Fig 5.18c and d (magnitude only quantised as in Fig 5.8). (a) 24 x 24 pixel
support (b) 28 x 28 pixel support ( c) 32 x 32 pixel support ( d) 36 x 36 pixel support
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Figure 5.28: Error curves for reconstructions of image shown in Fig 5.18c,cl. (a) 24 x 24
pixel support (b) 28 x 28 pixel support ( c) 32 x 32 pixel support (cl) 36 x 36 pixel support.
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5.6

Effects of noise on the Fourier magnitude

The effect of noise on the Fourier phase problem is currently under investigation
by McCa.llum at the University of Canterbury. This section illustrates the robustness
of the Fienup iterative algorithms in the presence of noise. The true image used as an
example is shown in Fig 5.8a. Noise was added to the Fourier magnitude by generating
a pseudo-random bipolar sequence in the range [-m, m], where m is a fraction of F(O, 0),
which is the average pixel intensity of the image in image space. Since the image was
known to be real, symmetry was enforced on the Fourier magnitude by forming the
average IF(u,v)I, by

-

1

A

A

IF( u, v )I = 2(IF( u, v )I+ IF(-u, -v )I)

(5.18)

where F( u, v) is the noisy Fourier modulus. IF( u, v )J was then used as an estimate of
the true magnitude for Fourier phase retrieval. Since the noise is bipolar there exists the
possibility that some of the samples in Fourier space may be negative. All such pixels were
set to zero, to ensure that the Fourier magnitude used for reconstructions was positive.

I Fraction of F(O,O) I

EN

0.1
0.03
0.01
0.003
0.001

2.33 x 10°
2.36 x 10- 1
3.26 x 10- 2
3.68 x 10- 3
4.40 x 10- 4

Table 5.1: Relationship between the noise level as a fraction of F(O,O) and EN
Table 5.1 lists the values of the ratio EN, which is defined by

j

IF( u, v )I - IF( u, v )12 dudv

EN = ~(1t_,u~)~,--~~~~~~~~~

j

(u,u)

IF(u,v)l 2 d1tdv

(5.10)

for the various levels of m. Fig 5.29 illustrates the reconstruction corresponding to the
lowest level of E1 which was obtained. It is important to realise that, because the available
IF(u, v)I is corrupted, it is not possible to obtain the true irna.ge exactly. Because the
image has significant fine detail, a visually acceptable reconstruction requires a low level
of E1.
For comparison, Fig 5.30 shows the images obtained when the true Fourier phase
is combined with the contan1inated Fourier nrngnitude. Due to the dominance of the
phase in determining the inrnge structure (§§2.4 and 2.5) the ideal estimates shown in
Fig 5.30 can be expected to provide an upper limit on the quality of the obtainable
reconstruction. Although none of the Fienup reconstructions can be said to be faithful
replicas of the true image, the appreciable noise levels should be kept in mind. Fig 5.3la
shows the image space error for the different levels of noise.
It is important to realise that, when the true phase is added to a noisy Fourier
rnodulus, the resultant estimate of the true in1age is not compact. It therefore makes
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.29: Best reconstruction wit hin 500 iterations of image shown iu Fig 5.8a.
Pseudo-ran dom noise in the range [- m, ni] is added where m is a fraction of IF(O, O)I.
(a) rn= 0.03 (b) n.1= 0.01 (c) m= 0.003 (cl) m= 0.001
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(cl)

Figure 5.30: Ideal estimates obtained by combining corrupted IF(u, v )I (see Fig 5.29
caption) with correct phase. (a) m= 0.03 (b) m= 0.01 (c) m= 0.003 (d) m= 0.001
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Figure 5.31: Image space error for different levels of noise. Curves a.re from top to bottom
for m=0.1, 0.03, 0.01, 0.003, 0.001. (a) E1 during iteration (/3 = 0.5). (b) E1 obtained
by combining corrupted Fourier magnitude with correct phase.
sense to calculate E1 for the images shown in Fig 5.30. Fig 5.3lb displays such values of
E1. Comparison of Figs 5.31a and 5.31b shows that only for the lowest levels of noise,
corresponding to m = 0.003 and rn, = 0.001, is E 1 lower for the true phase images. Hence
the Fienup reconstructions for higher levels of noise are, in fact, better approxiniations
to the available constraints (a point noted previously in Feldkamp and Fienup 1980).
Something which is particularly significant is the relationship of the quality of
reconstruction to the level of added noise. Fig 5.32 shows Er plotted against EN for
the images shown in Figs 5.29 and 5.30. It should be noted that EN differs from EF, as
defined in (5.6), because it gives a measure of how much the available Fourier modulus is
corrupted, because the latter determines how well the estimate agrees with the available
Fourier modulus data.
·whilst the Fienup reconstructions exhibit a relationship of the form
(5.20)
the reconstructions using the correct phase exhibit a relationship of the form
(5.21)
Thus, to improve the quality of reconstruction by a factor of two, it is necessary to reduce
the noise level by a factor of four. This is discussed further in chapter 7.
The behaviour of the reconstruction in the presence of noise is also of interest.
Whilst the error curves in Fig 5.29 may appear to have stagnated after a few iterations,
this is not in fact so. Although E1 remains at approximately the same level there is a
significant difference between the estimate of the image-form before and after an iteration.
This feature is currently being used by McCallum at the University of Canterbury to effect
significant improvements in the quality of noisy reconstructions (McCallum 1987).
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Figure 5.32: ET for different levels of noise. The solid line shows the ET obtained from
the Fienup reconstructions (Fig 5.29) whilst the dashed line shows the ET obtained for
the reconstructions using the correct phase (Fig 5.30).

5. 7

Causes of stagnation in the phase problem

There are a number of reasons for stagnation (Fienup and ·wackerman 1986). The basic
problem is that, although there is only one image-form, there are a nurn.ber of possible
manifestations of this image-form. The most common form of stagnation encountered
when recovering a positive irn.age is convergence to an estimate which resembles a combination of the true image and its reflection in the coordinate origin, as illustrated in Fig
5.33. The image is thus approxirn.ately symmetric, and the iteration is therefore stagnant
for the reasons given in §5.1. In practice, the estimate is not exactly symmetric and one
image eventually becomes dominant, although this may require a large number of iterations. One way of overcoming this type of stagnation is to enforce a smaller asymmetric
support for a few iterations (Fienup and Wackerman 1986). Although this temporarily
causes divergence from the true image, it does bias the solution towards one of the rnanifestatins of the image-form. Thus, when the correct support is reimposed, the algorithm
usually converges quickly to the correct image-form.
Another form of corruption is stripe$ appearing on the reconstructed image. The
stripes a.re usually more apparent outside the support as illustrated in the iinage reconstructed in Fig 5.34. The ca.use of stripes seems to be the creation of an implicit zero
in the Fourier nmgnitude of the reconstruction which does not correspond to a zero in
the Fourier magnitude of the true image (Fienup and Wa.ckerman 1986). This false zero
is characterised by a 2n phase shift around a circuit enclosing the false zero in Fourier
space (in the manner described in §3.5). Clearly, this zero cannot be explicit, in the sense
of occuring at one of the sampling points in Fourier space because at these points the
Fourier magnitude is set to that of the true irn.age. The false zero must occur somewhere
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Figure 5.33: Stagnation due to convergence to estimate between true image and its reflection in the coordinate origin (compare with Fig 5.8a).

Figure 5.34: Stagnation to a strip ed image (compare with Fig 5.16).
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in between the sample points, implying that it may only ca.use a small error in the Fourier
magnitude samples, even though it results in an appreciable phase error.
The presence of stripes on an image does not usually seriously distort the reconstruction and is in most cases merely an annoyance rather than a serious degradation.
A reconstruction with stripes does, however, seem to correspond to a local minimum in
E1. Furthermore, my experience suggests that stripes are less likely to occur when the
iterations.consist solely of hybrid input-output, rather than a mixture of error-reduction
and hybrid input-output.
A final form of stagnation results when the phase recovery algorithm attempts to
reconstruct the image-form shifted relative to the support. Even if the bulk of the iniageform may lie within the support, there is necessarily some truncation of the image-form
at the edges of the support. For objects with tapered edges, there is very little energy
contained in this truncated portion of the image-form compared with the portion of the
image-form already reconstructed within the support. Hence, the final convergence can
be very slow because the change ma.de frorn one iteration to the next is often mainly
determined by E 1.
Some success in overcoming the problem. of irna.ge-form truncation can be achieved
by shifting the support so as to niaximise the energy within the support (Fienup and
Wackerman 1986, Fright 1984). Alternatively one can try different locations for the
support and see which gives the largest reduction in E1 after a small fixed number of
iterations. This is discussed further in chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

BLIND DECONVOLUTION
This chapter describes techniques of blind deconvolution other than the partitioning of
zero-sheets discussed in chapter 4. The first method, which is iterative is described
in §§G.1 - G.3. Unlike conventional blind deconvolutional techniques, which operate on
ensembles of blurred images, this method requires only a single blurred image. The second
method, which is conventional in that it requires an ensemble of differently blurred images,
is a potentially powerful extension of established techniques for the speckle imaging of
astronomical objects.
Chapters 4 and 5 note that, for the Fourier phase problem, it is not possible to
recover a unique irn.age-fonn from the Fourier magnitude when the true image is a convolution. Although this non-uniqueness can be a stumbling block in phase retrieval, it can
be used to advantage for blind deconvolution. The first deconvolution technique discussed
in this chapter hinges upon recovering the multiple image-forms that are associated with
the visibility magnitude of a convolution. These image-forms are then combined to derive
information about the phases of the components of the convolution. However, for reasons
discussed in §6.2, it is only possible to find the phase modulo 7r. Consequently, in order to
determine the true phase at any point ('u', v') in Fourier space, it is necessary to determine
whether
(6.1)
P[F( u, v )] = P[F( u, v )] niod 7r
or

P[F(1l,v)] = (P[F(tt,v)] mod

7r)

+ 7r

(6.2)

The magnitude problem, introduced in §2.5, relates to situations where the magnitude of
the true visibility is unknown. The term "pure rnagnitude problem" is used to describe
situations where the true phase is known, whilst the term "modified rn.agnitude problem"
is used ·when the phase is only known modulo 7r. Although there are many similarities
between the pure and modified magnitude problems there are important differences which
are discussed below.
Before analysing the modified magnitude problem., it is important to discuss some
of the difficulties which occur in iterative solution of the magnitude problem. Although
the pure magnitude problem can be formulated as a system of linear equations (Bruck
and Sodin 1983; Hayes 1982), this is not possible for the modified magnitude problem.
Since the pure magnitude problem is discussed only as an introduction to the recovery
from visibility phase modulo 7r, the linear equations approach is not discussed further
herein, but the interested reader is referred to the works cited above and in §6.1.
While there are fewer convergence difficulties for the pure magnitude problem, as
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opposed to the pure phase problem, such difficulties can occasionally occur. Unlike for
the phase problem, there seems no difficulty with local minima, and slow convergence can
be readily overcome by employing quite simple a.da.ptions of the basic iterative loop. §6.1
shows how a simple .technique first described by Ha.yes (1982) provides much improved
convergence.
In the Fourier phase problem it is possible to calculate the autocorrelation of the
true image. Using the techniques of §5.2 it is then possible to estimate the image-form
support from the support of its autocorrelation. There is no corresponding technique of
support estimation, however, for the magnitude problem. §6.1 discusses how overesti-.
mates of the size of the image support lead to an infinite number of possible solutions
for the magnitude problem. In the pure magnitude problem a.n ambiguous solution is
the convolution of the true image with a. symmetric image added to a dominant d~lta
function at the origin of image space.
§6.2 deals with the modified magnitude problem. The section starts with a. discussion of how modulo 7r phase is derived from a convolution. The n1odified magnitude
problem also suffers from ambiguities when the support size is ma.de too large. Unfortunately, the ambiguities in the modified magnitude problem a.re of a more serious nature
than those for the pure magnitude problem. Hence a.n acceptable reconstruction of the
true image is only possible when a good estimate of the support is available.
.
§6.3 <lea.ls specifically with problems related to blind deconvolution. It is important to realise that in blind deconvolution there a.re in fact two interconnected magnitude
problems. This can be used to advantage in two ways. Firstly, the two options for the true
phase given in (6.1) and (6.2) can not be chosen independently. Secondly, the product
of their visibilities' magnitudes is also known and can be used to test whether the components of the convolution have been successfully recovered. Thus, rather than attempt
to recover the convolution's components independently from their visibilities' modulo 7r
phases, it is better to reconstruct the image and the psf simultaneously.
The final section (§6.4) deals with a two-dimensional extension of the zero and
add technique pioneered in one-dimension by Sinton, Davey and Bates (Sinton et al
1986; Davey et al 1986). Although some astronomical problems are one-dimensional in
nature (e.g. the determination of the relative brightness of two stars in a binary system),
in general images a.re two-dimensional. Zero-and-add appears ·more robust in the twodimensional case.

6.1

The pure magnitude problem

The computational loop employed to recover the Fourier magnitude is described in §5.1.
In the following discussion the notation of §5.1 is employed to describe the iterative
solution of the magnitude problem. In addition, Bj ( x, y) is used to denote an estimate
of the true image-box B1(x,y) (cf §1.4).
The major difference between the iterative loops employed to solve the magnitude
and phase problems is in the application of the Fourier constraints. In spite of the
similarities in their respective iterative loops, the magnitude pro bl em differs significantly
from the phase problem in a number of ways. A major difference is that the location and
orientation of the true image a.re contained in the phase of the true visibility. Consequently
the terminology of image-form, introduced to describe the solution to the Fourier phase
problem., is inappropriate for the magnitude problem. It is, however, only possible to
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determine the true image to within a real scale factor from the phase of its visibility.
Hence the term normalised image is used in this thesis to describe the solution to the
magnitude problem.
Another significant difference is that when the visibility phase is given, rather
than the ni.agnitude, there are no theorems for estimating Bj ( x, y ). This difficulty is
compounded by multiple solutions that occur in the magnitude problem when Bj (x, y)
is larger than Bf ( x, y ). These multiple solutions are in fact the convolution of the true
image f(x,y) and a compact computationally induced psf hi(x,y), i.e.

g(x,y)

=

f(x,y) 8 hi(x,y)

(6.3)

where g( x, y) is used to denote an alternative solution to the magnitude problem. Since
hi(x, y) is, as shown below, derived from a symmetric image it is convenient to introduce
the quantity s( x, y) to represent an arbitrary symmetric image.
In §1.5 it is noted that the convolution of two compact images is larger than the
individual images. Consequently g( x, y) can still lie within Bj ( x, y ), and thus meet the
imposed image space constraints, provided Bj ( x, y) is larger than B 1( x, y ),

(6.4)
The convolution g( x, y) can, however, only be an alternative solution to the phase or
magnitude problems when it also meets the Fourier space constraints.
Invoking this notation in the context of the phase problem, it is apparent that
IHi(u,v)I must be unity, since IF(u,v)j must equal IG(u,v)j. The requirement that
!Hi( u, v) I is unity is, in general, only compatible with the requirement that hi( x, y) be
compact in image space if hi( x, y) is a delta function. The delta function, although satisfying both the Fourier and image space constraints, does not cause g( x, y) to differ from
f( x, y ). As a result the image-form is still recoverable when the support is overestimated
(as demonstrated in §5.5).
By contrast the Fourier constraints of the pure magnitude problem are met
when P[G(u,v)] = P[F(u,v)], which requires that P[Hi(u,v)] = 0. This constraint
on P[Hi(u,v)] can be satisfied by forming hi(x,y) from a symmetric image s(x,y) plus a
delta function of sufficient amplitude at the origin of image space. Thus,

hi(x,y)

=

s(x,y)

+ A8(0,0)

(6.5)

is always zero phase provided A is a suitably large (relative to the maximum magnitude
of s(x, y)) positive constant. Thus the magnitude problem can justifiably be considered
more ambiguous than the phase problem (Bates and Lane 1987, SPIE).
Although a number of authors (Hayes 1982; Bruck and Sodin 1983; Levi and Stark
1984) have noted that hi(x,y) must be symrnetric, there are two important points that
need to be emphasised concerning the use of iterative techniques for magnitude recovery.
Firstly not all symmetric images generate ambiguous solutions to the pure magnitude
problem because the requirement of zero phase in Fourier space is significantly stricter
than the requirement that an image is symmetric in image space. It should be noted that,
since convolution is equivalent to multiplication in Fourier (or Z) space, convolutions
which have a symmetric component are often referred to as having symmetric factors
(Hayes 1982).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6 .1: E:ffect of incorrect estimation of Bj ( x, y) on reconstructions from the Fourier
phase. (a) The true image f (x, y) (b) The reconstruction with Bj ( x, y) too large. ( c)
The symmetric blurring function h(x,y) (P[H(u,v)] = 0). (d) The reconstruction with
Bj(x,y) too small.
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Figure 6.2: E1 for the reconstructions from the visibilit.y phase of Fig 6. la. (- - -) Support
too large, (---) Exact support, ( ..... ) Support too s1na.ll
(a) Random starting magnitude (b) Starting magnitude set equal to a constant
Secondly, although polyno1nials with symmetric factors form a set of measure zero
amongst that the set of polynomials of a given order, this does not mean they do not occur
in practice. Using iterative magnitude recovery with too large a support constraint nearly
always results in convergence to g(x,y) rather than f(x,y). Only when the estimate of
the support is exact is it possible to uniquely determine a solution to the magnitude
problem (Bates and Lane 1987, Pfefferkorn).
The occurrence of these computationally induced psfs is rnost easily seen wh~n
dealing with an image comprised of discrete points, such as shown in Fig 6.la. A reconstruction from. the Fourier phase using an iterative loop with a correct estimate of
B1(x,y) is identical to Fig 6.la. ·when the support is enlarged convergence again occurs,
i.e. the reconstruction again agrees v1rith the constraints in Fourier and irn.age space, but
note that the result (Fig 6.1 b) is a blurred version of Fig 6. la. The blurring function is
shown in Fig 6.lc, and is a compact image whose visibility phase is identically zero. ·vvhen
too small a support is employed the image shovvn in Fig 6. ld is reconstructed which fails
to satisfy both the Fourier and image space constraints, as witnessed by the high residual
E1 shown in the error curves of Fig 6.2.
In m.y experience, ernploying an iterative solution to the magnitude problem results in a reconstruction that always fills the extent of the estimated support. In other
words, whenever the support is overestimated, the reconstruction is always a blurred version of the true im.age. The dominance of the delta function ensures that this blurring is
not severe. This can be seen from (6.5), since

g(x,y)

f(x,y) 8 (s(x,y) + A8(0,0))
Af(x,y) + (f(x,y) 8 s(x,y))

(6.6)

Because A is large, as it must be to ensure zero phase in Fourier space, the reconstruction
consists of the true image plus a ni.uch lower intensity blurred version of the image. Fig
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6.3 illustrates the occurence of symmetric blurring in a more complicated 64 x 64 pixel
image. The reconstruction (Fig 6.3b) is again a blurred version of the true image ( 6.3a)
with hi( x, y) shown in Fig 6.3c. The reconstruction quality is still quite good (Er in this
case = 0.03).
Analysis of the iterative loop for the magnitude problem appears to guarantee
convergence (Youla and Webb 1982). The convergence, however, is often slow when
dealing with large or complex images. Fortunately, there does not appear to be an
analogue of the stagnation that a.rises in the phase problem where the constraints in
image and Fourier space counteract each other. Consequently, in the magnitude problem
more sophisticated minimisation techniques are useful in accelerating the n1inimisation
of E1.
~...
A simple method of improving convergence which is described by Hayes et al
~ -..1-"""' (1980), relies on optimising the step size taken in the iterative loop (cf the discussion of
(5.13) in the context of the phase problem). Fortunately in the magnitude problem there
is an "optimal" (Oppenheim et al 1980) method of calculating A without recourse to a
line search (a technique described in §5.2), i.e.

j

-6k;(:i:,y)k~(x,y)

- j

l6k;(x,y)l2

A-

~(x_,v_)~~~~~~~

(6.7)

(x,y)

Unlike the basic iterative loop (§5.1) which fixes A= 1, choosing A according to (6.7) does
not guarantee that E 1 is monotonically decreasing, unless A is restricted to the interval
[0,1]. Divergence of the iterative loop has been observed when A is unrestricted (Levi and
Stark 1984). In practice however convergence is usually much faster when A is allowed
to assume whatever value is dictated by (6.7).
An example of the improved convergence obtained by using an optimal step size is
shown in Fig 6.4. The starting image used for both algorithms was fanned by combining
the true phase with unit magnitude. Clearly a worthwhile improvement in convergence
is obtained by employing (6. 7).
There are other methods of accelerating convergence in the magnitude problem,
for example the technique proposed by Levi and Stark (1984). For the purposes of this
thesis, however, the conventional magnitude recovery algorithm, or Hayes' extension of
it, has proved adequate. Thus although further modifications to the algorithm. could
possibly prove worthwhile, they have not been investigated further.

6.2

The modified magnitude problem

Recovery of the normalised image from the Fourier phase modulo 7f has a number of
similarities with the conventional magnitude problem and again the basic iterative loop
described in §5.1 is ernployed. It is apparent that the application of the Fourier space
constraint must be modified to select whether (6.1) or (6.2) is chosen as the true phase.
The simplest approach is to assume that the true phase is given by whichever of (6.1) or
(6.2) is the "closest" to P[J(;(u,v)] (cf §5.1).
Determining the phase difference between two phases is more difficult than it may
appear because in practice all phases a.re computed, rather than analytically determined,
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 6.3: Illustration of the effects of too large a support constraint on recovery from the
Fourier phase. (a) The true image 64 x 64 pixel image f( x, y) quantised to 32 grey levels
ranging from 0 (black) to a normalised maximum of 1 (white) (b) The reconstruction with
the 72 x 72 pixel support. (c) The computationally induced psf, hi(x, y) (P[H( u, v)] = 0).
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Figure 6.4: Error curves for the reconstruction of the i1nage shown in Fig 6.3a. (--)
Using error reduction form of image space constraint. (- - -) Using Hayes' modification
of the image space constraint.
and hence the absolute phase is only known modulo 27f. Consider the two phases A and
B, where 0 < A < 7f and -7r < B < 0 as shown in Fig 6.5. It is apparent that in modulo
27r arithmetic

81 = l(A - B) mod 27rl

(6.8)

does not in fact equal

(6.9)
As a result Pv [A, B], the phase difference between A and B, is defined to be equal to the
smaller of 8 1 and 8 2 . Since 8 1 and 8 2 are both positive and 8 1 + 8 2 = 27f, Pv[A, B]
can never exceed 7r.
The most important difference between the pure rn.agnitude and the modified
magnitude problems is in the arn.biguities which arise when the estimated support is too
large. In. the pure magnitude problem the symmetric factors in Fourier space are required
to be of zero phase. On the other hand, in the modified problem hi( x, y) need only be
symmetric to avoid violating the Fourier space constraints. Since hi( x, y) need no longer
have a dominant point at the origin of image space the blurring is necessarily more severe.
This is readily apparent in the recovery of the i1nage shown in Fig 6.3 from its visibility
phase modulo 7r, Fig 6.6a. The symmet.ric blurring factor is shown in Fig 6.6b. Very
much worse distortion is apparent in the reconstruction from the modulo 7f phase (Fig
6.6a) than for when the true phase is in fact known (Fig 6.3b ). This increased distortion
is reflected in the much higher level of ET for the modified magnitude problem (Er= 0.3)
when compared with the pure magnitude problem (where Er= 0.03).
One possible method of recovering the magnitude is to find the minimum support for which convergence occurs (Lane and Bates 1987). In the absence of noise E1
declines rapidly with each iteration, for all Bj( x, y) :=:> B 1( x, y ), until it stagnates at a
level determined by the numerical accuracy of the computer.
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Figure 6.5: Determination of the phase difference between two vectors A and B

(b)

(a)

Figure 6.6: Reconstruction of Fig 6.3a from its visibility phase modulo 7r. (a) Reconstruction within 72 x 72 pixel support, quantised as for Fig 6.3a. (b) Computationally
induced psf, h;( x, y ).
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Since contamination is always present in the real world, the effects of noise on
convergence must be considered, if the convergence of the iterative loop is to be used to
differentiate between too large and too small a support. To this end noise was added
to the visibility of the image shown in Fig 6. la. The noise was a symmetric array of
pseudo-random numbers (the array was constrained to be symmetric because the image
is a priori known to be real). The level of noise is given by NF, where

N

_
F-

1

IC( u, v )12

r

IF(u,v)l2

~(u_,·u~) _ _ __

(6.10)

J(u,v)

Clearly the noisy Fourier phase is incompatible with an object of compact support and
consequently there is a residual E1 when an image is recovered from the modulo 7f phase.
Fig 6. 7 illustrates how the distinction between the correct and too small a support becomes
less defined with increasing levels of noise. Although for the image used in this example
it is still possible, at high levels of NF, to determine the correct value of Bj(x, y) from
the final values of E1 this method may not be as effective for more complicated images.
Fortunately when dealing with blind deconvolution there exists the more exact means of
support determination introduced in §6.3. Despites the defects of the approach described
in this section the quality of the reconstructions from the noisy modulo 7f phase (Fig 6.8)
indicates that reconstructions are robust in the presence of noise.
Minimising the size of the support also poses difficulties when the true image
is a convolution of symmetric and assymmetric components, denoted by la( x, y) and
ls(x, y) respectively. Since there-is no way for the iterative loop to differentiate between
ls( x, y) and the computationally induced psf hi( x, y ), minimising the support results in
the recovery of fa(x,y). An extreme example is when J(x,y) is symmetric, whereupon
minimisation of the support results in the recovery of a delta function. Since

P[S(1t,v)] rnod

7f

= 0

(6.11)

it is not possible to recover a symmetric image from its modulo 7f phase.
The positioning of the support can also cause difficulties in the magnitude problem. Unlike the image-form in the phase problem the normalised image in the magnitude
problem is not invariant under translation. This is because translation of an image by a
vector ( x 0 , Yo) in image space is equivalent to introducing, at all points ( u, v) in Fourier
space, a phase shift equal to 2?r(x 0 u + y 0 v). Consequently, in the magnitude problem,
unless Bj( x, y) is correctly positioned convergence to the true image does not occur.
When dealing with sampled iniages it is possible that this linear phase shift can
correspond to shifting an irnage in image space a distance corresponding to a fraction of
a pixel. This introduces an interesting problem in determining the support, especially for
images consisting of discrete po in ts such as Fig 6 .1 a. When the phase in Fourier space is
linearly shifted, by an amount equivalent to a translation of half a pixel in image space, it
is no longer possible to reconstruct the true image exactly. Minimisation of the support,
as described above, results in Fig 6.9a, a blurred version of the true image, since it is not
possible to reduce Bj ( x, y) by a fraction of a pixel. The resultant reconstruction is in fact

(6.12)
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Figure 6.7: Error curves for reconstructions of Fig 6.la from noisy visibility phase n1oclulo
In each subfigure (- - -) Support too large(~-) Exact support ( ..... ) Support too small
(a) NF= 0.0 (b) NF= 0.1 (c) NF= 0.5 (cl) NF= 1.0

7f.
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(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

Figure 6.8: Reconstructions corresponding to the error curves in Fig 6.7 when the support
is too large. (a) NF= 0.0 (b) NF= 0.1 (c) NF= 0.5 (d) NF= 1.0
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(f)

(e)

(h)

(g)

Figure 6.8: (continued) Reconstructions corresponding to the error curves in Fig 6.7 when
the support is the correct size. (e) NF= 0.0 (f) NF= 0.1 (g) NF= 0.5 (h) NF= 1.0
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(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

Figure 6.8: (continued) Reconstructions corresponding to the error curves in Fig 6. 7 when
the support is too small. (i) NF = 0.0 (j) NF = 0.1 (k) Np = 0.5 (1) NF = 1.0
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(b)

(a)

Figure 6.9: Reconstruction of Fig 6.la when the Fourier phase is linearly shifted by
an amount equivalent to a translation of less than a pixel spacing in image space (a)
reconstructed image (b) computationally induced psf.
where fx is the sample spacing along the x-axis (see §1.5). Fig 6.9b shows the computationally induced psf in this case. How linear phase shifts corresponding to a translation
of a fraction of a pixel arise is discussed in the following section, along with techniques
for eliminating these unwanted phase shifts.

6.3

Blind deconvolution using the modified magnitude problem

The importance of the modified magnitude problem in blind deconvolution is emphasised
initially in §2.5, where it is shown that provided that either the true image or the psf is
symmetric it is possible to deduce the phase of the other component modulo 7f. In this
section, the more general problem of deconvolution without constraining the image or the
psf to be symmetric is addressed. It is convenient to assume that the convolution has two
components J( x, y) and h( x, y ), i.e.

g(x,y) = J(x,y) 8 h(x,y)

(6.13)

The extension to convolutions with more than two components is obvious and can be
mad~ without difficulty. The estimates made of J( x, y) and h( x, y) are denoted by/( x, y)
and h(x, y) respectively.
Provided g( x, y) is adequately sampled, arbitrarily closely spaced samples of
G(u,v) can be generated (as explained in §1.5) by zero packing g(x,y) before computing
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(b)
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(cl)

(c)

Figure 6.10: Relationship of g(x,y) and d(x,y). (a) psf h(x,y) (b) g(x,y) (c) IG(u,v)I
(d) d(x,y).
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the FFT. Discarding the phase of G( 'l.l, v) then poses a Fourier phase problem.. \i\/hen several different starting points are tried it is apparent that some reconstructions correspond
to the alternative image-form, d( x, y) (as described in §4.3):

d(x,y)

+----+

D(u,v)

=

F(1l,v)H*(1l,v)

(6.14)

Fig 6.lOa shows a discrete pixellated psf h( x, y) which is convolved with the .f( x, y) shown
in Fig 6.la to produce the convolution g( x, y) shown in Fig 6.lOb. The visibility m.agnitude
IG(1l,v)I is shown in Fig 6.lOc, whilst the alternative image-form d(x,y) is shown in Fig
6.lOd
The division of G( 'l.l, v) by D( u, v) yields

G( u, v) =
D(u,v)

ei2P[H(v.,v)]

(6.15)

whilst rnultiplying G(u, v) and D( u, v) gives

D(u,v)G('u,v)

IG(u,v)l2ei 2P[F(u,v)]

=

(6.16)

Unfortunately (6.15) and (6.16) do not give the true phases of F(u,v) and H(1l,v), for
two reasons. Firstly, conversion from. for example 2P[F( 'l.l, v )) to P[F( u, v )], yields an
ambiguity because

2P[F( u, v )] nwd 2n

2P[F( u, v) ± n] nwd 27r

=

(6.17)

Hence it is only possible to determine the phases of F( u, v) and H( u, v) modulo 7r. Secondly there arises a problem of linear phase shifts in image space, since it is only possible
to recover the image-form of d( x, y ). For continuous (cf§ 1.5) positive images, phase shifts
can be eliminated by translating g( x, y) and d( x, y) so that Bd(x, y) and B 9 ( x, y) are symmetric in image space. More care m.ust, be taken when dealing with discrete images since
it is not always possible to centre a discrete image so that its support is exactly syrmnetric
in image space. If for example d( x, y) is misplaced by 1 pixel along the x-axis then the
modulo 7r phases obtained correspond to
(6.18)
and
(6.19)
and a fractional pixel shift in image space.
The elimination of unwanted phase shifts in the modulo 7r phases of the component
visibilities can be cured by appropriate translation of d( x, y ). In order to do this it is
necessary to consider a more general form of the discrete convolution than presented
earlier in §4.2. Consider two square discrete images arbitrarily translated in image space,
N2

.f(x, y) =

L

.f(x - n1e, y - me)

(6.20)

h(x - me,y- me)

( 6.21)

rn,n=-N1

and
M2

h(x,y) =

L

m,n=-1'1·1
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where Eis the pixel spacing in image space. Thus the B 1( x, y) and Eh( x, y) a.re determined
by N 1 , N 2 and lvf1 , l\!f2 respectively.
The convolution of f (x, y) and h( x, y) is given by
N2+lvh

g(x,y) = g(x-ic:,y-jc:) =

L

M2

L

f(x-mc:, y-nc:)h(x-(i-m )c:, y-(j-n)c:)

(6.22)
which has a. support determined by -(Ji.11 + N 1 ) and (Nl2 + N 2 ). Because B 9 (x, y) is fixed
by -(lvf1 + N 1 ) and (lvf2 + N 2 ) it is possible to determine B 9 (x,y) from B1(x,y) and
Bh(x,y). Alternatively it is possible to determine B1(x,y) (or Bh(x,y)) from B 9 (x,y)
and Bh(x,y) (or B1(x,y)).
To attempt to recover, for example P[F(u, v)] modulo x, without unwanted linear
phase shifts one commences by choosing an initial B1(x,y). Using B 9 (x,y) and B1(x,y)
it is then possible to determine the compatible B1i(x, y) as indicated in Fig 6.lla.. Bd(x, y)
can then be determined from B j( x, y) and B ii ( -x, -y), as indicated in Fig 6 .11 b. The recovered image-form of d(:i;, y) is then translated so that it lies within the support dictated
by Sc1(x,y) before (6.16) is used to recover P[F(u,v)] rn_odulo 7r.
It is important to understand why a blind deconvolution, which comprises two
interconnected modified nmgnitude problems, is easier to solve than a single modified
magnitude problem. It is of course essential to attack the n1odified magnitude problems
jointly rather than separately. The reason is that there is more information contained in
g(x,y) and d(x,y) than in the derived modulo 7r phases of F(u,v) and H(u,v). Because

G(u,v) = F(u,v)H(1l,v)

(6.23)

then, if P[F( u, v )] = P[F( u, v )] rnod 7r it follows that P[H( u, v )] = P[H( u, v )] mod 7r or,
a.lternatively if P[F( u, v )] = (P[F( u, v )] mod x)+x then P[H( u, v )] = (P[H( u, v )] nwd x)+
7r.
Furthermore IG(u,v)I = IF(u,v)H(u,v)I which is not true when either f(x,y) or
h( x, y) is blurred by a computationally induced psf.
Now consider the deconvolution of the convolution shown in Fig 6.lOb. Even
when h(x, y) has been recovered correctly the effects of an incorrectly estimating Bj( x, y)
a.re readily apparent. Fig 6.12 shows

p [F(u,v)H(u,v)l

G(u, v)

(6.24)

when Bf ( x, y) has been overestimated (Fig 6. l 2a) and underestirnated (Fig 6 .12b). Clearly
there are large regions where (6.24) is not identically zero.
Similarly Fig 6.13 shows IF(u,v)H(u,v)J. Only when B1(x,y) = B1(x,y) is the
product of the recovered magnitudes compatible with the magnitude of the convolution (Fig 6. lOc ). It should be ren1embered that, as described above, knowledge of two
of B1(x,y), Bh(x,y) and B 9 (x,y) unai-nbiguously determines the remaining image-box.
Hence in practice when B1(x,y) :J B1(x,y) then B1i,(x,y) C Bh(x,y) and vice versa.
There remains the problem of devising an algorithm which takes into account
both the added phase and magnitude information inherent in the modified magnitude
problems derived from a convolution. One approach is to attempt to recover both images
simultaneously with different estimates of the components' supports. This allows the
phases of the components to be constrained so t,ha.t (G.24) is identically zero. Furthern10re
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Figure 6.11: Determination of the support of d(x,y). (a) Relationship of B1(x,y) and
B 9 (x,y) to B11 (x,y). (b) Relationship of B1(x,y) and Bri(x,y) to Bd(x,y).
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(b)

(a)

it is possible to ensure that IF(u,v)H(u,v)I = IG(u,v)I. Although this algorithm can
prove effective in many cases (Bates and Lane 1987a), further work has shown instances
of poor convergence, especially when one or other of the images is symmetric (or nearly
so). This is perhaps not surprising because the modulo 7r phase of any symmetric image
is identically zero.
A better technique appears to be to recover one component from its modulo 7r
phase for a number of different estimates of its support and then derive an estimate of
the other component by Wiener filtering. This should always be possible except in the
unlikely event that both components of the convolution are symmetric. If the recovered
component, for example}( x, y ), is blurred with a symmetric blurring function then li( x, y)
is given by
A

h(x, y)

f--t

H(u,v)
S( u,v )

(6.25)

and is unlikely to be compact. Similarly, when f(x, y) is reconstructed within too small
a support h(x, y) is also unlikely to be compact. Since li(x, y) is only compact when
x, y) is equal to f( x, y) the amount of h( x, y) within E1/ x, y) can be used as an error
measure.
as defined in (1.29) can then be used to determine the correct values of
Bj(x,y) and BJ,,(x,y). The advantage of this technique over comparing the convergence
of E1, as described in the previous section, is that it involves minimising a function
and consequently should be more robust in the presence of noise. Fig 6.14 shows for
recovering f (x, y) from the convolution shown in Fig 6. lOb. The functional minimum at
the correct support is readily apparent.

f(

e

e
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.13: JF(1l,v)H(u,v) J when (a) B1(x,y) ~ B1(x,y) (b) B1(x,y) = B1(x,y) (c)
B1(x,y) C B1(x,y)
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Figure 6.14: Compactness of h(x, y) when B j(x, y) differs from the true support B 1(x, y).

6.4

Two-dimensional zero-and-add

Zero-and-add is a method of deconvolution applicable to an ensemble of differently blurred
versions of a single image, such as occurs with a set of speckle images, i.e.

9n(x,y) = f(x,y) 8 hn(x,y)

+c

11

(x,y) for n = 1,2, ... ,N

(6.26)

or equivalently in Z-space

Gn(C,1)

= F((,1)Hn(C,1) + Cn(C,1)

for n

= 1,2, ... ,N

(6.27)

The basic principle relies on finding the zeros of each spectrum which are common
to all members of the ensemble. In the absence of noise (i.e. c 11 (x,y) = 0) these common
zeros are the zeros of spectrum the true image,

(6.28)
Zero-and-add was introduced for one-dimensional speckle images (Davey et al.
1987, Sinton et al. 1987, Sinton 1987). The purpose of this section is to illustrate how
zero-and-add can successfully be implemented for two-dimensional images.
The example used is the 5 x 5 pixel object shown in Table 6.1. The data represents
a non-square image embedded in a 5 x 5 pixel array. Although of small size many
astronomical objects of interest are not much larger than the Airy disk of the telescope
(§2.2), for example red giants in the largest available optical telescopes. In order to
simulate blurring by a random phase field this object was convolved with an ensemble of
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f(x)

x

x

(b)

(a)

1.0

(c)
Figure 6.15: One-dimensional speckle images (a) the true image
91 ( x) ( c) The zeros in the complex (-plane of the true image.
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f (x)

(b) a typical speckle

Figure 6.16: The superimposed zero-niaps of all 9n(().
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Figure 6.17: The zero density function.
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J~rn,ri

n

rn

0
0.00
0.07
0.13
0.00
0.00

0
1
2
3
4

1
0.00
0.25
0.30
0.10
0.07

2
0.10
0.40
0.20
0.17
0.07

3
0.13
0.25
0.30
0.10
0.05

4
0.00
0.10
0.07
0.00
0.00

Table 6.1: Values offm,n for non-square image embedded in a 5 x 5 pixel array

16 x 16 random arrays of numbers. Noise was added to each convolution so that

j
<j
<

c(x, y) 2 dxdy >

(x,y)

(x,y)

2

g(x, y) dxdy

= 0.001

(6.29)

>

where < >denotes the process of ensemble averaging. The simplest method of performing zero-and-add is to reduce each two-dimensional speckle image to a sequence of
one-dimensional speckle images by the process of projection (§4.2). This is done in Z-space
by setting either I or ( equal to a constant. The resulting ensemble of one-diniensional
Z-transforms can then be used in a one-dimensional zero-and-add process. For example
setting / = 1.0, yields the following ensemble of one-dimensional convolutions

9n(x)=f(x)Ohn(x)+c 11 (x) forn=l,2, ... ,N

(6.30)

The one-dimensional true irn.age f (x) (corresponding to projecting the two-dimensional
image of Table 6.1 with I = 1.0), is shown in Fig 6.15a, along with its zeros in Z-space
(Fig 6.15c). A typical gn(x) is shown in Fig 6.15b. Since c(x) is not identically zero it
is no longer possible to assnme that the zeros of F( () are a subset of the zeros of each
Gn( (). In general, provided the noise is not too severe, the image zeros are randorn.ly
displaced only a small distance from their true positions. By contrast, the zeros due to
the psf are uncorrelated between ensern.bles (Sinton 1986).
Consequently, when the zero maps of a large number of G( ll) are superimposed
clusters of zeros form at the zero locations of the image, whilst the zeros of the psf
contribute to a uniform background, Fig 6.16. It should be noted that zeros lying on
the real axis tend to be displaced along the real axis rather than into the complex (plane. Consequently, when simply plotting zero locations, zero clusters on the real a.xis
are harder to discern than those with both real and irn.a.gina.ry components.
In order to convert this collection of discrete points into a continuous zero density map, ea.ch zero in Fig 6.16 is convolved with a ga.ussian. The resultant zero density
function is shown in Fig 6.17. Although the peaks of the zero density map do indeed
correspond to the locations of the original image zeros, these peaks are of different amplitudes, because not all of the original image zeros are equally sensitive to noise. In
particular, zeros located well off the unit circle a.re particularly sensitive, a point noted
by Sinton (1986). Hence in Fig 6.17 it is only possible to reliably determine three out
of the original four image zeros because random fluctuations in the zero density exceed
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J~,n

n

0
1
2
3
4

1n

0
0.00
0.06
0.16
0.07
0.00

1
0.01
0.22
0.35
0.16
0.04

2
0.09
0.40
0.33
0.20
0.13

3
0.11
0.29
0.27
0.19
0.05

4
0.02
0.09
0.10
0.04
0.01

Table 6.2: Reconstruction of image given in Table 6.1 from 100 speckles
the height of the peak corresponding to the fourth zero. The loss of this zero effectively
reduces the detail with which the true image is resolved.
In two-dimensions, however, it is possible to form as many zero-density maps as
is desired, by using as many different values of ( and"( as is deemed appropriate. When
employing a linear equations approach to image recovery, as described in §4.8, there is
no need to recover all the point zeros from each one-dimensional projection. Provided
that the total number of zeros from all projections exceeds the the number of pixels in
the image (cf §4.8), it is usually sufficient to recover just one or two zeros from each
projection. The pixel values of the recovered image are listed in Table 6.2. Although ET
cannot be claimed to be small, the reconstruction replicates the shape of the image quite
well.
The technique described in this section is still at a very early stage. There remains
a significant amount of optimisation to be performed in both the one-dimensional zeroand-add process and the image recovery. As noted earlier in this section the positions of
the true visibility zeros displaced far from the unit circle are very sensitive to noise. As a
result, the peaks in the zero density map corresponding to these zeros are not well defined
(Fig 6.17). This leads to two forrns of error. Firstly spurious zeros may be located and
secondly some of the true visibility's zero positions may be substantially misplaced.
Conventional lea.st squares, as used in the above example, is very sensitive to
incorrect data.. Hence a weighted lea.st squares technique (Taylor 1982) should resnlt in
significantly better reconstructions, provided a. reasonable estimate of the error in zero
positions can be rnade. Further possible improvements to the technique outlined in this
section a.re suggested in chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH
There are many possiblities for continuing the work discussed in this thesis, both in blind
deconvolution and phase retrieval. One fundamental issue worth closer examination is
how to represent a compact image. Although sampling has proved adequate in most
situations, it appears that discrete prolate spheroidal wavefunctions rn.ay be capable of
providing the basis for a new generation of algorithms.
Another area warranting further study is the question of Inaking more efficient
use of phase closure in two-dimensional phase retrieval, which is the subject of §7.2.
In my opinion an algorithm which enforces approximate phase closure over the entire
( u, v )-plane is likely to lead to efficient phase retrieval, especially when dealing with noisy
Fourier magnitude data.
Means of irn.proving the convergence of iterative phase retrieval algorithrn.s are
needed. This is the subject of §7.3, where the ma.jor emphasis is on finding a good
starting estimate. At the very least a good starting estimate accelerates the convergence
of an iterative algorithm (Won et al. 1985), whilst in situations where the constraints
are not particularly strong a good starting estimate can Inean the difference between an
acceptable and meaningless reconstruction.
The final sections of this chapter relate to possible improvements to the new
methods of deconvolution introduced in this thesis. §7.4 deals with deconvolution based on
separating the zero-sheets corresponding to the components of the convolution, whilst §7.5
discusses possible improvements to blind deconvolution based on recovering the modulo
7r phase of the components. The last section (§7.6) deals with two-dimensional zero-a.ndadd. Because the method described in §6.4 does not take full advantage of the analytic
properties of two-dimensional images, it appears likely that considerable improvements
to the results presented in §6.4 should be possible.

7 .1

Prolate spheroidal wavefunctions

All practical images are of finite energy and as a consequence they must be effectively
compact in both Fourier and image space. Although it is possible to represent a compact
image by samples in either Fourier or image space, this representation is not optimal (§ 1.6,
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Landau and Pollack 1962). To show this, consider a one-dimensional image f( x) which
is effectively compact (§1.6) in image space within the interval [-~, ~] and in Fourier
space within the interval [-T¥, T¥]. As noted by Slepian (1983), f(x) can be represented
by the weighted sum of (2T¥ X + 1) prolate spheroidal wa.vefunctions (PSvVFs) whose
functional forms are determined solely by the product T1V X.
When representing a compact image by samples, however, it is necessary to use
more than (2W X + 1) samples to model a compact image, especially when the product
T¥ X is small. The drawback to this approach is that only a subset of the images representable by the increased number of samples a.re in fact consistent with the constraint of
compactness. Because the dimension of the space spanned by a sampled representation
is larger than the dimension of the actual space, it is correspondingly more difficult to
find a feasible solution (Trussell and Civanlar 1984). Also, using an increased number of
samples allows the image's Fourier transform to exist in a wider space [-TiV', TiV'] where
TiV' > vV. Consequently it is necessary to alternate between image and Fourier space to
ensure that the constraint of compactness in Fourier space is being met.
Discrete·PS.VVFs have major advantages over continuous PSvVFs for representing
a compact image, since they are much easier to compute. Slepia.n (1978) describes how
the discrete PSWFs can be calculated by solving a finite matrix eigenvalue problem, a
familiar problem in many branches of engineering.
As an example of how discrete PSWFs could be used as an alternative to sampling
functions, consider the Fourier phase problem. Firstly, the discrete PSWFs are calculated
from the product VV X. Then, assuming the image is exactly compact, all that remains is
to fit the first (2vV X + 1) discrete PSWFs to the Fourier magnitude. Since the discrete
PSWFs are compact in image space by definition, there is no longer the need to iterate
between Fo~rier and image space (as required when using sampling functiohs ). Hence the
problem reduces to optirn.ally fitting a set of basis functions to the available data.

7.2

Two-dimensional phase closure

§4.2 introduces a technique for phase retrieval based on enforcing phase closure. To
briefly recap the technique, a closed circuit in the ( 'Ll, v )-plane is formed, the boundaries
of which a.re straight lines on which the Fourier transforms of projections in image space
are defined. Referring to Fig 4.7 and (4.15) it is apparent that the total phase around
this circuit must equal zero modulo 27r. The algorithm. as it stands performs zero-flipping
to find the phase distributions a.long the one-dimensional boundaries which yield exact
phase closure.
The practical difficulties presented by this crude algorithm, even in the absence of
.noise, are immense. §4.2 notes that the computation required is an exponential function
of the image size. Furthermore, in the presence of noise it is no longer possible to rely
on exact phase closure around a circuit in Fourier space. In my opinion, considerable
improvements to the algorithm are possible by utilising the results of §3.4, where it is
noted that it is usually acceptable to model an image with a finite number of zeros.
Consider the typical zero distribution for a one-dimensional image shown in Fig
7 .1. It is a property of the the Fourier transform of an object of compact support that
its zeros tend to the real axis as R[u] -+ 0, as is explained in detail by Requicha. (1980).
Intuitively, because all compact real world images are of finite energy, F( 'll) -+ 0 as
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l[u]

*
A B

*

R[u]

*
Figure 7.1: Typical zero distribution in Fourier space for a one-dimensional compact
image.

u - t oo. Thus it is not unreasonable to expect the zeros of F( u) to tend towards the real
axis when u - t oo.
Now consider the phase difference 6.01 between points A and B in Fig 7.1. The
contribution made by each zero is proportional to the distance of that zero from points A
and B. As a result the low frequency phase is usually determined by a few low frequency
zeros (cf §3.4). Since the low frequency phase in turn determines the general structure of.
an image, although there may be a large number of image-forms, in general there are very
much fewer general shapes for the image-forms (a point noted in practical investigations
by both Fright (1987) and Fienup (1978)).
It should be possible to use approximate phase closure, using only small circuits
in Fourier space, and only considering the zeros which are close to each circuit. It should
then be possible to combine the information obtained from several circuits to uniquely
determine the true phase. Because this technique would only involve a small number of
zeros for any one calculation there should no longer be an exponential rise in computation
with image size. Furthermore, since it would no longer be necessary to employ exact phase
closure, the technique could be made quite robust in the presence of noise.

7 .3

Accelerating phase retrieval by optimal choice of
starting estimate

The importance of a good starting estimate is well undestood in iterative processing. At
the very least a good starting estimate accelerates convergence of an iterative algorithm.
In many cases where the constraints are not particularly strong, a good starting estimate
can mean the difference between an acceptable and meaningless reconstruction.
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One possible area for future research would be to apply a similar approach to
the phase problem as it arises in speckle imaging applications. Assuming the current
estimate of the true image has the correct Fourier magnitude it is possible to model it as
the convolution of the t:rue image and a blurring function. Invoking the notation of §5.1,
the current estimate of the true visibility can be written as

K( u, V)

= F( u, V)ei\Ji(u,v)

(7.1)

where w( u, v) is a real function of u and v.
(7.1) bears a marked similarity to the situation in speckle imaging where the
image's visibility phase is effectively randomised. Hence, by applying Fienup's iterative
algorithms to a number of different starting images it should be possible to form an
ensemble of images which could be used in, for example, a variation of SAA (cf Robinson
and Bates (1982)). The resultant image could then be used as the initial estimate for
further Fienup processing. A technique of this form could, to a large degree, overcome
the stagnation resulting from a poor choice of starting image (§5.7).
Another method which warrants further investigation is optimally positioning
the estimated support. A commonly occurring problem is that the recovered image is
translated relative to the assumed support (§5. 7). A possible way of averting this difficulty
is to periodically shift the image-box so as to maximise the enrgy within the support
(Fright 1984; Fienup and Wackerman 1986).
I have made a .preliminary investigation of a variation of this approach. Rather
than move the support to maximise the energy within the support, the image is translated
a few pixels in every direction and then each image is used as the starting image for a
small number of iterations. The output image with the smallest E1 is then used as a
new basis and the process is repeated. After a few of these cycles, a conventional Fienup
iteration is employed. This technique successfully averts stagnation due to the imageform attempting to reconstruct in a position translated relative to the estimated support.
Although there is a marked improvement in the convergence of the iterative loop when
it is implemented in this manner, it is not clear whether the extra initial computation is
justifiable.

7.4

Zero based blind deconvolution

The technique for zero-based deconvolution introduced in §4.7 can, in the absence of
noise, deconvolve quite large objects. As noted in §4.9, the addition of noise to the
convolution causes the zero-sheets corresponding to the components of the convolution
to become linked by bridges. Since these bridges exist in a four-dimensional space, their
visualisation poses severe difficulties which are only partly resolved by the techniques
introduced in §4.6.
In order to develop an algorithm which can robustly deconvolve noisy convolutions, it will be necessary to develop a deeper understanding of the behaviour of zerosheets. In particular, some means must be found to relate the zero-sheets of aliased
convolutions with the zero-sheets of convolutions sampled at the Nyquist frequency. Ideally, the algorithm should be capable of starting with a low frequency version of the
zero-sheet, afterwards slowly building up the spatial frequency coverage as the resolution
of the image is increased. Thus, rather than deal with the full zero-sheet of the visibility
I
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of, for example a 63 x 63 pixel image, it should be possible to reduce the problem to a 9
x 9 pixel image which models only the low frequency portion of the Fourier spectrum.
Since, as noted in §4.9, the number of bridges is related to the number of pixels
in the image, reducing the effective size of the convolution would considerably reduce the
computation required. It should also be far simpler than isolating and correcting the
bridging between the zero-sheets of the components of a noisy convolution.

7.5

Phase-based blind deconvolution

§6.3 deals with an iterative method of blind deconvolution. Utilising the notation
of §6.3, the deconvolution procedure can be divided into two stages. Firstly, the convolution's visibility magnitude is used to pose a Fourier phase problem which is solved using
techniques introduced in chapter 5. Depending on the initial choice of starting point, this
yields either
g(x,y) = f(x,y) 8 h(x,y)
(7.2)
or

d(x,y) = J(x,y) 8 h*(-x,-y).

(7.3)

On using (7.2) and (7.3), it is possible to derive P[F( 1l, v )] and P[H( 1l, v )] both rnodulo
1r. The second stage of the deconvolution consists of recovering f (x, y) and h( x, y) from
their respective phases modulo 1r. The major difficulty with this second stage is correctly
estimating B1(x,y) and B1i(x,y). It appears likely, however, that refinements of the final
iterative procedure outlined in §6.3 should be capable of overcoming these problem;:;.
The first stage poses a number of difficulties when dealing with rnore detailed
images, for example Fig 7.2. This is because it is very difficult to recover d(x, y) precisely.
As can be seen from Fig 7.2c, the convolution of a pair of positive objects exhibiting
pronounced detail tends to be a relatively featureless image exhibiting little apparent
detail. Recovery of "foggy" image-forms poses considerable difficulties, which are detailed
in Fright ( 1984).
Fig 7.3 shows

P

[fJ(
v )]
D(H,v)
1l,

(7.4)

where fJ is the estimated visibility obtained using Fienup's hybrid input-output algorithm,
which is described in chapter 5. Although phases close to the origin of Fourier space have
been estimated accurately, the same can not be said for the phases further out. Because
it is impossible to recover the Fourier magnitude correctly in regions where the Fourier
phase is incorrect, the reconstructed images shown in Fig 7.4 are equivalent .to lowpass
filtered versions of the images in Fig 7.2.
Fright (1984) details a number of procedures for dealing with "foggy" images. It
is likely that appropriate adaption of these techniques could enhance the quality of the
reconstructions shown in Fig 7.4.

7.6

Two-dimensional zero-and-add

The technique for two-dimensional zero-and-add, described in §6.4, relies on
reducing the two-dimensional speckle images to a set of ensembles of one-dimensional
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7.2: Example of the convolution of two 32 x 32 pixel positive images. (a) first 32
x 32 pixel image (b) second 32 x 32 pixel image ( c) the 63 x 63 pixel convolution of the
images shown in Fig 7.2a and 7.2b
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Figure 7.3: Phase of the ratio of P[D( u, v )] and P[D( u, v )] (cf (7.3)). Quantised from
(black) to 7r (white) .

(a)

-7f

(b)

Figure 7.4: Reconstructions, of the two images shown in Fig 7.2a and b, formed by
deconvolving Fig 7.2c
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.5: Simulated speckle images. (a) the true image (b) Speckle #1 (c) Speckle #2
( d) Speckle #3
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1.0, 17

[O, 0.42] (a) true

speckle images. A considerable amount of information is discarded with this approach
because a zero-sheet, rather than being a disjoint collection of points, is in fact a single
continuous surface. It should be far more efficient to compare segrn.ents of zero-contours
or areas of zero-sheets to see if they are common to ea.ch speckle image.
A preliminary illustration of the above suggestion is shown in Figs 7.5 and 7.6.
Fig 7.5a shows a point image, whilst Figs 7.5b-d show three simulated speckle images.
Employing the notation introduced in chapter 4, the zero-contours shown in Fig 7.6
correspond to fixing p = 1.0 and varying 77 from 0 to 0.42. It is apparent that the zerocontours of the true image are present in those of each of the speckle images. The extension
to zero-and-add introduced in §6.4 relies on comparing zero maps formed by plotting
points, sampled from the two-dimensional zero-sheet. Performing a similar process except
with segments of zero-contours, or indeed sections of a zero-sheet should be inherently
more robust. Intuitively it would appear far less likely for an analytic set of points to
coincide randomly than it would be for a single point. As a result, those components
of the zero-sheets which are in fa.ct common to each speckle image's visibility should be
easier to identify.
Finally, it would be desirable to analyse the effects of noise on two-dimensional
zero-sheets in more detail. Clearly, not all sections of the zero-sheet a.re equally sensitive
to noise, and this should be taken into account when recovering the image-form. Parts
~f the zero-sheet which are likely to have been substantially affected by noise must be
given appropriately less weighting than other parts, if the image-form is to be recovered
robustly.
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